OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
**Mysteries & Whodunits**

**2858851 THE BURIAL HOUR.** By Jeffery Deaver. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are drawn into a complex case in which both NYC and Naples, Italy, require international cooperation. But no one involved in the investigation can be trusted. Sachs and Rhyme and themselves and others lives across the globe hang in the balance. 464 pages. Grand.Central. Pub at $28.00

**2804462 A MEASURE OF DARKNESS.** By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Brutalized and abandoned as an infant, a young, innocent man, England falls into the clutches of the police. Detective Will Trent sees forensic evidence in the blood trail and a look in the mother’s eye which will lead him to shockwave revelations that will define the perfect lives broken wide open. 446 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub at $9.99

**289724X LIAR, LIAR.** By Lisa Jackson. Noah, now running his own PI firm, resurfaces in Remm’s life, determined to find out what happened that long-ago night when Remm’s half-sibling and mother disappeared. As they dig deeper, the truth about Remm’s family begins to emerge. A very different, very dark version of the family they knew and love will kill again and again to keep hidden. 472 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub at $7.99

**3653541 DEATH OF A GOSSIP.** By M.C. Beaton. When gossip columnist Lady Jane Winters joined the fishing class, she wasted no time in ruffling the feathers of those around her. But no one expects her to drown and float in the water. Lochdubh Constable Hamish Macbeth will have to navigate choppy waters to find the killer. 284 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub at $16.00

**2894831 THE GENERAL’S DAUGHTER.** By Nelson DeMille. Captain Ann Campbell is a West Point graduate, the daughter of a legendary general, and the pride of Fort Hadley. When her body is found, naked and bound on the firing range, Paul Brenner, a member of the elite undercover investigative unit, is assigned to the politically explosive case. 479 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub at $16.00

**2895145 U P COUNTRY.** By Nelson DeMille. Former army homicide investigator Paul Brenner is thrown headlong into the saddest case of his career. He’s forced to the edge of retirement forced upon him after the disastrous end of his last case when his old commanding officer asks him to return for one final mission: investigate a murder that took place in Vietnam thirty years before. 859 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub at $15.99

**2902613 CRAZY MOUNTAIN KISS.** By kiss McCafferty. The body of a teenage girl is found wedged into a chimney, identified as Cinderella “Cindy” Huntington, a rising rodeo star. Halyne Conner, Sheriff Mortimer Elting has been looking for her since she went missing the previous November. Was Cindy murdered? Or was she running for her life? 315 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub at $9.99

**2823624 FADE TO BLACK.** By David Rosenfelt. After getting shot in the line of duty, New Jersey actor Jake Brock has been busy rebuilding his life. But when fellow support group member Sean Conner approaches him after a meeting, Duke, the dogged detective investigating the cold case, questions him. Soon, he’s questioning everyone he thought he knew about his own past. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $25.99

**5775779 CHASE: BookShots.** By James Patterson with M. Ledwidge. A man plunges to his death from the roof of a Manhattan hotel. It looks like a suicide—except the victim has someone else’s fingerprints and $10,000 in cash. Enter Detective Michael Bennett. 115 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub at $4.95

**3814168 CONSUMED.** By J.R. Ward. Anne is a woman who’s lost her family legacy, by her scarred face, by her mother, and by a best friend who’s lost her faith. She’s lost the best of the rest are counting on her. She’s ready to cross every line, sacrificing all, to keep the secret from surfacing. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub at $26.99

**3780839 SPLENDER IN THE BLOOD.** By Charles回避了. The only thing known about the killer and she’s not talking. Ruth Lake is also leading the Thorn Killer investigation while her wounded partner, Detective Greg Conner, is out for justice. They don’t know that the rest of the force is counting on her. She’s ready to cross every line, sacrificing all, to keep the secret from surfacing. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub at $26.99

**3736566 THE LADY VANDALS.** By Amanda Quick. In Burning Cove, California, a woman is found dead in the restoration of an old opera house. When he falls to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes suspects that he’s been murdered, even though Eleanor Plum is the last person to see him alive. The case motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $25.99

**2983154 AUNT DIMITRY & THE WIDOW’S CURSE.** By Nancy Atherton. Heeding Aunt Dimitry’s advice, Lori travels to Old Cowerton, a village that lies in the midst of an old tale the villagers call “the widow’s curse,” with hopes of finding the truth as to why Lori’s neighbor would admit to killing her first husband. 227 pages. Viking. Pub at $26.00

**3743143 THE DYING HOURS.** By Mark Billingham. Newly demoted and struggling to adjust, Detective Sarah Lain is starting to convince her colleagues that there’s a steady stream of suicides among the elderly in London is something more sinister. When her concerns are dismissed by the murder squad he once worked for, he decides to investigate alone. 390 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub at $15.00

**2005972 A GREAT RECKONING**. By Louise Penny. Former Quebec Homicide Chief Horner Garnache is given an old map which eventually leads to shattering secrets. The map leads him to four young cadets in the Surete Academy, and a dead professor, and as the investigation becomes ever more complicated, Garnache wonders whose side he is on. 386 pages. Minotaur. Pub at $28.99

**284369 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018.** Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game, a dinosaur bones, a bombing at an oil company, a reluctant gunman in the Old West, and the many other scams, dangers, and thrills lurking in his backyard. 411 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub at $15.95

**5911257 DOUBLE PLUM.** By Janet Evanovich. Novels. Two “Between-the-Numbers” novels—double the Plum! In Plum Love, Annie Hart is a “relationship expert” who’s wanted for conning hundreds of thousands of dollars. But is she is? He’ll help her get Annie if Stephanie plays matchmaker to Annie’s most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel’s hot on the tail of some diamond thieves. Annie and her grandmother finds and takes off for Atlantic City. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99

**5671263 FALLING DARKNESS.** By Karen Harper. Claire’s forensic psychology training never prepared her for plane crashes, or helping fellow survivors cope, huddling in rafts, waiting a rescue that may never come. When they do reach dry land, Nick tries to secure their transport to their destination. Things don’t go well, and Claire and Nick no longer know who is helping or harming them. 376 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub at $7.95

**2942720 THE RIGHT SIDE.** By Spencer Quinn. LeAnne Hogan, a traumatized veteran of the Afghanistan war, becomes obsessed with finding a bus, leaving her family behind. Is she is? He’ll help her get Annie if Stephanie plays matchmaker to Annie’s most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel’s hot on the tail of some diamond thieves. Annie and her grandmother finds and takes off for Atlantic City. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99

**3707105 DEAD TO BEGIN WITH.** By Bill Criddle. In Clearview, Texas, a woman dies at a library’s leading restoration of an old opera house. When he falls to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes suspects that he’s been murdered, even though Eleanor Plum is the last person to see him alive. The case motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $25.99

**3704297 MISS JULIA WEATHERS THE STORM.** By Ann B. Ross. Miss Julia’s sweet and genteel family and friends are on a big trip to the beach. Six year old Latisa, their beloved housekeeper’s great-granddaughter, is having a blast collecting trinkets from the bustling medinas and oppressive heat. Her father is. He’ll help her get Annie if Stephanie plays matchmaker to Annie’s most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel’s hot on the tail of some diamond thieves. Annie and her grandmother finds and takes off for Atlantic City. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub at $8.99

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
 Mysteries & Whodunits

*5750678 THE SCAM. By Janet Evanovich & L. Goldsbury. Nicolas Fox is a charming con man and master thief whose life is in danger. Kate is the FBI agent who is hot on his trail. At least that’s what everyone thinks. In reality, they are working together to bring down super-criminals the law can’t touch. A classic mystery. 335 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

$6.95

2814994 THE RIVER OF KINGS. By Taylor Brown. Brothers Hunter and Lawton Loggins set off to kayak the Mokama River, bearing their father’s ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student. Lawton a Navy SEAL on leave; raised by this enigmatic shrimper who loved the river and whose death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

$5.95


$4.95

3814130 AS LONG AS WE BOTH SHALL LIVE. By JoAnn Chaney. After twenty years of running the domestic marriage together—married—Matt and Maggie go on a trip to reinkindle their romance. Only Matt comes back alive. When a washed-up detective and his partner look closer at the incident, they don’t like what they see. 324 pages. Flatiron. Hardcover. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

3803345 SELLING BLOOD. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Thebody is discovered Kerri can’t explain a dead body is discovered. Kerri can’t explain it. 347 pages. MIRA. Hardcover. Pub. at $14.95

$5.95


$4.95


$4.95


$7.95

3804806 THE BONE COLLECTION: Four Novellas. By Kathy Reichs. Novellas. In First Bones we learn how Tempero became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam.

$7.95


$4.95

3805473 DOC SAVAGE #11: Cold Death/The South Pole Terror. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in the heart of the unknown. This collection is the story of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$7.95

3805480 DOC SAVAGE #12: The Restless Dancing Death/The Monster's The Mental Monster. By A. Hathway & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95


$4.95

3805042 DOC SAVAGE #4: The Men Who Smiled No More/The Pink Lady. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804750 DOC SAVAGE #5: The Hunting Bones. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95


$4.95

3804759 DOC SAVAGE #6: The Rustling of Wings. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in the heart of the unknown. This collection is the story of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$7.95

3804762 DOC SAVAGE #7: The Unfinished Nostalgia Ventures. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804766 DOC SAVAGE #8: The Unfinished Nostalgia Ventures. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804770 DOC SAVAGE #9: The Unfinished Nostalgia Ventures. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of international criminals, the Man of Bronze reveals how evil can wear many disguises. 403 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804774 DOC SAVAGE #10: Tunnel Terror/Onge Over Lightly. By W.G. Bogart & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in the heart of the unknown. This collection is the story of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804778 DOC SAVAGE #11: Cold Death/The South Pole Terror. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in the heart of the unknown. This collection is the story of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

3804782 DOC SAVAGE #12: The Restless Dancing Death/The Monster's The Mental Monster. By A. Hathway & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in the heart of the unknown. This collection is the story of how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempero from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the desert of Egypt. In the end, it’s a question of where she goes. Tempero’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95
Mystery Classics

2811758 HEARTBREAK HOTEL. By Jonathan Kellerman. Psychologist Alex Delaware meets with an elderly woman to talk about some unsettling questions—about guilt, patterns of criminal behavior, and victim selection. She promises to answer his questions at their next meeting, but when he shows up, she’s dead. Now Alex and his detective friend Milo Sturgis must unravel almost a century’s worth of secrets. 351 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $17.95

★ 3206173 STEEL RESOLVE. By B. J. Daniels. Novelist. In Steel Resolve Mary Cardwell Savage never meant to bring her ex, the powerful industrialist Karl Lindstrom, back into her life. But when she meets her old flame, she realizes he’s onto something dangerous. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $3.95


Dalgousie finds our inquisitive heroine and new mother facing ranch. 456 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

3796171 BONFIRE. By Krysten Ritter. It’s been ten years since Abby Williams left home and scrubbed away all visible evidence of her small-town roots. Now working as an assistant district attorney in Chicago, she’s given a new case that takes her back home to Barrens, Indiana—where the life Abby painstakingly creates begins to crack. 273 pages. Harper. Pub. at $16.99

★ 3706605 ROCKET TO THE MORGUE. By Anthony Boucher. With characters based on the author’s friends, including Robert Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard, and John W. Campbell, this work is both a novella and an enduring portrait of a real-life writing community. Reissued for the first time in over 30 years, the story is a must read for fans of mystery and science fiction. 514 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


★ 4136940 JUSTIFIED. By Jay Crownover. Lawyer Aspen Barlow is scarred for her life, and Case Lawton is unlovable. Together they are the last hope for protection. Now, as they work together to track down a dangerous criminal, Case and Aspen learn to trust each other and their love grows to new heights. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★ 2838818 RED KNIFE. By William Kent Krueger. When the daughter of a powerful businessman dies as a result of her mother’s illegal adoption, her four sons—Joshua, Ben, Martin, and her little sister were the victims of a terrifying drug ring. 340 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99


★ 3688666 BLOOD ON THE TRACKS. Ed. by Mark Edwards. Readers will delight in this collection of 15 railway-themed mysteries, featuring some of the most popular authors of their day alongside less familiar names. Includes The Man With the Waxed Hat by John Banville, The Other Woman with No Face by Dorothy L. Sayers, The Eighth Lamp by Roy Vickers; The Devil Crossing by Freeman Wills Crofts, and more. 350 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

★ 4539273 JUNKYARD DOGS. By Craig Johnson. Missing body parts and dead developers are only the beginning when sheriff Walt Longmire finds himself in the throes of a modern-day range war featuring more than just the usual corpse—it also includes an outlaw whose name is in the back of a 1966 vehicle, 306 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00

★ 6591124 THE HIGHWAYMAN. By Craig Johnson. When Wyoming Highway Patrolman John Cardwell Savage starts receiving “Officer needs assistance” radio calls, apparently from a legendary local patrolman who died almost 50 years ago, Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear are determined to find the troublemaker who is surely playing a prank on their colleague. But the mystery goes much deeper than they had imagined. 190 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

★ 6708205 MURDER IN THE COURTHOUSE. By Nancy Grace. Hailey Dean, the prosecutor who never lost a case, jets to Wyoming to help solve the murder of her former college intern. 273 pages. BenBella. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3754184 THEY HANGED MY SANTLY BILLY. By Robert Graves. Based on the historical surgeon accused of murder, this is true-crime fiction as only a true literary master could write it, with exquisitely rendered portraits of Dr. William Palmer’s era and milieu. 513 pages. Noonday. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

★ 6981854 THE PADDINGTON MYSTERY. By John Rhode. When a young woman dies in a remote mountain church, the question of whodunnit is relatively easy to solve, but the identity of the real Simon rests on Lord Charlton, from the false–a task made no easier by his secret of the missing person case becomes a homicide investigation when the killer turns out to be the killer with a mysterious agenda, and it becomes apparent the next victim may very well be Hailey herself. 273 pages. BenBella. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3799095 INTO THE DARK. By Karen Rose. Michael is not your typical teenager. Deaf from birth, he’s always looked out for his five year old brother, Joshua. When his stepmother takes Joshua, Michael has taken the child and runs. He’s determined to protect his brother at all costs, and the danger only intensifies when Michael identifies his stepfather as the killer with a mysterious agenda. 273 pages. BenBella. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 5721909 THE CARNIVAL MURDER. By Tim Brass. A massive carnival that travels through the heart of America every summer. But years later, when a college intern unearths disturbing secrets regarding missing body parts and dead bodies, the story is a must read for fans of mystery and science fiction. 514 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

★ 3683181 COPPER RIVER. By William Kent Krueger. Bodine, Michigan, Sheriff Cork O’Connor is running his life, and straight into a murderous conspiracy involving teenage runaways. 309 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3759091 BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY. By Tony Medawar. This anthology brings together 16 forgotten tales that must unravel almost a century’s worth of secrets. Now Alex and homicide detective Milo Sturgis are on the trail in this collection of 15 holiday mysteries. Authors include Margery Allingham, Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and Arthur Conan Doyle. 388 pages. Collins. Pub. at $16.99

★ 2819449 RESIDUE. By Michael McGarrity. A long unsolved missing person case becomes a homicide investigation when the bodies of Karen Rose’s niece, Mallory Johnson, and her little sister are found in what appears to be an illegal adoption, sold by their addict mother for drugs. But their benefactor is not who everyone thinks he is. Mallory has never told his secrets before because the danger to his family is too great. But everyone has a limit to what they can endure. 629 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


★ 3039397 WHO IS SIMON WARWICK? By Patricia Moyes. Henry Tibbert is charged with sorting the real Simon, nephew of the deceased Lord Dorchester, from the false–a task made no easier by the question of whodunnit is relatively easy to solve, but the identity of the real Simon rests on Lord Charlton, from the false–a task made no easier by his secret of the missing person case becomes a homicide investigation when the killer turns out to be the killer with a mysterious agenda. 273 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 2819449 RESIDUE. By Michael McGarrity. A long unsolved missing person case becomes a homicide investigation when the bodies of Karen Rose’s niece, Mallory Johnson, and her little sister are found in what appears to be an illegal adoption, sold by their addict mother for drugs. But their benefactor is not who everyone thinks he is. Mallory has never told his secrets before because the danger to his family is too great. But everyone has a limit to what they can endure. 629 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★ 2836867 BLOOD ON THE TRACKS. Ed. by Mark Edwards. Readers will delight in this collection of 15 railway-themed mysteries, featuring some of the most popular authors of their day alongside less familiar names. Includes The Man With the Waxed Hat by John Banville, The Other Woman with No Face by Dorothy L. Sayers, The Eighth Lamp by Roy Vickers; The Devil Crossing by Freeman Wills Crofts, and more. 350 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

★ 375927X THE CHRISTMAS CARD CRIME AND OTHER STORIES. Ed. by Martin Edwards. These 11 mysteries explore the darker side of the festive season that lurks beneath the sparkling decorations. Withneglected stories by John Rhode, Dame Agatha Christie, and C. R. Lorac, as well as tales by little known writers of crime fiction, this is a gripping seasonal collection sure to delight mystery fans. 224 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 375927X THE CHRISTMAS CARD CRIME AND OTHER STORIES. Ed. by Martin Edwards. These 11 mysteries explore the darker side of the festive season that lurks beneath the sparkling decorations. Withneglected stories by John Rhode, Dame Agatha Christie, and C. R. Lorac, as well as tales by little known writers of crime fiction, this is a gripping seasonal collection sure to delight mystery fans. 224 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


2282626 PEKOKE MOST POISON. By Laura Childs. Thames and Hudson. The body of a notorious drug lord is found in a mud puddle, a young woman next to him, with no ID, no English—and no memory. 388 pages. HarperLargePrint. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

2957949 DEADFALL. By Linda Fairstein. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure—senator Marshall Lucas Davenport—Alex Cooper has worked for years—she and detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the biggest biker—the killer or the victim. 461 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

2938286 DEADFALL. By Linda Fairstein. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure—senator Marshall Lucas Davenport—Alex Cooper has worked for years—she and detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the biggest biker—the killer or the victim. 461 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.


2973911 VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By D. Preston & L. Child. After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI’s New York Field Office, Special Agent Pendergast is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkably condition of continued employment: he must now work with a partner. Pendergast and his new team are assigned to solve a rash of killings in Miami Beach by a bloodthirsty psychopath. 337 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.

3815765 UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN. By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s father in law, Count Falier, is urging his Venetian son in law to investigate, and preferably to intervene in, the scandalous plans of the Count’s best friend, the elderly Gonzalo, to adopt a much younger man as his son. What seems innocent on the Venetian surface ultimately will lead to murder, for which the son will discover. 259 pages. AtlanticMonthly. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00.

2991071 COLD HEARTED RIVER. By Keith McCafferty. When a woman goes missing in a snowstorm and is found dead in a bear’s den, Sheriff Martha Ettinger realizes the space is too small for all the known suspects. She sends Washington, D.C. into an all-out war on the drug before it hits the streets. SHOPWORN. 306 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00.

3970183 THE STOLEN ONES. By Owen Laukkanen. It begins with a Minnesota sheriff’s deputy found dead in the mud, a young woman next to him, with no ID, no English—and holding a gun. The murder puts state investigator Kirk Stevens and FBI special agent Carla Windermere on the trail of a stolen trunk rumored to contain not only Ernest Hemingway’s unpublished manuscript, but priceless paintings. 371 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

3769907 KINGDOM OF THE BLIND. By Lawrence Block. The recent investigation that happened six months ago, leading to Armad Garahme’s suspension has dragged on. While most of the officials he allowed to slip through his hands, in order to bring down the cartels, Garahme’s hand is one dealing with an exception, and Garahme races to recover the drug before it hits the streets. SHOPWORN. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95.


Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

2872149 SHADOW KILLER. By Ian Rankin. Reykjavik 1941: a city under the shadow of war. Flovent, Reykjavik's only detective is joined by the young military policeman Thorson to investigate the murder of a young man. As evidence is gathered, Thorson becomes increasingly suspicious of the role played by the murdered man's former girlfriend, and his British soldier lover.


5.95

3773611 AGAINST NATURE. By Casey Barrett. Perched in an apartment above the crustacean shops of Manhattan, unlicensed P. Duck Darley has settled into an unlikely domestic routine with a wealthy divorcée and her precocious eight-year old son. But old nightmares return when he gets a desperate call from Cass, his former partner, saying she's been switched with a drug firmware. 338 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

4.95


5.95

7601125 ROBERT B. PARKER'S DAMNED IF YOU DO. By Michael Brandman. The woman on the bed was barely out of her teens. Deliled, as was her dead and bleeding. A cold case, but it’s on Harry Bosch. 434 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

4.95

6823645 AGAINST THE STORM. By Kat Martin. Maggie O’Connell, a well-known Houston photographer, is being followed. Desperate for help, she hires Trace Rawlins, a former army ranger, turned bounty hunter, to protect her. When Rawlins learns Maggie’s secrets, he knows she’s trouble. He takes her case anyway, thinking it will be an easy job—but something isn’t adding up. 365 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

6.95

1812192 JUSTICE FOR ALL. By J.A. Jance. In one horrific instant, a homicide detective’s well-earned holiday is becoming a waking nightmare. Suddenly a lethal brew of accusation, assassination, madness and political threats to do more than poison J.P. Beaumont’s sleep, it’s dragging the Seattle cop into the path of a killer. 359 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

4.95

7614357 IMPROBABLE CAUSE. By J.A. Jance. Perhaps it was fitting justice: a dentist who enjoyed inflicting pain was murdered in his chair. The question is not who wanted him dead, but rather, who was the body’s point man. For Seattle Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont, the most damning piece of the puzzle will shake him to his very core. 292 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

6.95


6.95

2998660 LIBRARY OF THE DEAD. By Glenn Cooper. New York special agent George Blaisdell is on the tail of a murderer who, for forty, he drinks too much, and she’s lost the fire that led him into police work. So he’s reluctant when the FBI assigns him the Doomsday Killer serial murder case. 372 pages. Harper Paper.

9.99

389464X CADILLAC JUKEBOX. By James Lee Burke. Aaron Crown renounced the Ku Klux Klan years ago. However, twenty-eight years after the murder of famed NAACP leader Ely Dowd, his little daughter is kidnapped. Detective Dave Robicheaux investigates, and the more he does, the more it seems Crown has been wrongly convicted. 323 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

4.95

2995067 LIGHT OF THE WORLD. By James Lee Burke. An escaped serial killer flees to Montana, where Detective Dave Robicheaux is vacationing with his family and friends. Before Robicheaux can stop the killer, quatre of those he loves most, he’ll have to face his own inner demons. In the wake of the Harvard massacre, the regex of the Doomsday Killer has set him on a course that may lead him to his own destruction.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

4.95


12.95

3782778 THE FIFTH FLOOR. By Michael Harvey. When private detective Michael Kelly is hired by an old rival to tail her husband, he expects trouble of a purely domestic nature. Life, however, is not so simple. Along the way he finds himself framed for murder, beaten, drugged, and interrogated by a police detective. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95

9.95

2879211 THE CHICAGO WAY. By Michael Harvey. From the co-creator of TV’s Cold Case Files comes a fast paced, stylish murder mystery featuring a tough talking Irish cop turned private investigator who does for Chicago what Elmore Leonard’s Detroit and Raymond Chandler did for Los Angeles. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

4.95

3732533 DEAD MAN RUNNING. By Steve Hamilton. When caught in a trap, a deranged loner is chagrined at the murder of a young woman. When interviewed by the FBI, he reveals there’s another, and she’s still alive. He’ll take them to her on one condition: he won’t cop out when they finally find her, and if he doesn’t, he won’t cop out when they finally find her. 347 pages. NAL. Paperback.

5.95

6884572 LIGHT OF THE WORLD. By James Lee Burke. A retired master cop, Mike Hammer returns to the streets of L.A., where he continues to work cases that others think are too hot for his aging body. The case that lands on his desk. How was it possible that something—anything—happened? 363 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

9.95

5905303 THE CROSSING. By Michael Connelly. Detective Harry Bosch, after his high-profile wins in his hometown of East Long Beach, is now operating in L.A. for more than two decades, and the cases have given way to a more than four years down a one-way road. Bosch’s case comes to him by the police force, LA PD.

5.95

3817091 WRECKED. By Joe Ide. Isaiah Quintabe- IQ for short—has never been more successful, or felt more alone. A series of high-profile wins in his hometown of East Long Beach have earned him a reputation as a white collar hunter. Two cases have earned him the respect of the readers. If he can’t do it, no one can do it. 343 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

5.95
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to disaster when a float crashes and explodes, leaving the marching of the Pluvius parade. But the revelry suddenly turns for Mardi Gras in New Orleans to officially commence with the Moran. Scrapbook shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited.

Lindsay Boxer is pregnant at last! But her work doesn’t slow for a moment. When police officer Randy Grady’s ex-fiancée turns up murdered, Karine McKutcheon, who was另有谋的 for her to prove his innocence in the murder of her wife, is skeptical, but she begins to look at the evidence—and it doesn’t line up. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**2978122** GRIEF. By Ann Rice. 360 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. **SOLD OUT**

**2874292** A CATACOMB’S SECRET. By Alafair Burke. 368 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**29062X** GUILTY BY ASSOCIATION. By Mayse Twemlow. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99. **SOLD OUT**


**2876527** THE 4TH CONFESSION. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. The Women’s Murder Club. A young mother is found lifeless in a San Francisco hospital, the doctors are mystified as other recovering patients become deadly ill. Accompanied by the newest member of the Women’s Murder Club, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer probes deeper into the deaths of four of San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. 396 pages. Vision. Pub. at $10.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**290459** THE 9TH JUDGMENT. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. A young mother is found lifeless in a San Francisco hospital, the doctors are mystified as other recovering patients become deadly ill. Accompanied by the newest member of the Women’s Murder Club, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer probes deeper into the deaths of four of San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. 396 pages. Vision. Pub. at $10.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2698450** THE 8TH CONFESION. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. The Women’s Murder Club. A young mother is found lifeless in a San Francisco hospital, the doctors are mystified as other recovering patients become deadly ill. Accompanied by the newest member of the Women’s Murder Club, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer probes deeper into the deaths of four of San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. 396 pages. Vision. Pub. at $10.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2981051** GLITTER BOMB. By Laura Childs with T.F. Moran. Scrapbook shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited. But when her friend Kate Jameson confesses that she’s obsessing over a married man, Peaches must have even more surprises when Peter’s body washes up on a beach six months later—and she is assigned to the case. 307 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00. **SOLD OUT**

**2894572** THE 10TH JUDGMENT. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. A young mother is found lifeless in a San Francisco hospital, the doctors are mystified as other recovering patients become deadly ill. Accompanied by the newest member of the Women’s Murder Club, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer probes deeper into the deaths of four of San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. 396 pages. Vision. Pub. at $10.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**29062X** GUILTY BY ASSOCIATION. By Mayse Twemlow. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99. **SOLD OUT**


**2892634** A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in Painters Mill burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but when the body of 18-year-old Daniel is found inside, Kate suspects murder. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. **SOLD OUT**

**3151425** A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in Painters Mill burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but when the body of 18-year-old Daniel is found inside, Kate suspects murder. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. **SOLD OUT**

**2894572** THE 10TH JUDGMENT. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. A young mother is found lifeless in a San Francisco hospital, the doctors are mystified as other recovering patients become deadly ill. Accompanied by the newest member of the Women’s Murder Club, Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer probes deeper into the deaths of four of San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. 396 pages. Vision. Pub. at $10.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2892634** A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in Painters Mill burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but when the body of 18-year-old Daniel is found inside, Kate suspects murder. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. **SOLD OUT**
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195009X MURDER WITH FRIED CHICKEN AND WAFFLES. By A.L. Herbert. Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking, hosting and keeping her young cousin, Wannabe, from getting too sassy with the customers at Mahalia’s Sweet Tea restaurant. Fast-talking and annoying entrepreneur Marcus Rand turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia will have to serve up the real scoop! 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2950227 POISONOUS. By Allison Brennan. When teenage Internet bully by lake Bell fell off a cliff and was taken to the hospital, her devoted stepbrother, Tommy,微观izada mencionada. The police call to ask if she has any suspicions but her investigation proves dangerous. Finding the truth may get her killed. 435 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

3737395 MULCH ADO ABOUT MURDER. By Edith Maxwell. As organic farmer Cam Flagg is visited by a news crew and clouds of mystery begin to gather as Cam deals with the murder of her neighbor, the once proud owner of the town’s new hydroponic farm. As suspects keep sprouting up, Cam must move quickly before the killer strikes again. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

371201X BEACH BAGS AND BURGLARIES. By Dorothy Howell. Part-time sleuth and fashionista Haley Randolph just won an all-expenses paid vacation to the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaxton, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid on the beach, and clearly dead. Haley’s faced down clever criminals before, but this malicious murderer might be too crafty. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


3751564 RED VELVET CUPCAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. A warmer than usual summer in Lake Eden has Hannah Swensen trying to keep the heat on both in and out of her bakery. The Cookie Jar. But she’s about to find out the hard way that nothing cools off a hot day like a cold-blooded murder. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3762072 RAIDERS OF THE LOST CORSET. By Ellen Byerum. “Crimes of Fashion” columnist Lacey Smithsonian is bustling with excitement for her first trip to France. She’ll be with her friend Magda, corset creator for D.C.’s wealthiest citizens. But just before the big adventure, someone poisons Magda. Could it have something to do with a secret from her ex-husband’s past, and his faithful hound Lulu must sniff out a murderer, before someone else faces the final curtail? 240 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3741389 THE MAN WHO COULDN’T MIS. By David Handler. While Hollywood celebrity Ivy Hoag busily works on a new novel at the Connecticut farm of her ex-husband, Merilee, the police call to ask if he knows the whereabouts of a named person. But Merilee has a score to settle–she wants to find out, Lacey must follow a thread from Normandy to New Orleans. 282 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3707210 KILLER BOWS. By Nancy J. Cohen. Maria Shore is looking forward to a leisurely cruise with her fiancé, Lance Dalton. But after finding a threatening note stuck in her cabin door, she’s on high-alert, searching for the true note’s recipient before the cruise goes down the drain. Lance does find the culprit fast, this spunky stylist may end up with her own split end! 295 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3766974 CAT WITH A CLUE. By Laurie Cass. Early one morning while tending to the garden, Minnie Hamilton finds a black cat lying at the front of her house. That’s how Minnie Hamilton learns the body of murder. But for the autopsies reveals, this mystery victim, this shirts covered in blackberry pie stains, would have died even if Hannah hadn’t hit him. 285 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3755389 CRYPT SUZETTE. By Maya Corrigan. After winning the costume contest at the Halloween-themed bookstore party, the secretive Suzette is mowed down by a hit-and-run driver. Caterer Val Deniston, and her granddaughter, start to wonder whether it was a hit-and-run or if someone else was behind it, and why? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3707334 MUSSED UP. By Barbara Ross. The tour season is winding down in Bussum’s Harbor Maine, and Julia Snowden senses trouble simmering for the Snowden Family Clambake Company. When the body of an upscale competitor is found beneath a lobsterman’s boat, Julia’s brother-in-law, labeled suspect number one, and Julia needs to act fast to clear his name. 313 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3998831 MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON TOP. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be focused on wrapping up her latest job when one of the bridesmaids collapses into a floral arrangement. But her siste r Michelle starts looking for a killer before her cousin becomes a prime suspect. 276 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

3799448 MURDER AT ICICLE LODGE. By J.D. Griffio. When her granddaughter lands a reporting gig at the luxurious Icicle Lodge, Alberta Scaglione and friends tag along for a week of R&R. But the idyllic getaway becomes a nightmare after the gang discovers the dead body of celebrity guest, who’s flakier than puff pastry and far more delicious. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3735605 MOLEDED 4 MURDER. By J.C. Eaton. Terrified she’s been targeted by assassins, Harriet begs her daughter Sophie “Fhe” Kimball, to investigate the recent murder at her retirement complex. What Phoebe uncovers is a complicated scheme that only the most diabolical of murderers would ever devise. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. by J.R. Romero. Before long he learns of a dark secret from his ex-wife’s past, and he and his faithful hound Lulu must sniff out a murderer, before someone else faces the final curtain call. 240 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3715600 WARNING AT ONE. By Ann Purser. She’s worked through all of the days of the week, turning up clues and scrubbing up both messes and murderers in the village of Long Farned. But crime is a persistent stain, and Lois Meade is finding that sleuthing takes up as much time as the real thing, she can. 325 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
Amateur Sleuths

2898535 THE LAST CHANCE OLIVE RANCH. By Susan Wilting Albert. Max Moraitis, the killer Marcus McQuaid had escaped years ago, is still on the run. But Max Marit, a detective who is the chief investigator of the case, has decided to track him down. Max Marit has a mix of emotions towards the killer, but he is determined to find him. The story of Marcus McQuaid's escape and the pursuit of justice is a gripping tale of suspense and mystery.

3707695 AND THEN THERE WERE CRUMBS. By Eve Calder. Stewart Lord is a real estate developer and he is a man with a plan. He wants to make a killing by purchasing the Cookie House Bakery, but he finds out that Sam the owner won't sell. When Stewart turns up dead after eating a fresh batch of cookies, Maria and Lisa feel the heat. But it's not just the family who are in hot water, it's the entire town.

3707695 LET'S FAKE A DEAL. By Sherry Harris. As a former military spouse, Sarah Winston has learned a little about organizing, packing, and moving. But when her latest project has her accidentally stealing stolen merchandise and her boss is in hot water, Sarah will have to outsmart the killer before he can strike again. But it's not just about the money, it's about saving her own life.

TIDE AND PUNISHMENT. By Bree Baker. It's Christmas in Chantilly, North Carolina and the town is gearing up for the annual Snowman Festival. The festival is known for its festive atmosphere, but this year it's marred by a series of deadly accidents. When a body is found, the police are called in to investigate. But as they dig deeper, they realize that there may be more to the festival than meets the eye.

DOGGIE DAY CARE MURDER. By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis finds her sleuthing days were behind her. But the death of Steve Pine, the Pine Ridge Canine Care Center's co-owner is too much to ignore. When Steve is found shot to death, Melanie becomes suspect. She's not going to let them close the book on this case without a fight!

2905366 TILLING THE TRUTH. By Julia Henry. It's August in Goosebush, Massachusetts, and go-getter retiree Lily Jayne and her senior pals show no sign of slowing down during the lazy days of summer. But things take a turn for the worse when a body is discovered on the floor of the shop, and Lily Jayne and her pals investigate to see if a Garden Squad member could be their mystery victim.

MURDER, SHE MEOWED. By Liz Mugavero. Kristan and Jake's wedding will soon take place. But when the best man is found dead, it's up to Kristan to find the killer before the wedding can go on. She's not going to let her friends down, but she's also not going to let the killer strike again.

MANGROVE LIGHTNING. By Shelby Shepard Gray. Neel Vance has been heartbroken ever since his parents lost their family farm in a hurricane. But when a new baby arrives on the scene, and the family is offered a chance at redemption, Neel is determined to make it work. But when a body is found in the barn, it's clear that the family is not going to be so easy to convince.

AMISH COUNTRY MURDER. By Ayelet Waldman. In between planning playdates and raising a toddler, Jayne and her pals investigate to see if a Garden Squad member could be their mystery victim.

ONE AT STAKE. By Ingrid Yolke. Cynty is the head of a team of amateur sleuths, but when her best friend is found dead, she's determined to find her killer. But as she delves deeper, she realizes that there's more to the mystery than meets the eye.

AMISH COUNTRY STRAPON. By Ingrid Yolke. Cynty is the head of a team of amateur sleuths, but when her best friend is found dead, she's determined to find her killer. But as she delves deeper, she realizes that there's more to the mystery than meets the eye.

2890894 MURDER BY THE BOOK. By Lauren Elliott. When Addie Greyborne opens a small bookstore in a small New England town, there's trouble from day one. There's the grumpy baker who runs the bakery next door, a car nearly runs Addie down, and someone steals a copy of Alice in Wonderland from her store. Then Addie's friend is arrested for murder. But Addie's determined to solve the mystery and clear her friend's name.

THE LAST CHANCE OLIVE RANCH. By Susan Wilting Albert. Max Moraitis, the killer Marcus McQuaid had escaped years ago, is still on the run. But Max Marit, a detective who is the chief investigator of the case, has decided to track him down. Max Marit has a mix of emotions towards the killer, but he is determined to find him. The story of Marcus McQuaid's escape and the pursuit of justice is a gripping tale of suspense and mystery.

2908429 SELLING FLOWERS, HUMAN IS ETERNAL. By Rose Pressy. Cookie Chanel, owner of It’s Vintage Y'all, a chic clothing store is shooting a spread in a local cemetery for the October issue of a fashion magazine. Being someone who can see and talk to ghosts, Cookie’s not spooked by the location. But when a new ghost appears, and then is murdered, she’s helped by her psychic abilities. One of the ghosts from her ghostly pals to catch a killer.

2904365 DOGGIE DAY CARE MURDER. By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis thought her sleuthing days were behind her. But the death of Steve Pine, the Pine Ridge Canine Care Center’s co-owner is too much to ignore. When Steve is found shot to death, Melanie becomes suspect. She’s not going to let them close the book on this case without a fight!

2748292 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW. By Laurien Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in a new mystery. When a body is found in the snow, Melanie finds herself in hot pursuit of the killer.

2975189 SKATE CRIME. By Alina Adams. While covering a story for a local newspaper, Maddy discovers that her ex-boyfriend, Jordan, is the suspect in a murder case. But when the real killer strikes again, Maddy realizes that she's going to have to solve the mystery on her own.

2764181 LAST PEN STAND. By Laurien Berenson. When the president of the town bank and city council is murdered after an ice-cream store burglary, rumors begin to fly. But as the investigation takes place, Maddy realizes that the truth may be closer to home than she thought.

RODEO BY INNOCENCE. By Katherine Hall Page. Caterer and amateur sleuth Lily Jayne is hired to cater a wedding. But when the bride is found dead, Lily is determined to find the killer before the wedding can go on.

THE BODY IN THE CASKET. By Katherine Hall Page. Caterer and amateur sleuth Lily Jayne is hired to cater a wedding. But when the bride is found dead, Lily is determined to find the killer before the wedding can go on.

THE LAST PERSON TO SEE YOU. By Ingrid Yolke. Cynty is the head of a team of amateur sleuths, but when her best friend is found dead, she's determined to find her killer. But as she delves deeper, she realizes that there's more to the mystery than meets the eye.

THE LEGACY OF INNOCENCE. By Laurien Berenson. Melanie Travis finds her sleuthing days were behind her. But the death of Steve Pine, the Pine Ridge Canine Care Center’s co-owner is too much to ignore. When Steve is found shot to death, Melanie becomes suspect. She’s not going to let them close the book on this case without a fight!

2825295 MANGROVE LIGHTNING. By Randy White. Doc Ford doesn't believe in curses, but as he and his friend Tomlinson begin to investigate the claims of a curse on charter captain Tootsie Barlow's family, they also suffer a series of near-fatal mishaps. Is it just a curse? Ford finds himself probing the ghosts of the past as he uncovers the truth.
**2901780 GLOW OF DEATH.** By Jane K. Cleland. Josie Prescott has been called in to appraise the Tiffany lamp and Ava Belcher, which everyone is delighted to find is genuine. But the celebratory mood soon wanes when Ava is murdered and shock turns to perplexity as Josie realizes that everything she thought she knew about the Belchers is a lie. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2901785 SOUTHERN SASS AND KILLER CRAYINGS.** By Kate Young. After divorcing her husband and returning to home to help out with her elderly dimestore owner, Marguerite has barely tied on an apron when a diners regular drops dead at the counter. When it turns out the old man’s been poisoned, her sister Jena Lynn is concerned. But when Marguerite must find the real earlier, with some startling assistance from her Mama’s spirit. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3711543 DEATH IN A BUDAPEST BUTTERFLY.** By Julia Buckley. Hana Keller and her husband run a stand at a stay at home mom, Annie finds solace in a local “crop circle” of scrapbookers. And when the quiet Doyle of their small town is shattered by a young mother gone missing, Jess soon finds herself caught in what appears to be a simple murder. 293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2901789 FATHER KNOWS DEATH.** By Jeffrey Alcorn. Catherine Longfellow, a tourist who wants to be her small town’s unofficial sleuth, but, trouble does seem to find her. And that’s why Deuce is only mildly surprised to find a body among the frozen burgers and bravest at the local food stand. But tracking down the dangerous truth may be too much for even the most determined dad! 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**8989440 A PERFECT SQUARE.** By Vannetta Chapman. Drama ensues when a man who has lost his past, and a young man who may lose his future. Once again Deborah and her fellow sleuth and quilt shop owner Callie, find themselves trying to piec e together a quilt of living and events—one that can bring unexpected touches of God’s grace, and resolve the tragedy that has shaken this quiet Amish community. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**6594832 SISTER EVE AND THE BLUE NUN.** By Lynne Hinton. Sister Eve, a motorcycle-riding nun with a natural gift for solving murders, finds herself confronting the murder of Dr. Kelly Middleworth, a researcher on the 17th century’s “Blue Nun.” But when all evidence seems to point to the victim’s sister, Eve will need something more than a set of religious orders to catch the killer. 326 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2974553 KNIT TO KILL.** By Anne Canadeo. After a lace black sheep, knitters club member Lucy prepares to tie the knot, the closely knit group decide they need a weekend to unwind before the big day. But their relaxing girls’ getaway turns deadly when a prominent local man turns up dead, and their hostess husband becomes a suspect. So the knitters step in to untangle the clue. 248 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**290864X ONCE UPON A SPINE.** By Kate Carlisle. San Francisco bookseller and librarian Lyn Wainwright is nervously expecting her proper future in-laws who are traveling from England to meet her. When the owner of one of the Currency shops drops dead, with the local cobbler lying beside him, Brooklyn and her psychic future mum try to solve the murder before another victim takes a tumble. 279 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2928549 A WRENCH IN THE WORKS.** By Kate Carlisle. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town. After leaving town ten years earlier, Shannon’s sister, Chloe, who is the cohost of a popular home repair show, is coming to town.
**3796698 ANTIQUES SWAP.** By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are finishing the placards for their TBA craft fair, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With the help of their sleuthing shifu Sushi, they must trap a romantic killer before he causes them the next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**677962X ANTIQUES FRAME.** By Barbara Allan. With their reality TV series, Antiques Sleuths, Brandy Borne and her mother, Vivian, are hit on by a grifter trying to bring them to their knees. But when the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds herself ornamently framed for murder. Aided by their loyal shifu Sushi, and police dog Rocky, the mother-daughter sleuthing team race to solve the case. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. *SOLD OUT*

**299416X DYING UP LOOSE ENDs.** By Maggie Sefton. Kelly Flynn spends her free time indulging her customers’ love hearing about her four year old son’s latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when Kelly’s friend is murdered. With her usual instinct for justice at full steam, Kelly asks questions and enlist the Lambspun knitters to catch a killer. 278 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3776352 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER.** By Sally Goldenbaum. Izy Chambers and the rest of the Seaside Knitters are elated when Izy’s younger brother, Charlie, unexpectedly arrives for the holidays. When the hitchhiker he lets into the house is found murdered, Izy wants for Christmas is to keep her brother out of jail. 322 pages. Obsidian. Pub. at $24.95. *SOLD OUT*

**2932571 THE HIDDEN CORPSE.** By Debra Senneft. When Hope’s elderly neighbor, who lived alone, was found dead in the yard, Hope’s only clue was a scrap of newspaper that proclaimed she wasn’t alone. When a second body is found in the basement of the burned house, this tragic accident begins to look more like premeditated murder. It turns out the second body was the son of the first. Now Hope and her sleuthing shih tzu Sushi, must track the killer. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**6987427 CREPE FACTOR.** By Laura Childs with T.F. Moran. The holidays are a busy time for the shop, but this year, the festivities are interrupted by a particularly shocking crime. Or so it seems. With Izy’s Christmas wish to keep her brother out of jail, the shop’s latest explo its. But the Lambspun crew is about to take a gear shift. When the shop owner is stopped for speeding over the Blue Ridge Mountains, even the threat of snowstorms cannot dera il this year’s Christmas run, not for long as Sister Jane has a say in it. But the first victim turns up missing, her claim to fame has been controversial, so a search for his body is initiated. But what they find chills everyone to the bone. 304 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00. *SOLD OUT*

**2995484 THE DIVA COOKS UP A STORM.** By Krista Davis. In the latest entry in the women’s mystery series, fans are about to find out why the popular television series “The Diva Cooks Up a Storm” isn’t just a Farrah Fawcett moment. Chili Sunday is just around the corner and the Lambspun crew couldn’t be more excited. But there is a rippling effect of an upcoming murder that could rock their world to its core. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**3049027 FACE TIME.** By Hank Phillippi Ryan. Successful reporter Charlotte McKnelly is facing TV reality—she’s only as good as your last story. But one of her research assistants is killed on the job and Charlotte finds herself on trial. In the end, Charlotte must decide if a suspect fits the murder profile or if she is the one who is being framed. 284 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**6870900 DOWN IN FLAMES.** By Cheryl Hollow. As Savannah is ensuring her students’ safety in her glass workshop, a hit and run driver strikes down Nicole Borawski outside Savannah’s shop window. The murderer of Savannah’s boyfriend Edward’s pub, Nicole’s death is no accident. Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else meets a dead end. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. *SOLD OUT*

**284267X HOMEWARD BOUND.** By Rita Mae Brown. At 27, she was planning to backpack across Sicily, but she ended up in a car wreck on the Blue Ridge Mountains. Now her friends are determined to bring her home. As the Lambspun crew is about to take a gear shift, things are rarely as they seem, and someone in the group is about to find out. 318 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**2995485 THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY.** By Mary Wingsate Headley. A member of The First Edition Society’s library in Bath, England, is about to take a rollen turn when one of the Agatha Christie-fan writers group is found dead in the venerable stacks of the library. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**3798100 THIN ICE.** By Paige Shelton. Beth Rivers, known to the world as Elizabeth Fairchild, has spent years as a bestselling novelist. But a crazed super-fan stalked and kidnapped her for three days. After escaping and suffering injuries, she secretly travels to the beautiful and very remote Benedict, Alberta, needing to disappear. She’s been found and she’s on the run. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00. *SOLD OUT*

**6752683 FIST FIGHT IN THE BLUE RIDGE.** By Krista Davis. In the latest entry in the women’s mystery series, fans are about to find out why the popular television series “The Diva Cooks Up a Storm” isn’t just a Farrah Fawcett moment. Chili Sunday is just around the corner and the Lambspun crew couldn’t be more excited. But there is a rippling effect of an upcoming murder that could rock their world to its core. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**3056597 ANTIQUES WANTED.** By Barbara Allan. Brandy Borne’s crime busting mammy, Vivian, is researching for county sheriff and Brandy is roped in as her campaign manager. But after getting a valuable donation, a signed photo of an old time cowboy actor, a massive explosion sends Brandy to the ER and the entire town to the grave. Now Brandy and Vivian, with their shitsu, must lay down the law. 288 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**2985381 AUNT DIMITY & THE WIDOW’S CURSE.** By Nancy Atherton. Could there really be a murderer in the English village of Finch? With Aunt Dimity’s advice, Lori sets out to learn the truth about what residents of a nearby village refer to as the “widow’s curse,” and the deeper she digs, the more horrifying the tale becomes, until she discovers the most astounding revelation of all. 225 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

**295004X YULE BE DEAD.** By Lorraine Bartlett with G. Leeson. It’s Christmas time, but no one is jolly. Katie Bonner, local sleuth and manager of Artisans Alley, has received some shocking news. Afternoon Tea proprietress Vonne Bammert was found dead. Vonne left a trail in her wake as her life style is not for the faint of heart. And the clues are few, but Kate may be closing in on the killer. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**2988569 THE LIAR IN THE LIBRARY.** By Simon Brett. Bestselling author Burton St. Clair, complete with nervous energy and wandering hands has come to town to give a talk. But after his corpse is found, Jude is the prime suspect. Jude knows innocent. She is to prove her innocence, she will have to dust off her detecter skills and recruit her prim and proper neighbor, Carolie, to find the real culprit. 183 pages. Black Lace. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. *SOLD OUT*

**287126X THE VINEYARD VICTIMS.** By Jenn McKinlay. When the Briar Creek Public Library holds its first overdues book amnesty day, the volume of incoming materials is more than Lindsey can handle. But one item in particular stands out—hundreds of books years past due, and checked out by a murdered teacher whose killer was never found. Was the culprit the one who returned the book? 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**2982886 BETTER LATE THAN NEVER.** By T. McInerlan. When the Briar Creek Public Library holds its first overdue book amnesty day, the volume of incoming materials is more than Lindsey can handle. But one item in particular stands out—hundreds of books years past due, and checked out by a murdered teacher whose killer was never found. Was the culprit the one who returned the book? 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**285743X MANY A TWIST.** By Sheila Connolly. When Maura’s mother finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation, and the key suspect, Maura must leave no stone unturned to clear her mother’s name and rebuild their lives. Now Maura is about to find out why the popular television series “The Diva Cooks Up a Storm” isn’t just a Farrah Fawcett moment. Chili Sunday is just around the corner and the Lambspun crew couldn’t be more excited. But there is a rippling effect of an upcoming murder that could rock their world to its core. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. *SOLD OUT*

**287136X MURDER IN THE MANUSCRIPT ROOM.** By Con Lehane. NYPD homicide detective Mike Cosgrove, Raymond Ambler’s friend, and sometime partner in crime solving, discovers that the young woman who was murdered in the library once was his. And while Raymond Ambler was working there under an assumed name. This leads to a trail of intrigue and to a seemingly unrelated murder in an upstate prison. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. *SOLD OUT*

**379556X AUNTIE POLLID AND THE DEATHS OF ETNA.** By Marie Giordano. When Proseccoviello, one of the Pollid relatives to Sicily, she never dreamed her tranquil days were interrupted by murder. But Auntie Pollid finds herself honor-bound to solve the disaster. She is a resourceful and (cute) handyman. She soon finds a body in the vineyard, tangles with the Mafia, and makes herself generally unpopular in the pursuit of justice. 337 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. *SOLD OUT*
3790185 AUNTIE POLDI AND THE VINEYARDS OF ETNA. By Mario Giordano. When Prosecco-loving Auntie Poldi is found dead in her corn maze, the police suspect a homeless veteran, Kevin, who was seen near the victim with Mitt. Committee member Abigail McCreer’s tenant, Tripp, a veteran himself, has been helping Kevin and is sure he’s innocent. Together Abby and Tripp follow the twists and turns of the case to corner the corn maze killer. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 2885600 DEATH BY COMMITTEE. By Alexis Morgan. When Abby inherits her favorite relative’s property in small Snowberry Creek, it comes with a Mastiff and sexy tenant who growls more than the dog. As Abby gets drawn into a tight-knit quilting guild, she also starts a dazzling mystery–Aunt Sybil’s only known rival is buried in her bathtub. Abby launches her own investigation to clear her own to own Aunt Sybil’s name. 282 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3707679 KNOT ON HER LIFE. By Mary Marks. While quilter Martha Rosalots awaits the birth of her grandchild, a neighborhood girl appears at her shop and asks Martha for help with her grandmother. Martha helps her make a wedding dress, and when the girl dies the next day, she’s asked to unravel the story. 249 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

☆ 3880000 HOW THE FINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS! By Donna Andrews. The author takes us home to Caerphilly for the holidays in her hilarious new Christmas mystery. With the production of A Christmas Carol coming to town, a young woman who plays Scrooge, and a surplus of caged finches, can the latest mystery be solved before it spoils Christmas? 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.00

★ 2794837 WHEN ALL THE GIRLS HAVE GONE. By Jayne Ann Krentz. When Charlotte Sawyer is unable to contact her stepson, Jocelyn, to tell her that one of her closest friends was found dead, she discovers that Jocelyn has vanished. In a desperate bid to find her, Charlotte joins forces with Max Culler, a struggling PI who recently moved to Seattle. Burned out, divorced, and almost broke, Max needs the job. 267 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.25

★ 2977265 A HEALTHY HOMICIDE. By Staci McLaughlin. Blossom Valley is abuzz with excitement over The Pampered Life, a brand new spa with a trendy menu of decadent services. But when the swanky spa’s owner is found in a mud bath, professional spa suspect is turned into deadly revenge. Now Organic Farm and Spa owner, Dana Lewis, must sift through a tawdry list of suspects to catch a killer. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2977563 MARRIAGE IS PURE MURDER. By Staci McLaughlin. Lewis McLaughlin, Jason Forrester, a talented reporter and the love of her life. But Dana’s happiness wills when she finds her friend Bethany shot dead–and discovers she was a body with a black eye, frozen in a cathedral veil. When Dana herself becomes a suspect, she’ll have to chase down the culprit faster than she can say “I do.” 315 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2977548 MURDER MOST WHOLESALE. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with the “one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her garden, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. Zennia’s best friend is the owner of a pizza eatery, and there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3756041 CLARETS OF FIRE. By Christine E. Blum. As the firemen are cleaning up the buzz of the annual firemen’s Corn Roast at the pizza eatery, a body is discovered on the plane with Sally’s address on it. Being suspected of drug smuggling is bad enough, but when a mechanic at the airport is murdered the ladies of the Rose Avenue Wine Club fly into action. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2844729 DECEASED AND DESIST. By Misty Simon. Housecleaner Tallie Graver, on her latest job prep aking a renovated B&B, spies a man on the bed. But the inn isn’t opened yet, and Tallie’s not cleaning the room. Then there’s a shifty building inspector. Tallie launches her own investigation, but it’s going to take more than a squirt bottle and a squeegee to clean up this mess of a murder–deau du crime. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2830057 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER: Murder, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher has had plenty to ponder the whereabouts of Beth, her strong-willed maid of honor–dead. But confronting Audra’s killer finds a well-polished hand poking out of a rolled-up carpet, not afraid of a little friendly competition in the cleaning business, and in fact she likes her nemesis, Audra. Tallie has her rubber-gloves full staying one step ahead of her rival, until she finds a well-polished hand poking out of a rolled-up carpet, rendering her competition–dead. But confronting Audra’s killer could bring Tallie to a very foul end indeed. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2733297 A COW KILLING. By reign Hughes. Callie is looking forward to her first Keepsake Cove spring festival. But her excitement dims considerably when she learns that her ex-boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the bands. When the band’s lead singer is found dead, killed with the music box Hank bought at Callie’s shop–she gets involved in order to uncover the truth. 256 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

★ 2820956 SILVER ANNIVERSARY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. As Tinker’s Cove, Maine, buzzes over a town-wide silver anniversary celebration, a young woman who plays the part of a historic heroine and her minstrels, wonder the whereabouts of Beth, her strong-willed maid of honor. It only takes one phone call to realize a reunion will happen–at Beth’s funeral. Summoning her friend’s impulsive spirit, Lucy vows to find Beth’s killer–but the truth is stranger than fiction. 260 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2818167 TURKEY TROT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Besides the annual Turkey Trot 5K on Thanksgiving Day, Lucy Stone expects the approaching holiday to be a relatively uneventful one for the Cackleberry Club, but when a woman is found frozen in Blueberry Pond. As a state of unres isdescents on Tinker’s Cove, Lucy is thrown into a full-scale investigation. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3735508 THE GOLDEN TRESTLES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Forrester. A Christmas Carol, an expert in the chemical nature of poisons, she has solved many mysteries in the small English town of Lachlan, Florida, and ther e’s a killer out there with an unthinkab le family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While drifting in a punt down the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could take Flavia’s mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although one more lead–a young sleuth to early Christmas Carol

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 3739597 THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradly. In the wake of an unthinkable family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While drifting in a punt down the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could take Flavia’s mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although one more lead–a young sleuth to early Christmas Carol

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 2898829 A JUSTIFIED MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. When Janet’s body is discovered, everyone in Lachlan, Florida, is shocked. The sweet little old woman has been shot, stabbed and poisoned, but no one can imagine who would want to harm one of the town’s kindest, most helpful residents. Soon the trio of Sara, Kate and Jack lend their sleuthing skills to this crime that seems to have no explanation. 330 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

★ 2809050 A WILLING MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. When two skeletons are accidentally uncovered in a Lachlan, Florida, backyard, Sara, Kate and Jack are suddenly thrust together to solve a mystery everyone seems eager to keep under wraps. Digg ing into Lachlan’s murky past they uncover a dark secret to bring the awful truth to light. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 2847892 EGGS ON ICE. By Laura Childs. The women of the Cackleberry Club are determined to keep the humble egg vendor out of their community. They are of not making it to Christmas present or Christmas future. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

★ 3700666 EGGS IN A CASKET. By Laura Childs. Petra, Suzanne, and Toni who operate the Cackleberry Club cafe are heading off to the annual Memorial Cemetary celebration. When they discover the body of ex-prison warden Lester Drummond lying face down in a freshly dug grave, it’s up to the Cackleberry Club to unsnarl the clues. 322 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2866560 VALENTINE CANDY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. In Valentine’s Day, Lucy is assigned a puff piece–until local store manager Tamzin Graves is found dead–and Lucy begins investigating. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 2855182 TRICK OR TREAT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. As everyone in Tinker’s Cove is preparing for the annual Halloween festival, an arsonist is loose in town. When a fire claims the life of Flavia de Luce’s oldest house, the police discover an arsonist is about to lose his网首页。
**Amateur Sleuths**

**298845X DEVONSHIRE SCREAM**
By Laura Childs. Tea shop owner Theodora Browning’s life takes a sinister turn when a local jewelry store suffers a heist and homicide along side herbal teas. 307 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00. **$4.95**

**2907279 YARDED AND DANGEROUS**
By Sadie Hartwell. 257 pages. Kensington. Paperback. **$3.95**

**2904527 RESTAURANT WEEKS ARE MURDER**

**286634X BOTCHED 4 MURDER**

**6933237 ITALIAN ICED**

**694270 POISONED PLUMS**
By Lorna Barrett. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 **$4.95**

**6909795 A JUST CLAUSE**

**2949962 A JUST CLAUSE**

**2878139 MURDER’S NO VOTIVE CONFIDENCE**

**6774296 EGG DROP DEAD**

**6814670 PEKOE MOST POISON**

**3700867 FIBER & BRIMSTONE**

**6595539 PLUM TEA CRAZY**
By Laura Childs. 327 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 **$4.95**

**288741X DEATH BY A WHISKER**

**2904489 PIE HARD**

**3419536 BLISSFUL MURDER**

**6858503 QUEEN ANNE'S LACE**
By Susan Wittig Albert. 392 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6932258 BURIED IN BOOKS**
By Kate Carlisle. 280 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 **$5.95**

**2931265 OFF READ**

**2848783 CATCH ME IF YUKON**

**2857529 SOMETHING BURIED, SOMETHING BLUE**

**2737703 A WILLING MURDER**
By Jude Deveraux. 330 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 **$3.95**

**2970953 NO SAVING THROW**

**2944294 DROWNED UNCONSCIOUSLY**
By Laura Childs. 276 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$3.95**

**3742695 ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE**

**2953137 MURDER BA BY TARA**

**2918607 MURDER IN THE LIBRARY**

**6818822 FEDERAL MURDER IN THE LIBRARY**

**6707246 DIAL MEOW MURDER**

**2840333 IN THE CARDS: Murder and Magic in the Library**

**6287296 CLAWS FOR CONCERN**
By Miranda James. Librarian Charlie Harris is busy investigating a mysterious man with a connection to his family. While she’s attending a hospital charity event, a cat hired to keep family at Bay. When Mrs. Piddle comes to him, Charlie and his feline companion, Diesel, have to uncover a killer who may be too close to Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 **$14.95**

**2827131 TWELVE ANGRY LIBRARIANS**
By Miranda James. Librarian Charlie Harris has uncovered a hidden secret that his old nemesis from library school in 30 years, but Gavin Fong, still an insufferable know it all, is determined to get his own way. Meanwhile, Charlie is investigating a dangerous turn, Jane Whitefield has settled into dangerous as dark and menacing as her last Afghan mission. But this time she has a loyal fellow traveler protecting her blind side. 323 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$4.95**

**3708543 IMPOSTOR’S LURE**
By Carla Neggers. The disappearance of a federal prosecutor launches a high stakes case for FBI agents Emma Sharpe and Colin Donovan. As Emma draws on her expertise in art crimes and Colin on his experience as a deep cover agent, the investigation takes a devastating turn that tests the strengths of their families and friendships as well as their FBI colleagues. 377 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 **$7.95**

**3769143 THE RIGHT SIDE**
By Spencer Quinn. Compelled to find her deceased friend’s missing daughter, LeAnne Perry. A year after getting shot on a job that took a dangerous turn, Jane Whitefield has settled into Mississippi, for walking his cat, a rescued Maine coon cat Diesel must check out every clue or else Charlie’s next book will come from a prison cell. As the cold case heats up, Charlie and his feline companion, Diesel, have to uncover a killer who may be too close to Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 **$14.95**

**6563520 CAT ABOUT TOWN**
By Kate Carlisle. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$3.95**

**2864797 THE LOST GIRLS**
By Heather Young. When Justine inherits the lake house her aunt’s legacy, she discovers how to investigate a mystery as well as the story of her sister’s disappearance has haunted her all her life. In the sorrows of the women who came before her, Justine must overcome their tragic legacy as she tries to solve the mystery of little girl’s disappearance. 341 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$4.95**

**3708500 THE CONSPIRACY**
By Kat Martin. Harper Winston’s brother, Michael, disappeared sailing the Caribbean. When even the Coast Guard can’t find him, Harper is forced to go to Chase Garrett, owner of Maximum Security and her brother’s best friend. Chase knows Harper’s father is mixed up in a deadly business and suspects there’s more to Michael’s disappearance than meets the eye. 507 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$3.95**

**3775089 WHERE THE MISSING GO**
By Emma Romero. Kate recognizes the painful truth that the missing don’t always come back, even as she keeps searching for her own daughter, Sophie. To fill her empty days Kate volunteers at Message in a Bottle, where runaways can leave messages for loved ones, including her own. When she’s sure what’s left for her to do, Kate becomes determined to find her, even as someone tries to stop her. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$7.95**

**3765823 A STRANGLED FUTURE**
By Louise Penny. A year after getting shot on a job that took a dangerous turn, Jane Whitefield has settled into the quiet life of a suburban housewife in Amherst, New York—or so she thinks. The female leaders of the town’s little league try to charm this childhood friend of hers, Jimmy, who is wanted for the murder of a white man, and has fled. They believe she is the only one who can find him. 388 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$4.95**
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Kate, too, is now among the missing. 310 pages. Head of Zeus.

Shugak may be the only person who can find out. But for the fact that known for going walkabout with his rock hammer has disappeared thousand people go missing in Alaska every year. Now a geologist

Lieutenant Pete Greene whips hotshot SEAL wannabes into elite
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrillers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say You're Sorry</td>
<td>Karen Rose</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgetting You</td>
<td>Jay Roberts</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wrong Turn</td>
<td>Jane Corry</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anything But Love</td>
<td>Fern Michaels</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think Too Much</td>
<td>Jillian Cantor</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Return of the King</td>
<td>Michael Crichton</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See How She Dies</td>
<td>Lisa Jackson</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How It Happened</td>
<td>Michael Koryta</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>Kate Atkinson</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badlands</td>
<td>C.J. Box</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kite Runner</td>
<td>John Grisham</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to Lose</td>
<td>Lee Child</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bone Collector</td>
<td>Dean Koontz</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say You're Sorry</td>
<td>Karen Rose</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wrong Turn</td>
<td>Jay Roberts</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3815641 THE PERFECT LIAR. By Thomas Christopher Greene. Susan, a young widow and single mother, has remarried to Max, a charismatic artist and popular motivational speaker whose career took her out of New York City to a Vermont university town. But both Susan and Max are keeping secrets from the world and from each other—secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have built. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

* 7600877 THE MAYAN SECRETS. By Clive Cussler & Perry logan. Sam and Remi Fargo are in Mexico providing aid after a devastating earthquake when they come upon an amazing discovery—the skeleton of a man clutching an ancient sealed pot. And within the pot, a Mayan book, larger and more detailed than any in existence. 394 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

SOLD OUT

3814238 BOOK OF SOULS. By Glenn Cooper. Former FBI Special Agent Will Parker solved and survived the “Doomsday Killer” case, and his reward was a forced early retirement. But the danger he thought he’d left behind is just beginning. cyril. 246 pages. William Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2966232 QUARRY’S CLIMAX. By Max Allan Collins. Memphis, 1975. Max Climer’s growing empire of adult entertainment has made him a hated man. So much so that someone has hired a killer to end his reign permanently. Only another hit man–professionally known as Quarry—can keep Climer from becoming a casualty of the Sexual Revolution. 240 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

2911078 QUARRY’S VOTE. By Max Allan Collins. Now retired and happily married, Quarry turns down a million-dollar contract to assassinate a presidential candidate. It’s not the kind of assignment you can just walk away from without consequences—no. Not when you’ve run, wiped your hands, and you’ve got to protect yourself. 252 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

6783791 EVERYWHERE THAT MARY WENT. By Lisa Scottoline. Mary DeNunzio has been slaving away for the past eight years trying to make partner in her cutthroat law firm. The crank phone calls she’s getting however are falling into a sinister pattern—as soon as she gets to work, and as soon as she gets home. Soon her worst fears are realized and she has to fight for something more important than partnership—her life. 320 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3814992 AFTER ANNA. By Lisa Scottolinelr. Dr. Noah Sherman, a wailer and single father of a wonderful woman, Maggie, and for the first time, he and his young son are happy. Maggie is overjoyed when she gets a call from the teenage daughter she hasn’t seen since she was a baby. Her life is complete now. But no one would have ever guessed that everything would go wrong—and so quickly. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

3816737 THE SILHOUETTE GIRL. By V.C. Andrews. Pru Dunning has everything she ever wanted: a successful boyfriend, a thriving nursing career, and a truly comfortable life. But then the strange voice mails start, left by a woman named Scarlett. When Pru suddenly becomes a person of interest in a murder case, she realizes the things her stalker says secret no longer. And that she could prove fatal. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95

296273X WHAT REMAINS OF HER. By Eric Rickstad. Jonah Baum, a professor of poetry at a remote Vermont college, sees his life torn apart by the disappearance of his wife and young daughter. No sign of kidnapping, or abandonment. Just his daughter’s chilling drawings. Jonah’s little lies, and a sheriff’s nagging fears that nothing is what it seems are kept. 404 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

2913011 THE NAMES OF DEAD GIRLS. By Eric Rickstad. Rachel knows she’s being watched, and she’s sure it’s the same person who killed her parents years ago. Detective Frank Rath adds a young female suspect to his list. Now, local girls are being brutally murdered, and Rath knows he must unravel these new crimes that tie to those of long ago. 434 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

★ 6653685 OMNIOUS. By Lisa Jackson et al. Three teenage girls, Shiloh, Kat, and Ruth, splash around in the woods. When the violence comes to them, it’s as though the woods—their new and dangerous neighborhood—have come together to make sure that the Little girl’s death and the rich old woman’s are connected. But can a good cop and a determined detective stop a killer. 440 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

6581234 NEST. By Terry Goodkind. Kate Bishop thought she was an ordinary woman living an ordinary life. Then she finds her past unexpectedly making itself known. Kate makes a shocking discovery—she has a son. 360 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

★ 2894793 THE DOOMSDAY CONSPIRACY. By Sidney Sheldon. When a mysterious weather balloon crashes to earth, the head of the NSA picks Robert Bellamy to track down and identify the ten people who witnessed the event. But as he searches for clues from Rome to Budapest to Texas, the mission blows up in his face—tipping the world into a new kind of war. 401 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

★ 2894766 THE BIRTHDAY GIRL. By Sue Fortin. When Joanne’s friends reluctantly accept an invitation to her birthday party, they can’t predict that it will become a nightmarish ordeal, and Jovani is about to become a person of interest in a murder investigation, which proves to have much more at stake then even the fate of a missing girl. 342 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

★ 6903789 DON’T LET GO. By Harlan Coben. More than just a thriller, this is his first novel about the career of a suspected murderer. Nap embarks on a quest for answers that only leads to more questions—about Maura, the woman he loved, about the white walls of the Mother Jones Institute, and the abandoned manor house near where he grew up, and about the death of his twin brother and his girlfriend in high school. 400 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 6553206 PRIVY. The Royal. By Max Allan Collins. Jones. Private is the most elite detective agency in the world. When kidnappers threaten to execute a royal family member in front of the Queen, Jack Morgan and his team of agents have just twenty-four hours to stop them. Or heads will roll—literally. 138 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

★ 6801242 UNPUNISHED. By Lisa Black. When a copy editor is found hanging in her own apartment, police uncover an explosive secret. 524 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

★ 3758731 A COFFIN FOR DIMITROS. By Eric Ambler. The CIA uncovers a plot to murder a Turkish colonel leads mystery writer Charles Latimer into a world of sinister political and criminal maneuvers. Af first merely curious to read about it, the more Latimer is intrigued, the more he realizes that Latimer soon finds himself caught up in a shadowy web of assassination, espionage, drugs, and treachery. 304 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3754383 THE MISTAKE I MADE. By Paula Daly. Single mother Roz has reached a breaking-point. After the dissolution of her marriage, her business has gone under, debts are piling up, and she’s had enough. Never one to shrink from a challenge, Roz offers cash to spend the night with a very powerful and very married man—if she’s willing to make compromises in order to protect her family. 300 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 379864X FATAL FROST. By Nancy Mehl. Followings her absentee father’s footsteps in a law enforcement career, U.S. Marshal Mercy Brennan has just recovered from being shot in the line of duty. And, unbeknownst to her, her father’s death has brought her to the center of St. Louis’s most powerful gang. 299 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

★ 3741044 NOTHING STAYS BURIED. By P.J. Tracy. As violence escalates in Minneapolis, the Rouxel’s friends who are in trouble with the law, including the Rouxel family. A few pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

★ 3740445 SOME THINGS END. By James Patterson. Only an hour out of port, the Dunne family’s summer getaway to paradise is already turning into the trip from hell. The kids are miserable, and not shy about it. Suddenly a terrifying noise pierces the stillness—the Dunnes rediscover the meaning of family. But this catastrophe is just a tiny taste of what’s ahead. 426 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00
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682708 MOST DANGEROUS PLACE. By James Grady. An agent of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency is locked in a deadly struggle with a ruthless and fanatical terrorist, in a treacherous and violent place.

695399 ESCAPE CLAUSE. By John Sandford. Virgil Flowers is in for the fight of his life when a man he knew from prison is released and sets out to settle the score.

382029 THE FAVORITE SISTER. By Jessica Knoll. Brett and Kelly have always told the line between being supportive sisters and bitter rivals. Brett has become the fan favorite on a reality show, featuring beautiful and competitive women. When Kelly is cast in the competition, Brett will do whatever it takes to keep her castmates in the dark.

289919 BEFORE I LET YOU IN. By Jenny Blake. When a potential patient arrives with a new patient with issues she just can’t quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have put her dearest friends, Eleanor and Bea, in danger. Because her patient lives more than these three women than anyone outside their circle possible could or should. 338 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

378445 FOREVER AND A DEATH. By Donald E. Westlake. A formerly rich, Hong Kong businessman decides to use a doomsday device to set off a “soliton wave” that will turn the ground to sludge in Hong Kong, causing the whole city to collapse. But the engineer responsible for the technology is an unknown, even though it’s one he’s encountered before. 440 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8604802 THE HIMALayan CODEX. By J.R. Finch & B. Schott. Mac uncovers an ancient Chinese text that may hold the key to a great mystery.

571421 THE MURDER BOOK. By Jonathan Kellerman. L.A. psychologist-detective Alex Delaware has received a strange, anonymous package in the mail. Filled with human bones and a picture, it’s a disturbing reminder of a case he once thought was all he wanted.

9613100 CHILL FACTOR. By Brandon Sanderson. Four people have disappeared from inside a high-tech facility, leaving behind only clues that lead to a chilling conclusion.

2829315 MEAN STREAK. By Sandra Brown. The daughter of a notorious hit man tries to escape her father’s shadow and make her own mark. But when her past catches up with her, she must fight for her life.

6141000 VIOLENT MAX. By Constance S. Godwin. A beautiful and dangerous woman, she is on the run from her past. Her only hope is to find a place where she can be herself and live freely.

2895188 BATTLE CRY. By James Patterson & M. Ledwidge. Detective Michael Bennett must trace the course of a threat that could rip America apart and ignite a war the likes of which the world has never seen.

386707 REDemption ROAD. By John Hart. A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother. A troubled detective confronts her past in the aftermath of a brutal shooting. And after everything is said and done, he finds his way to where he is free as deep in the forest, on the altar of an abandoned church, a body cools in pale linen. This is a town on the brink. This is the beginning.

5723132 CREScent MOON. By Clive & Dirk Cussler. Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of a modern fundamentalist movement whose members are determined to restore the glory of the Caliphate. A brilliant adventure novel that brings to life a mysterious, long-lost “Manifesto” which, if discovered, could change the history of the world.

CRESCENT MOON. By Clive & Dirk Cussler. Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of a modern fundamentalist movement whose members are determined to restore the glory of the Caliphate. A brilliant adventure novel that brings to life a mysterious, long-lost “Manifesto” which, if discovered, could change the history of the world. Dirk Pitt investigates. 627 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
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to outrun her de mons–and the ugly visions she has of missing enemies to suicide, and Bill Hodges and Holly Gibney must

SINCE WE FELL.

Finders Keepers.

THE Force.

2964307 STRATEGIC MOVES.

By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington is handed a check for one million dollars. It seems Stone’s undercover dealings with M-I-6 have brought in a big new client for the firm, and they’re willing to pay Stone a huge bonus and put him on a partnership track. But almost as soon as he’s taken the deal, Stone gets wind of an impending scandal that might torpedo his promotion. 373 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

695377X DISHONORABLE INTENTIONS.

By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington’s latest lady friend is full of surprises, both good and bad. While Stone is on the border of impressing her, she has some unfinished business with a temperamental man who thinks Stone is an intolerable obstacle in the way of his goals. From Stone’sodeal with Air to New Mexico, Stone is just one step ahead of his opponent. 341 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

5769936 CURIOUS MINDS.

By Janet Evanovich & P. J. Sutton. Fresh from Harvard, Riley Spender is determined to learn all about her father’s vanished party. But first he has to find them–they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in classified locations. He risks everything he owns: 285 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

3154394 SHARK BEACH.

By Chris Jameson. A dream getaway is about to turn into a living nightmare when the Scull’s land on Florida’s Captiva Island. They never expected the rowdy nearby marine institute arriving of f shore. 315 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

2757049 MURDERERS’ ROW.

By Donald Hamilton. The current U.S. president is having been given a distasteful assignment (assisting a fellow agent in order to establish her cover), the woman is now dead. 226 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3729214 THE MOSCOW DECEPTION.

By Karen Robards. Branca St. Ives races to outrun her tireless pursuers, and at the same time her father loops her in on a job to recover King Pria m’s Treasure, a collection of heavily guarded, priceless artifacts stolen by the K of a secret game. As long as Mike watches her closely and keeps track of her every move, he’ll know just when to come to her rescue. 273 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

3058042 DEAD PRETTY.

By David Mark. Impossible, it appears that Stone has Germany. It appears that Stone has Germany. As long as Mike watches her closely and keeps track of her every move, he’ll know just when to come to her rescue. 273 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00

5737921 THE FIFTH DOCTRINE.

By Karen Robards. Two young women go missing and another woman is found brutally murdered. Detective Sergeant Aector McAvoy looks for connections between the women. As the case progresses, he is forced to question whom he can trust if he is to uncover the missing woman’s fate and find justice for the dead, without joining them himself.
**THRILLERS**

- **3735397 THE DARK SIDE.** By Danielle Steel. When Zoe falls in love and has her own child, she is determined to be a perfect mother. But when her husband, a brilliant sniper, is sent to pull Zoe to the edge of an abyss too terrifying to contemplate. 274 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

- **2847688 ACCIDENTAL HEROINES.** By Danielle Steel. A decorated former Air Force pilot, a determined TSA agent, and brave passengers--their fates, and those of many others, converge on a heart-stopping flight from New York to San Francisco. Futures will be changed forever by a handful of accidental heroes. 326 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **2858959 FIFTY-TO-ONE.** By Charles Ardai. A rascal out to make a quick buck off pulp fiction might be a few enemies, especially after publishing a supposed non-fiction account of a heist at a Mob run nightclub, actually penned by an 18 year old girl. With both the cops and crooks after them, our heroes learn that reading and writing pulp novels is a lot more fun than living them. 333 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

- **2816776 THE RECKONING.** By John Grisham. Donte Drum is four days away from being executed for the abduction, rape and strangulation of a young girl. Now Travis Boyette, the real culprit, has escaped and he has a grudge and wants to set the record straight. But how can he convince the lawyers, judges, and politicians that they’re about to execute an innocent man? 516 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

- **5970953 THE STREET LAWYER.** By John Grisham. A homeless man takes nine lawyers hostage in the firm’s plush offices. When it’s all over, the man’s blood is splattered on Michael’s face—and suddenly he’s willing to do the unthinkable. But there’s one break he can’t make—from a secret that has floated up from the depths of Drake & Sweeney. Now Michael’s former partners are about to become his bitter enemies. Because to him, he is the most dangerous man on the streets. 438 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

- **4294373 THE BROKER.** By John Grisham. In his final hours in the Oval Office, the outgoing President grants a controversial pardon to Joel Blackman, a notorious Washington power broker. After being given a new identity in Italy, whereabouts is then “leaked” to the Israelis, President grants a controversial pardon to Joel Blackman, a notorious Washington power broker. After being given a new identity in Italy, whereabouts is then “leaked” to the Israelis, Blackman, a notorious Washington power broker, and brave passangers–their fates, and those of many others, converge on a heart-stopping flight from New York to San Francisco. Futures will be changed forever by a handful of accidental heroes. 326 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **8186598 THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING.** By James Patterson & Bill Clinton. The president disappears and the world is in shock. But the reason he’s missing is much worse than anyone can imagine. With details only a president would know, this is the most gripping and surprising thriller yet from Patterson. 513 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **3815366 LEGION: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds.** By Brian Stableford. Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It’s his hallucinations who are mad. Included are Brandon Sanderson. Novellas. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

- **2888513 THE DEVIL’S PUNCHBOWL.** By Greg Iles. With casino gambling in Natchez, Mississippi Mayor Penn Cage finds himself in a depraved world that draws high stake players with money to burn on their unquenchable taste for blood sport with its dark vices. With a plane full of grotesque criminals, Cage finds himself tracking the odds tracking a sophisticated killer who counters his every move. 710 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **3717565 THE WHISPERER.** By Karin Slaughter. Ragna isiegel is a woman of routine. She feels safe, until one day she receives a letter. 289 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **2782342 JUROR #3.** By James Patterson & N. Allen. Ruth Bozart, a newcomer to Mississippi, is also fresh to the Mississippi Bar, and is immediately tapped as defense counsel in a racially charged felony case. As lurid, morbid investigations unfold, no one can be trusted, especially the twelve people impaneled on the jury. They may be hiding the most incendiary secret of all. 331 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

- **2838478 TARGET: Alex Cross.** By James Patterson. A leader has fallen, and Alex Cross joins the procession from Capital Hill to the White House. Then a sniper’s bullet strikes the new president, and Cross is tasked by the new president to lead an investigation unprecedented in scale and scope. Does Cross believe that the sniper’s partner is still at large? 422 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

- **2850753 ALONG CAME A SPIDER.** By James Patterson. It begins with the double kidnapping of the daughter of a Hollywood actress and the young son of the Secretary of the Treasury. Then it becomes a race to save his family. As Cross battles a man with a terrifying new weapon, he sees the futility of his efforts. 383 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

- **2893507 MARY, MARY.** By James Patterson. FBI agent Alex Cross follows the trail of a hit-woman who signs her e-mails to the police “Mary Smith,” and who is killing off one hit-woman after another. 345 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

- **2850786 KISS THE GIRLS.** By James Patterson. In Los Angeles, a reporter investigating a series of murders is killed. In Chapel Hill, a beautiful model has disappeared. The young daughter of a once powerful D.C.’s Alex Cross is back to solve the most baffling and terrifying case ever. Two clever pattern killers are collaborating, competing, and they’re working coast to coast to cover their tracks. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **2894858 HOPE TO DIE.** By James Patterson. Alex Cross’ family has been abducted, and a madman named Thierry Mulch is threatening to kill them. As Cross races across Europe to uncover a terrifying truth–Mulch doesn’t want to become the perfect killer, he wants to create one. And Alex Cross is the guinea pig in his ruthless experiment to test good versus evil. 380 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

- **5826233 CROSS JUSTICE.** By James Patterson. Alex Cross has left his hometown for a better life in Washington, D.C. However, he’s been called back home to help a friend. 374 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.75

- **2895285 LONDON BRIDGES.** By James Patterson. Alex Cross is on vacation in San Francisco when he gets word that the Russian supercriminal “The Wolf” has claimed responsibility for a bomb that killed a police officer in Baltimore. 453 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **2909669 A LETHAL LEGACY.** By Heather Graham. Finn has big plans for Douglas Island, with its imposing cliffs. But when the broken body of his business partner is found at the base of the rocky escarpment, Finn fears it wasn’t an accident. As Maggia, a beautiful Frenchie and psychologist Kieran Finnegan investigate, they are taken on a dangerous search for the truth. 313 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

- **370775X TEMPESTUOUS EDEN.** By Heather Graham. It should have been an easy mission: employ any means to get the American woman out of the war torn Central American country–and tell her nothing. But Blair “Maggie” McGavin is a brilliant Frenchie and psychologist Kieran Finnegan investigate, they are taken on a dangerous search for the truth. 313 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $15.95

- **3823431 DEEP STATE.** By Chris Hauty. When the White House chief of staff is found dead in his house, an intern discovers a single clue that suggests he died from complications of a rare condition. But there may be a wide ranging conspiracy running beneath the surface of everyday events. The unthinkable is happening. The only question is who will be the next victim of a mysterious hit man? 333 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

- **3708136 FIND YOU IN THE DARK.** By Heather Graham. Brad McKenna is a DEA agent running from enemies, but he can’t run forever. When he is shot and left for dead, the last thing he expects is to wake up facing an angel. However, Wendy Hawk is no angel. Now, killers want both of them dead. Includes a bonus story Stalldom at Mustang Ridge by Delores Fossen. 473 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

- **3743012 THE ULTIMATUM.** By Dick Wolf. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When hacker Merrick Treylin releases documents from the NYFD Intelligence Division to WikiLeaks, New York City’s deadliest criminals gain access to Detective Jeremy Faust’s address—and come looking for blood. 497 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

- **3757271 THE CLARITY.** By Keith Thomas. Dr. Malatica Deacon is a psychologist researching how memories are made and stored when she meets a strange girl named Ashtaniq. She learns that Hollywood is not all it seems when the girl is taken from a monstrous assassin named Rade. Malatica soon realizes Ashtaniq is in unimaginable danger because of her unique gift. 296 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

- **6966333 THE OBESI DIAN CHAMBER.** By D. A. MacDonald. A haiku poet, a hermit, and a hideous otherworldly confrontation in Massachusetts, Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast is missing. Proctor, Pendergast’s longtime bodyguard, springs to action to find Pendergast’s partner is found at the base of the rocky escarpment, Finn fears it wasn’t an accident. As Maggia, a beautiful Frenchie and psychologist Kieran Finnegan investigate, they are taken on a dangerous search for the truth. 313 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $15.95

- **3742687 THE OBESI DIAN CHAMBER.** By Preston & L. Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When a heart-stopping flight from New York to San Francisco. Futures will be changed forever by a handful of accidental heroes. 326 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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enters the fight of her life to achieve her one goal: revenge.

forces with his bitterest enemy, a Somali arms dealer named

Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

7463892 Tom Clancy true faith and allegiance. By Mark Greaney. A massive data breach has compromised the personal
...informations of millions of American military officers and intelligence
...agents. After several deadly attacks on officer personnel and their families, President Jack Ryan must find the hackers before it's too late.

PUBLIC LIBRARY. 726 pages. Berkley. Paperback, chm-code named Blue Man, has always had their backs. But now, Blue Man has gone missing. 424 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

297785S END GAME. By David Baldacci. Robie and Jessica Reel are the people the government calls in when the utmost secrecy is required to take out those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United States. Through every mission they face, they realize that they have always had their backs. But now, Blue Man has gone missing. 424 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

7379939 KILLING EVE. No Tomorrow. By Luke Jennings. Former MI6 operative Eve reveals a new side to her strengths, while coming even closer to a dual with skilled assassin Villanelle. The action moves from Europe to Russia, and to a shattering face to face confrontation, as Eve finally unmasks the enigma of her adversary's true identity and intentions. 252 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $18.00

SOLD OUT

6809989 DARK ZONE: Tom Clancy's Op-Center. By J. Rovin & G. Galdorisi. Director of Central Intelligence Jack Ryan Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he's assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous Odessa--an organization dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 397 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

SOLD OUT

680015X TREASON. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. Major Brooke Grant has been waging a secret counterintelligence battle against the Taliban, who murdered her sister winning $9.95

SOLD OUT

381796X CODENAME VILLANELLE. By Luke Jennings, Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eliminates an influential Russian politician. Eve Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassin responsible. As the mission unfolds, Eve finds herself with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 219 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $25.00

SOLD OUT

374292X A SOLDIER'S REVENGE. By Matthew Dunn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Will Coleman, the most successful American murderer in his bathtub. He has no memory of the night before, but he's sure he's being framed. Will was on his way to visit the sons of a killed colleague but the family had already been attended to. The evidence against him is overwhelming, and ruthless and unyielding to the truth. Will must track down his adversary, save the boys, and prove his innocence before it's too late. 415 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback, at $26.99

SOLD OUT

3742288 THE DECEIVERS. By Alex Berenson. Before he starts, Butler knows he's a devastating terrorist attack in Dallas kills hundreds, former CIA agent John Wells is not surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be called to Washington. He is surprised to be... and ruthless operative must track down his adversary, save the boys, and prove his innocence before it's too late. 415 pages

SOLD OUT

3742792 THE PRESIDENT'S SHADOW. By Brad Meltzer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. To most, Beecher White has an ordinary job. A young staffer with the National Archives in Washington D.C., he's responsible for safeguarding the government's most important documents--and sometimes, its most closely guarded secrets. He is also a member of the secret Culver Ring, 654 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

3851994 THE RHYTHM SECTION. By Mark Burnett. Stephanie Patrick is devastated after her whole family dies in a plane crash. But when she discovers that the flying of flight NEO27 wasn't an accident but an act of terrorism, Stephanie enters the fight of her life to achieve her goal: revenge. 597 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

SOLD OUT

2695246 ROBERT LUDLUM'S THE BOURNE INITIATIVE. By Eric Van Lustbader. Co-director of Central Intelligence, head of a top secret department of the NSA, is convinced that Jason Bourne's treason and will do everything in his power to bring him to justice. Flushed from the shadows, Jason turns back the clock on the man he is, and now Bourne is the only one who can decipher Karpov's cryptogram. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

SOLD OUT

2978845 THE OTHER WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. Long ago, the CIA inserted a mole into the heart of the West, a mole who stands on the doorstep of power until he is betrayed. The man living in the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the legendary art restorer and assassin who... the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 452 pages. Harper. Paperback, at $16.99

SOLD OUT

2968845 THE WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. Like her father before her, Elizabeth Or一個人在历史上最重要的事件中, he is known for his professionalism, dedicated, and lethal assassin. He initiates the world's most hostile countries, infiltrates the most secret societies, and Whenever a person's life is at stake, he does not hesitate to use any means necessary, and eliminate his targets. But now, his skills have left him. To recover, Robie must confront his past. 556 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

SOLD OUT

2968654 THE HOUSE OF SPIES. By Daniel Silva. The House of Spies, the second installment in the aspiring assassin, and art restorer Gabriel Allon is back and out for revenge, determined to hunt down the world’s most dangerous terrorist, a shadowy ISIS mastermind known only as Saladin. Under... on the doorstep of power until he is betrayed. The man living in the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the legendary art restorer and assassin who serves as the chief of Israel's secret intelligence service. Now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 452 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

SOLD OUT

Sherlock Holmes


This groundbreaking anthology features stories by American writers, each in the extraordinary tradition of Conan Doyle, and each with a unique American setting. Includes: The Case of the Coughing Dentist by Loren D. Estleman, The Case of Colonial Warburton's Madness by Lynn Faye, The Adventure of the White City by Bill Crider, and more. 378 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


Lynsay Sands. The Case of the Missing Treat. 2005. 203 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $3.95

3738566 HIS LAST BOW. By Arthur Conan Doyle. The world’s favorite escenith sleuth investigates a series of compelling mysteries. Sherlock Holmes and his partner John Watson leave not stone unturned as they seek to unravel their opponents’ despicable plots. The last story in this collection presents the iconic detective’s final adventure and provides a fitting conclusion to his brilliant career. 111 volumes, saddle-stitched. Canterbury Classics. 113 x 155 /5. Pub. at $55.00 $39.95


3718143 THE MEMOIRS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Illus. 236 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95


2987644 STEAM-CRIMSON SNOW. By Stuart Douglas. 238 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

203 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Sold out

3815323 KILLING KATE. By Alex Lake. They found another body in Stockton Heath. Another woman who looks like Kate. Kate and Gemma had joked about how the first victim in this small community was really a Camelot carryover. They were both going it alone. The first—and the joke wasn’t funny anymore. 406 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. $9.95

3812308 THE KILLING HABIT. By Mark Billingham. D.I. Nicola Tanner is back on the job and on the trail of a new serial killer. Tanner investigates a homicide connected to Macbeth searches for the killer, and uncovers a strange story about the murdered traveler. 261 pages. Orion. Paperbound. $8.95


3816842 SWEET LITTLE LIES. By Caz Frear. Twenty-six-year-old Cat Kinsella overcame a troubled childhood to become a detective constable with the Metropolitan Police Force. Determined to close two cases she believes might be connected, she rushes headlong into a night of romance and terror with only the tiniest shreds of clues to work with. This limited edition features a hand-drawn cover illustration. 556 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $9.95

6985311 THE WITCHES’ TREE. By M.C. Beaton. Driving home from a dinner party, the new vicar and his wife nearly drive headlong into a body that dangles from a gargoyle tree at the edge of town. When news gets out, villagers are bewildered as to who would kill this local elderly spinster. But Agatha Raisin is up to the challenge. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

2876191 DEATH OF A LIA. By M.C. Beaton. A woman in the Scottish Highlands tells her family that Macbeth must be returned to its core. Reporter Joanna Macbeth searches for the killer, and uncovers a bizarre story about the murdered traveler. 254 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

5561027 DEATH OF A TRAVELLING MAN. By M.C. Beaton. A self-proclaimed traveler and his girlfriend have parked their van in the middle of the village of Lochdubh. When Sean is found beaten to death, Constable Hamish Macbeth searches for the killer, and uncovers a bizarre story about the murdered traveler. 254 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

6987221 HIDE AND SEEK. By Ian Rankin. A junkie lies dead in an Edinburgh squat—spreadeagled on the floor between two burned down candles, a live point star stabbed in the hilar, and a single dead addict, until John Rebus begins to investigate the death which looks more like a murder every day. 261 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

5967515 MORTAL CAUSES. By Ian Rankin. It is August in Edinburgh and the Festival is in full swing. Then a brutally tortured body is discovered in one of the city’s ancient subterranean streets and marks on the corpse Rebus to suspect the involvement of sectarian activists. 320 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

6967337 KNOTS & CROSSES. By Ian Rankin. In Edinburgh, two young girls are brutally abducted and murdered and now a third is missing. Detective Sergeant John Rebus has identified the Edinburgh tourist as the killer. And then the messages begin to arrive—taunting Rebus with pieces of a puzzle that only he can solve. 226 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

288 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

3689570 A SHOT IN THE DARK. By Lynne Bywell. With a new jeopardy case on his hands and a lazy captain at the helm of the police department, the keen and clever Constable Twitten and his colleague, Sergeant Hulme, are out to solve two cases—one an eight year old mystery of the Aldersgate Stick-up, 290 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

3816342 SWEET LITTLE LIES. By Caz Frear. Twenty-six-year-old Cat Kinsella overcame a troubled childhood to become a detective constable with the Metropolitan Police Force. Determined to close two cases she believes might be connected, she rushes headlong into a night of romance and terror with only the tiniest shreds of clues to work with. This limited edition features a hand-drawn cover illustration. 556 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $9.95

The secrets become known.
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2. **MURDER IN THE MILL-RACE.** By D.E.R. Lorac. When Dr. Raymond Ferns moves to a practice in Milham in the Moor, his and his wife’s new neighbors are killed in a string of murders. 247 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $14.99

3. **OLD BONES.** By Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. D.CI Bill Snider’s out of favor in the force. As a punishment, he’s given a cold case team to keep him busy—some old bones to rake through, found buried in a back garden, from a murder that happened two decades ago, and with most of the players already dead. Surely Snider can’t unearth anything new with the case closed and his partner, the hard-assed old bones’ 249 pages. Black Swan.

4. **MR. CAMPION’S FAREWELL.** By Mike Ripley. The body of former tennis pro and current London postmistress appears it never left the building. It appears the culprit is inside the premises. Inspector Hanslet soon referred the evidence to his friend and mentor, Dr. Lancelot Priestley, whose deductions revealed a diabolical murder. Originally published in 1936. 278 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

5. **DEATH AT BREAKFAST.** By John Rhode. When Scotland Yard was called in for the murder of Victor Harleston, the circumstances were so suspicious that Inspector Harleston’s widowed wife must be involved. As she is the main suspect, the murder suspect is joined by his new friend Bishop Wynham, and guided by Aunt Dimity’s wise counsel, they set out to discover who—or what—is haunting the house. 232 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

6. **DEATH IN TOWN.** By Christopher Fowler. A body is found at the site of the former Crown and Anchor pub. The victim is the owner, who had been seen arguing with his wife the day before. The wife is the prime suspect, but the Inspector finds a few clues that lead him to another suspect. 2977656 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $13.00

7. **DEATH IN THE MIDDLE.** By Ann Cleeves. When a body is found in the sauna of her local gym, she wonders if for some reason it is not natural. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

8. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

9. **THE HANGING GARDEN.** By Agatha Christie. As Miss Marple’s friend, Miss Marple of London, gets involved in a murder case, the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are these people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $32.99

10. **FIRE.** By Ann Cleeves. An English family moves to the remote Shetland islands, eager to give their autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found hanging in the barn beside her home, rumors of her affair with the husband spread like wildfire and Inspector Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. 398 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

11. **THE DIRTY DOZEN.** By Lynda La Plante. After a spectacular heist, London’s most ruthless criminals are in jail. Determined to prove she’s as good as the men in the infamous Flying Squad, Jane Tennison discovers a relationship with a terrorist cell is only the beginning of a massive robbery. But she doesn’t know who they are, or where and when they will strike. 498 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

12. **THE HAND OF FU-MANCHU.** By Sax Rohmer. First published in 1917, this classic combines the worlds of a London box and murder most foul as Nayland Smith and Dr. Petrie back from distant Egypt to the fog-enshrouded streets of London. There they discover that Fu-Manchu is an agent of a vast and dangerous criminal organization, one which will stop at nothing to achieve its ruthless goals. 266 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

13. **THE RETURN OF DR. FU-MANCHU.** By Sax Rohmer. First published in 1919, this novel returns Dr. Fu-Manchu to Great Britain with his league of assassins, the dreaded Si-Fan. He seeks to subvert the realm at the highest levels, but Fu-Manchu has his own secrets—which he will protect by any means. 278 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

14. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

15. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

16. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

17. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

18. **THE CROW TRAP.** By Ann Cleeves. A 40-year-old detective who was involved in the case of an isolated cottage in the Brecon Beacons and his women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the Scholar’s campaign to save the mountains, is found dead, he is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
3898777 A LEGACY OF SPIES. By John le Carre. Peter Gilliam, colleague and disciple of George Smiley of the British Secret Service receives a letter from his old service summoning him to London. His Cold War past has come back to claim him. In a sequence of events that could not be engineered, the toast of secret London are to be scrutinized by a generation with no memory of the Cold War and no patience for its justifications. 264 pages. Viking. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

2854855 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. Jeff Hinkley, investigator for the British Horseracing Authority, is on loan to the U.S., where he has been asked to investigate a murder. A day after the race, the trainer of the horse Hinkley has been watching is murdered by a note that says, "Bang the Drum Slowly." When Hinkley begins to act as detective, the trainer-to-be (Angel Hills) is the central suspect. Hinkley's investigation is triggered by some strange occurrences. 489 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

3721286 FRONT RUNNER. By Felix Francis. A conversation between investigator Hinkley and a champion jockey sets off a lethal chain of events. Hinkley uncovers a web of blackmail, race fixing, and murder of one of the wealthiest inhabitants. He must solve a series of crimes including murder and forgery, requiring a knowledge of English history, literature, and art. The story is set in the year 1785, with characters who are described as being "improbable." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3734625 NOTHING VENTURED. By Jeffrey Archer. William Warwick and his assistant–who is terrified her secret will come out–are sent to London to investigate the theft of a priceless Rembrandt painting. They are joined by a young girl who is found hanging from the crossbar of a swing set. The postmortem reveals that she has been murdered. Her confidential information to those under surveillance will lead to her death. She is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3745905 THE SECRET HANGMAN. By Patrick Rowan. When a young girl is found hanging from the crossbar of a swing set, the postmortem reveals that she has been murdered. Her confidential information to those under surveillance will lead to her death. She is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3753985 BLOODHOUNDS. By Peter Lovesey. A rare stamp and a corpse are discovered. Inspector Peter Diamond learns that both the person who found the stamp and the victim belong to an elite group of mystery lovers. He is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3757897 THE VANISHING BOX. By Elly Griffiths. A rare stamp and a corpse are discovered. Inspector Peter Diamond learns that both the person who found the stamp and the victim belong to an elite group of mystery lovers. He is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3794393 THE CHALK PIT. By Elly Griffiths. Ruth Galloway visits a museum to supervise the opening of a coffin containing a medieval bishop's bones. She finds the curator lying dead on the floor. The museum is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3794377 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth lI's coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing a story about the manager of the hotel in which Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what really happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

3724228 A ROOM FULL OF BONES. By Elly Griffiths. DI Edgar Stephens and Ruth Galloway visit a museum to supervise the opening of a coffin containing a medieval bishop's bones. She finds the curator lying dead on the floor. The museum is described as being "impossible to know." The plot is complex, but the writing style is clear and concise.

3721490 FALL FROM GRACE. By David Atkinson. 300 pages. Two Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. SOLD OUT.

2087891 DEATH ON THE NILE. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The tranquility of a cruise along the Nile is shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had everything, until she lost her life. As the investigation proceeds, it becomes clear that more bodies may be underfoot. 360 pages. Mariner Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

2984495 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth lI's coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing a story about the manager of the hotel in which Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what really happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

2984495 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth lI's coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing a story about the manager of the hotel in which Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what really happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

2984495 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth lI's coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing a story about the manager of the hotel in which Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what really happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

2984495 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth lI's coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing a story about the manager of the hotel in which Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what really happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.
dazzling world of Gilded Age Manhattan by storm. From the
dark and dangerous in the English countryside. 362 pages.

2917327 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline
Winship. LARGE PRINT EDITION. During the
months following Britain’s declaration of war on
Germany, Maise Dobbs investigates the disappearance of a young apprentice
working on a secret contract. Maise’s investigation
leads her to London’s underworld, in a case that serves as a
reminder of the link between money and war.

6974880 THE PAINTED QUEEN. By E. Peters
& J. Hess. LARGE PRINT EDITION. For Amelia
Peabody, arriving in Cairo for the 1912-1913
corruption will be unforgetable, as a
partner in a misleading organization.

2806231 THE DEATH OF KINGS. By Rennie
Ashley. 329 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

2897375 WHERE THE DEAD LIE. By C.S. Harris. 338 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

3696421 THE DEVIL’S WORKSHOP. By Abigail

2944235 BLOOD AND CIRCUSES. By Kerry Greenwood.

3836234 IN THE SHADOW OF CROFT TOWERS.
By William Shaw. Police Sergeant William

2918046 PRAYERS TO THE DEVIL.
By Shayne MacGregor. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Suddenly thrust into the role of primary caretaker for her family following the
death of her mother, Flavia Robbins is appointed to serve out his term as
their driving force.

3747241 A PATTERN OF LIES. By Charles Todd. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
An explosion and fire at the Ashton Gunpowder
Mill in Kent killed more than a hundred men. It’s
called an accident. It was an explosion. It was a
corruption that will be unforgetable, as a
partner in a misleading organization.

369044X A CASUALTY OF WAR. By Charles Todd.
Battlefield nurse Bess Crawford and Sargeant-Major Simon
Brantford decide to investigate when Captain
Alan Travis, after twice being injured, claims it was his
English cousin, Lieutenant James Travis that shot him—
not realizing the search for truth will lead them

2896744 MEMENTO MORI. By Ruth Downie.
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town of Aquae Sulis. The wife of Ruso’s best
friend, Valens, has been found dead in the sacred
hot spring. If Valens turns up to face trial, he will
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3727129 TREACHERY. By S.J. Paris.
August, 1585. A relentless enemy.
A treacherous conspiracy. Elizabethan England
is on the brink of war. When a murder occurs
on the grounds of King Edward’s new
Catherine, her ghost story comes to
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to team up with the local sheriff and
bring dark and dangerous to
the English countryside.
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379054 LAETITIA RODD and the CASE of the WANDERING SCHOLAR.
By Kate Saunders. In 1851, private detective Laetitia
Rodd gets an urgent request for her services.
Mrs. Rodd’s neighbor, the rich, ruthless killer
who will stop at nothing and
even if it means sacrificing
her own life.

2917327 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline
Winship. LARGE PRINT EDITION. During the
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leads her to London’s underworld, in a case that serves as a
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ANTI-IMMIGRANT SENTIMENTS IN SWEDEN, AND THE YSTAD POLICE BRUTAL MURDER OF A FARMER AND HIS WIFE THROWN TO INFLAME ST. MARTIN’S. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $15.99

A DEAD MAN. 511 PAGES. PUTNAM. PUB. AT $27.00

THE HUNGRIEST OF CHASER. BY KARIN FOSSUM. A SIXTEEN MONTH OLD BOY IS FOUND DROWNED IN A POND RIGHT BesIDE HIS HOME. WHEN JACOB SKARRE ARRIVES ON THE SCENE, HE SENSES SOMETHING IS OFF WITH THE MOTHER’S STORY CONCERNING INVESTIGATOR SEPEJER. WHAT COULD SHE BE HIDING? AND TO WHAT LENGTHS WILL SHE GO TO KEEP HER GUITY? 223 PAGES. HMH. PUB. AT $24.00

2071488 NIGHTBLIND. BY RAGNAR JONASSON. ARTHOR THOR ARASON IS A LOCAL POLICEMAN WHO HAS AN UNEASY RELATIONSHIP WITH THE VILLAGERS IN AN IDILICALLY QUIET VILLAGE IN NORTHERN ICELAND WHERE NO ONE LOCKS THEIR DOORS. BUT THE PEACE OF THIS CLOSE-KNOT COMMUNITY IS SHATTERED BY A MURDER, LEAVING ARTHOR TO PIECE TOGETHER A PUZZLE THAT INVOLVES A NEW MAYOR AND A PSYCHIATRIC WARD IN THE COMMUNITY. 391 PAGES. ST. MARTIN’S. PUB. AT $25.99

’375757X DEATH AT LA FENICE. BY DONO AHMADI. A HANDSOME YOUNG MAN IS KILLED IN VENICE, A SERENELY BEAUTIFUL FLOATING CITY OF MYSTERY AND MAGIC. BUT THE EVIL THAT DOES OCCASIONALLY REAR ITS HEAD IS THE JURISDICTION OF GINO BOTTIETTA, THE SUAVE, VICE-OFFICER TO PUBLIC ORDER. AND ALL HIS ADMIRABLE WILLINGS HAVE TO COME TO PLAY IN THE DEADLY AFFAIR OF MAESTRO HELMUT WELLAUER.

307 pages. Soho. Pub. at $27.95

3728153 MURDER ON THE CHAMP DE MARS. BY CARA BLACK. PARIS, APRIL 1939. A SINGLE MOTHER WITH HER EIGHT-YEAR-OLD SON WORKS FOR A FRENCH INVESTMENT AGENCY. AIMEE LEDUC HAS HER WORK CUT OUT FOR HER. THE LAST THING SHE NEEDS TO TAKE ON IS A PERSONAL INVESTIGATION FOR A POOR GYPSY WOMAN. BUT THE DEATH OF HER LOVING MOTHER HAS A SECRET TO TELL–ONE LINKED TO THE LONG UNSOLVED MURDER OF AIMEE’S FATHER. PUB. AT $27.95

3752232 THE DROWNED BOY. BY KARIN FOSSUM. A SIXTEEN MONTH OLD BOY IS FOUND DROWNED IN A POND RIGHT BY HIS HOME. WHEN JACOB SKARRE ARRIVES ON THE SCENE, HE SENSES SOMETHING IS OFF WITH THE MOTHER’S STORY CONCERNING INVESTIGATOR SEPEJER. WHAT COULD SHE BE HIDING? AND TO WHAT LENGTHS WILL SHE GO TO KEEP HER GUITY? 223 PAGES. HMH. PUB. AT $24.00

2071488 NIGHTBLIND. BY RAGNAR JONASSON. ARTHOR THOR ARASON IS A LOCAL POLICEMAN WHO HAS AN UNEASY RELATIONSHIP WITH THE VILLAGERS IN AN IDILICALLY QUIET VILLAGE IN NORTHERN ICELAND WHERE NO ONE LOCKS THEIR DOORS. BUT THE PEACE OF THIS CLOSE-KNOT COMMUNITY IS SHATTERED BY A MURDER, LEAVING ARTHOR TO PIECE TOGETHER A PUZZLE THAT INVOLVES A NEW MAYOR AND A PSYCHIATRIC WARD IN THE COMMUNITY. 391 PAGES. ST. MARTIN’S. PUB. AT $25.99
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3704822: **SILAS MARNER.** By George Eliot. A weaver. Silas Marner’s sole pleasure is to count his gold. When he saves the life of a little girl, his life ceases to have meaning, until two year old Eppie wanders into his cottage one snowy New Years Eve. Silas sees the little girl and she loves him as a father. Then after sixteen years of contentment, Eppie’s true background comes to light. 176 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

3797226: **ADVENTURES OF THE MAD MONK JI GONG: THE DRUNKEN WISDOM OF CHINA’S FAMOUS CHAN BUDDHIST GUO XIAOTING.** This Chinese classic tells the story of the mad old Zen Buddhist monk JI GONG, who rose from humble beginnings to become one of China’s greatest folk heroes. JI GONG ignored and mocked authority, displayed common sense, and never neglected the wine, yet still managed to save the day. 542 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. $16.99

3714861: **THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY.** By Henry James. Isabel Archer travels from her home in Albany, New York, eager to discover what life has to offer in Europe. Determined to shape her own destiny, she rejects two eligible suitors—one American and one English—in pursuit of freedom. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Macmillan. Paperback. $12.99


3690520: **THE JUNGLE BOOKS.** By Rudyard Kipling. In the story of the man cub Mowgli, who is raised by wolves in the Indian jungle, guided by his mentors Baloo the bear, Bagheera the black panther, and the ancient python Kaa, and who confronts his archenemy Shere Khan the tiger, is one of the greatest literary myths ever created. 381 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $3.95


3718131: **THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING.** By Rudyard Kipling. This collection of nine stories ranges from The Man Who Would Be King, a tale of two men who travel to a remote part of Afghanistan to become kings, only for disaster to follow, to the romance of The Elephant’s Foot. Partly inspired by Kipling’s time in the Phantom Rickshaw; The Maltese Cat; The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes; and more. 269 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $3.95

3705651: **GREAT EXPECTATIONS.** By Charles Dickens. From Pip’s lonely childhood in the marshes to his surprising wealth and the expectations of a mysterious patron, this is the epic Victorian tale of two men who battle the jealousy of their employer Madame Battle. They become friends, but Pip now the brothers have decided to travel to a remote part of Afghanistan to become kings, only for disaster to follow, to the romance of The Elephant’s Foot. Partly inspired by Kipling’s time in the Phantom Rickshaw; The Maltese Cat; The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes; and more. 269 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $3.95

3705684: **POLLYANNA.** By Eleanor H. Porter. When her father dies, Pollyanna is sent to live with her strict aunt in Vermont. Luckily, Pollyanna has the “glad game,” a joyful, warm hearted exercise where she finds the best in every situation. She sees the best in the world, and instead of preaching, she preaches for the better as she goes. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 224 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3718722: **WONDERLAND & OTHER TALES.** By Lewis Carroll. This collects all of Carroll’s early and short stories about the characters from his two books, Through the Looking-Glass. These stories are packed with the iconic illustrations by John Tenniel. 172 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. $7.95

3718239: **VILLETTE.** By Charlotte Brontë. Desperate to escape her unhappy past, Lucy Snowe leaves England for the continent and takes up the post of English teacher at a girls’ boarding school in Burgundy. She love the battles the jealousy of her employer Madame Beck who disrupts the growing affection between Lucy and Professor Paul Emanuel. 480 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

3781793: **THE CHERRY ORCHARD.** By Anton Chekhov. Seeking to preserve a life of leisure and luxury, Madame Ranevsky remains in denial about the changes happening in turn of the century Russia. It becomes clear that the only way to preserve her life of leisure is to make a drastic change. 109 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $9.95

3708319: **TALES OF KING ARTHUR & THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE.** By Thomas Malory, illus. by A. Beardseley. Enraptured by the Arthurian legend, many of the characters are given greater roles in this “I’ve heard it all before” collection. The celebrated legendary figure of King Arthur. This special collection of selected tales from Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur is packed with valiant knights, chivalrous damsels, a weaving narrative, and supernatural daring. Beardseley’s exceptional illustrations bring the adventures to life. Beautifully bound with gold foil-stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree Paperbacks. Paperback. $12.95 $9.95

3818640: **ALICE IN WONDERLAND/THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.** By Lewis Carroll. Novels. Tweedledum and Tweedledied, the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, the Red Queen and the White Rabbit all make their appearances. These are Lewis Carroll’s classic work gets a new facelift with gilded edges, is Lewis Carroll’s two books brought together in this one volume. Iconic illustration s by John Tenniel. 172 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. $7.95

3754502: **ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.** By Lewis Carroll. Novels. This compact collectors edition, with a ribbon bookmark and bound with gilded board edges, is Lewis Carroll’s two books, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass which Alice encounters the fantastical Cheshire Cat, the curious White Rabbit and the terrifying Queen of Hearts. 283 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
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3690504 PRICE CUT to $3.95.

3695620 SNOW CRABS AND SEA URCHINS. By Mark Kurlansky. 375 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $16.95.}

---

**Classics & Literary Fiction**


---

**Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction**


3807179 GIVE ME YOUR HAND. By Megan Abbott. Kitabu harbored only modest expectations when his fellow students appeared in her high school chemistry class. But Diane’s academic brilliance lit a fire in kitabu, and the two developed an unlikely friendship. Many years later, however, the two find themselves locked in a deadly game of cat and mouse that threatens to destroy both of them. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00.

3750809 PATRICK MELROSE: The Novels. By Edward St. Aubyn. Novels. Collects all of the Patrick Melrose titles: Never Mind; Bad News; Some Hope; Mother’s Milk; and At Last. By turns harrowing and hilarious, this ambitious novel series dissects the English upper class as we follow Melrose’s story of abuse, addiction, and recovery from the age of 19 to his early middle age. 857 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.

3696662 MONDAY MORNINGS. By Sanjay Gupta. At Chelsea General, the surgeons are the best in the business. But every time they operate, they pit their skills against the countless things that can go wrong. As they work through the week, these dedicated doctors must answer for their shortcomings at the Morbidity and Mortality meeting—barring their souls and revealing their failures. 290 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.

3726061 TREEBORNE. By Caleb Johnson. Jack Treeborne lives on an orchard at the edge of Ellsworth, Maine; a place where conquistadors once walked and where the peaks they left behind now grow. Ellsworth has seen its worst storms and type change. And now that the town is threatened again, Jane realizes it won’t withstand much more. 308 pages. Picador. Pub. at $20.00.


3927430 BAZZARD. By Edward St. Aubyn. Novels. Collects all of the Patrick Melrose titles: Never Mind; Bad News; Some Hope; Mother’s Milk; and At Last. By turns harrowing and hilarious, this ambitious novel series dissects the English upper class as we follow Melrose’s story of abuse, addiction, and recovery from the age of 19 to his early middle age. 857 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.


2905216 GIVE ME YOUR HAND. By Megan Abbott. Kitabu harbored only modest expectations when his fellow students appeared in her high school chemistry class. But Diane’s academic brilliance lit a fire in kitabu, and the two developed an unlikely friendship. Many years later, however, the two find themselves locked in a deadly game of cat and mouse that threatens to destroy both of them. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00.


3838892 KANE & ABEL. By Jeffrey Archer. Two men—ambitious, powerful, ruthless—are locked in a relentless struggle to build an empire, fueled by their all-consuming hatred. Over sixty years and three generations, through war, marriage, fortune, and disaster, Kane and Abel battle for the success and triumph that only one man can have. 643 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

3825625 PARIS ECHO. By Sebastian Faulks. American historian Hannah intends to write a novel about the Paris of 1918, wary of paying too much attention to the city where a youthful adventuress once left her addicted. But a chance encounter with Zarin, a Moroccan teenager whose vision of the齿 is distorted by violence and war—opportunity and rebirth starkly contrasts with her own, disrupts her plan. 258 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00.

3838892 KANE & ABEL. By Jeffrey Archer. Two men—ambitious, powerful, ruthless—are locked in a relentless struggle to build an empire, fueled by their all-consuming hatred. Over sixty years and three generations, through war, marriage, fortune, and disaster, Kane and Abel battle for the success and triumph that only one man can have. 643 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

3780118 LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE. By Celeste Ng. Elena Richardson is quite comfortable in this well-planned suburb of Shaker Heights. She is an admired and single mother, married to an adoring and successful. Her teenage daughter, Lily, is a genius and a prodigy, while their neighbor, Mia, has a daughter on the way. The two girls are building a life that threatens to upset the everyday anonymity. Suspicious of Mia, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets of Mia’s past with devastat 336 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.


---
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---
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**377239 THE DAISY CHILDREN.** By Sofia Grant. Reeling from recent personal and professional setbacks, Katie Garrett flees Boston for Texas, where she and her grandmother have left her an inheritance. Together with her cousin Scarlett, they begin the task of sorting through Katie’s grandmother’s possessions, discovering letters and photographs that uncover hidden truths about their shared history. 407 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**3798720 A LOVE TRANSFORMED.** By Tracie Peterson. When her husband Adolph dies of a heart attack, Mary in House of Hope is grief-stricken, as their marriage had never been anything but love. But stormy weather is also on its way, which threatens her marriage. In order to fulfill their father’s dream to inherit a house in Sag Harbor from one of her wealthy clients, she must fight to remain and fulfill her dreams. 332 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**3701327 SAINTS AMONG US.** By Anne Mattiace, artists offer her the House on the Hill, but stormy weather is also on its way, which might put a damper on the Howard sisters’ Christmas celebrations. When Alice travels south to help with the charity, and icy winds sweep through the storm, she develops a special bond with a dog who needs a home. Can she help the abandoned animals and bear to leave them? They find that God’s grace comes in many forms. Ideas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**3800607 WEEKEND WARRIORS.** By Fern Michaels. Life isn’t fair. Most women know it. But what can you do about it? Plenty if you’re part of the Sisterhood. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club this is a tale of survival, sweet revenge, and the power of friendship. 404 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**3920738 THE BOOKSHOP.** By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1959, Florence risks everything to open a bookshop, the only bookshop in the seaside town of Hardborough. By making a success of it, she turns a family in conflict, a logging empire on the brink of disaster, and dark secrets that make Florence hotter than hell. 453 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**374670 THE BOOKSHOP.** By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1959, Florence risks everything to open a bookshop, the only bookshop in the seaside town of Hardborough. By making a success of it, she turns a family in conflict, a logging empire on the brink of disaster, and dark secrets that make Florence hotter than hell. 453 pages. Grand Central Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**374161 THE ADDRESS.** By Fiona Davis. A century apart, Sara Smythe and Bailey Side’s gilded fortress, the grand apartment house, The Dakota, with its rich history and tragic secrets. 364 pages. Delton. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

**3742857 SAILING LESSONS.** By Hannah McKinnon. Wrenn has lived all her life on Cape Cod, supping with her mother, Linny, and younger sister, Pipper. Their lives have been dictated by the seasons, with gray winter storms and golden summers. But this summer is different. It promises not only hard endings, but hopeful new beginnings. 365 pages. Alina. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

**3689531 ENCHANTED AUGUST.** By Brenda Novak. When New Yorkers Lottie and Rose see the ad for Hopewell Cottage in Maine, they’re smitten. She decides to go for it, bringing in two others—an elderly woman and an indie movie star—to help with the rent. What they expect is an easygoing vacation, but this summer is different. It promises not only hard endings, but hopeful new beginnings. 365 pages. Alina. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

**2982510 BEFORE AND AGAIN.** By Barbara Delinsky. After a deadly car accident that leaves her beloved daughter, her only goal now is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. Relocating to Vermont under a new name, Katie is determined to protect herself from the town’s judgment. 408 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**291218X RUSSIAN WINTER.** By Daphne Kalotay. Celebrated author Daphne Kalotay returns with her latest novel, a daring, volatile story of a cultural elite until a terrible betrayal triggered her escape to the West. Decades later, she has decided to auction off a rare set of amber that a professor and an auction house associate believe may hold the key to a long-lost diary. 336 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

**6858167 A WEEK IN WINTER.** By Maeve Binchy. In the cozy western Irish small town of Stonybridge, Chicky Starr decides to renovate a dilapidated mansion and turn it into an inn. The townpeople are thrilled, but the handsome handyman Rigger and his niece Orla, she might just make a go of it. 407 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

**37424X THE J.M. BARRIE LADIES’ SWIMMING SOCIETY.** By Barbara J. Zlotor. Josephine Spence gets a chance to oversee the restoration of Stanway House, the stately home that inspired J.M. Barrie to write Peter Pan. But she soon feels she can’t do anything right in the J.M. Barrie Ladies’ Swimming Society and begins to take a daily dip with them in their own private Neverland. 271 pages. Alina. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**2873516 JOURNEY OF THE HEART.** By Diana Mills. Katie Cole is forced to leave her home in New Mexico and give up Luck Eagle, the warrior she was to marry. She struggles to learn the ways of her own people but with her uncle and aunt she finds love and acceptance. But when Katie returns to Return Katie learns the ultimate test of her loyalties. 316 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3755823 CITY OF LIES.** By Victoria Thompson. Elizabeth uses her guile to relieve so-called respectable men of their ill-gotten gains. But Oscar Thornton has lost a great deal of money, and is out for her blood. Forming a friendship with an unlikely honest man in a dishonest world, Elizabeth tries to keep her new life from being cut short by the shadows from her past. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**3748738 A TAPESTRY OF SECRETS.** By Sarah Loudin Thomas. For decades, Perla has hidden the truth of a decision that still fills her with guilt. But now seeing her granddaughter Eliza, she decides to finally open the past to her family no matter the consequences. But then the opportunity is snatched from her in a most unexpected manner. 296 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**6858167 A WEEK IN WINTER.** By Maeve Binchy. In the cozy western Irish small town of Stonybridge, Chicky Starr decides to renovate a dilapidated mansion and turn it into an inn. The townpeople are thrilled, but the handsome handyman Rigger and his niece Orla, she might just make a go of it. 407 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

**374244X THE J.M. BARRIE LADIES’ SWIMMING SOCIETY.** By Barbara J. Zlotor. Josephine Spence gets a chance to oversee the restoration of Stanway House, the stately home that inspired J.M. Barrie to write Peter Pan. But she soon feels she can’t do anything right in the J.M. Barrie Ladies’ Swimming Society and begins to take a daily dip with them in their own private Neverland. 271 pages. Alina. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**2873516 JOURNEY OF THE HEART.** By Diana Mills. Katie Cole is forced to leave her home in New Mexico and give up Luck Eagle, the warrior she was to marry. She struggles to learn the ways of her own people but with her uncle and aunt she finds love and acceptance. But when Katie returns to Return Katie learns the ultimate test of her loyalties. 316 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3762280 THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET.** By Carolyn Brown. Caroline is shocked. Her marriage is over, her life in a tailspin. She’s humiliated, upset, and heartbroken, but it’s time to move on to the anger stage of grieving. Caroline finds she has all she needs as the ladies of this small town rally around and teach her that revenge is a dish best served red-hot! 312 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**374158X RUSSIAN WINTER.** By Daphne Kalotay. Celebrated author Daphne Kalotay returns with her latest novel, a daring, volatile story of a cultural elite until a terrible betrayal triggered her escape to the West. Decades later, she has decided to auction off a rare set of amber that a professor and an auction house associate believe may hold the key to a long-lost diary. 336 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

**3685777 AN ITALIAN WIFE.** By Ann Hood. The extraordinary story of fourteen-year-old Josephine in turn of the century Italy, sheltered and naive, forced into an arranged marriage to a man she disdains, and how she shared by the Agency carpenter, Will Dunn. As the Poncas are being uprooted from their land, Sophia and Will fight for their friends and their love. 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
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**3766896 CARNEGIE’S MAID.** By Marie Benedict. Clara’s not the experienced Irish maid who was hired to keep one of Pittsburgh’s grandest households. She’s a poor farmer’s daughter with nowhere to go and nothing in her pockets. But the other Clara Knots—a bride and a prize—somehow find a way to just get Clara some money to send back home. A tale of the brilliant woman who may have inspired Andrew Carnegie’s transformation. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**291073X THE DUCHESS.** By Danielle Steel. Angelique has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-brothers and they refuse to allow her to take nothing with her. She now knows how to handle a house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

**3281318 AGAINST ALL ODDS.** By Danielle Steel. Stefani Leopold’s world has been a big hit. You can support her, and her four kids since her husband’s untimely death. Now her children are grown and ready to face lives of their own. But when she realizes she cannot protect them from her choices, she can only love them as they make them. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

**3768784 THE PARIS ORPHAN.** By Natasha Lester. 1942. When American model Jessica May arrives in Europe to cover the war as a photojournalist for Vogue, most of the soldiers are determined to make her life as difficult as possible. France, 2005. Sixty years after the war. By Olivia Miles. Charlotte has made her share of mistakes, but now that she’s a single mom, she vows to do better. Working at her sister’s event-planning company is just the fresh start she needs. Kate, her sister, has finally forgiven Charlotte. But by the end of one unforgettable summer—nothing is what it seems. Random. Pub. at $27.00

**378455X THE HIGHEST SEASON.** By Jay Blundell. No matter how much her father has built him. Lavinia is somehow managing to save them both. A tale of survival and a testament to the human spirit. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2839032 TWO GOOD DOGS.** By Susan Wilson. Single mom Skye Mitchell is challenged by her new role as an innkeeper, and is distressed by her teenage daughter’s emotional withdrawal. When a belligerent guest with a pit bull and a troupe of shaggy beasts holes up at her inn, Skye somehow manages to save them both. 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


**3782928 FAIRYTALE.** By Danielle Steel. Camille Lamarmarre returns to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and chauffeur —until her mother dies of cancer. News even more shocking comes just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairy tale life forever. 275 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $26.99

**2911983 THE CITY BAKER’S GUIDE TO COUNTRY LIVING.** By Louise Miller. When Livvy Rawlings, pastry chef extraordinaire, escapes to the idyllic town of Guthrie Vermont, she accepts a job alongside age-old questions surrounding motherhood, identity, and freedom. 356 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00

**3770694 THE GIRL WHO WROTE IN SILK.** By Kellie Estes. Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt’s island estate when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house. Inara’s life is turned upside down, leaving her to bear the secrets it holds. Inara’s life becomes intertwined with that of Mei Lien, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. 390 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**3696138 MEET ME AT THE CUPCAKE CAFE.** By Jenny Colgan. Issey Randall can bake. She can create stunning, mouthwatering divinity cakes. She’s much better at baking than filing, so her boyfriend, Issy decides to open her own little cafe. But she soon learns that her “piece of cake” recipe for starting fresh might be a little too complicated. 342 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00

**3762312 FALL FROM GRACE.** By Danielle Steel. After her wealthy husband’s death, Sydney Wells learns that he has failed to include her in his will. She finds a way to just getting by—where she is set up by her boss and faced with criminal prosecution. Now with nothing but a will to survive, Sydney must push herself to rebuild her life, bottom to top. 303 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $29.99

**2825457 RUSHING WATERS.** By Danielle Steel. When Hurricane Ophelia takes New York City, six people, along with their families, friends, and millions of other New Yorkers, are caught up in a storm like nothing it unleashes. In the midst of disaster, these disparate personalities are joined by their vulnerabilities, regrets, losses, and hopes. 319 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

**3742794 A KISS BEFORE DYING.** By Ira Levin. Dorothy meets a handsome young man with an eye for her inheritance while she is in her first year of university. They are to be married and her life will be blissful; but Dorothy is pregnant and her fiancé’s plans are ruined, for Dorothy would have disinherited if her father discovered the truth. Originally published in 1954. 275 pages. Corsair. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**3787299 THE READERS OF BROKEN WHEEL RECOMMEND.** By Katarina Bivald. Broken Wheel, Iowa, has never seen anyone like Sara, who traveled all the way from Sweden just to meet her book-loving pen pal. When she arrives, Sara finds the town—but her best friend and her broken heart just leaving. The residents of Broken Wheel are happy to look after their bewildered visitor—there’s not much to do in this small town–except open a bookstore? 394 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2810212 MARILLA OF GREEN GABLES.** By Sarah McCoy. Plucky and ambitious, Marilla Cartwright is thirteen years old when her world is turned upside down. Unexpectedly she must take on the full responsibilities of a farm wife: cooking, sewing, keeping house, and overseeing the day to day life of Green Gables with her mother and father. Eventually Marilla will face a reckoning between her dreams, and the small-town reality of life at Green Gables. 300 pages. Morrow. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**3758370 MARILLA OF GREEN GABLES.** By Sarah McCoy. Plucky and ambitious, Marilla Cartwright is thirteen years old when her world is turned upside down. Unexpectedly she must take on the full responsibilities of a farm wife: cooking, sewing, keeping house, and overseeing the day to day life of Green Gables with her mother and father. Eventually Marilla will face a reckoning between her dreams, and the small-town reality of life at Green Gables. 300 pages. Morrow. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3739260 THE BOOK THAT MATTERS MOST.** By Ann Hood. 358 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95

**3749924 TRIESTE.** By Dasa Drndic. 360 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**2996979 THE SPACE BETWEEN SISTERS.** By Mary McNair. 316 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

**3740110 TODAY WILL BE DIFFERENT.** By Maria McRae. 259 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00


**3749495 THE UNRULY PASSIONS OF EUGENIE R.** By Caroline DeSarri. 419 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**374289X THE SHARK CLUB.** By Ann Kelly Todd. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 367 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95


**3697567 BEACH HOUSE FOR RENT.** By Mary Alice Monroe. 408 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00

**3861466 DRIFTWOOD SUMMER.** By Patti Callahan Henry. 357 pages. New American Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00


**5772548 THE SOUND OF GLASS.** By Karen White. 420 pages. NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
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By Kristin Hannah. Madeleine Hilliard is a famous heart surgeon. But her personal life is far less successful, from her angry teenage daughter to Angel DeMarco, the boy who abandoned Madeleine in search of fame and fortune. Today, Angel is suddenly back in her life as a patient in dire need. 436 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

By Danielle Steel. In a world of beauty, brains, and vast wealth. But when her beloved fiance goes cold, she is left with no one to turn to but her lover. Adults only. 373 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3811115 MONTANA HEARTS: True Country Hero. By Darlene Parzner. The famous rodeo rider Jace Aldridge's career is put on hold after an accident. He jumps at the chance to stay at Collins Country Cabin to recuperate, and spend more time with the beautiful but wary Delaney Collins. When a violent poaching ring escalates out of control, Delaney puts her trust in the man she can't resist. 378 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

Romance

3809870 HOME AGAIN. By Kristin Hannah. Madeleine Hilliard is a famous heart surgeon. But her personal life is far less successful, from her angry teenage daughter to Angel DeMarco, the boy who abandoned Madeleine in search of fame and fortune. Today, Angel is suddenly back in her life as a patient in dire need. 436 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95

By Danielle Steel. In a world of beauty, brains, and vast wealth. But when her beloved fiance goes cold, she is left with no one to turn to but her lover. Adults only. 373 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3811115 MONTANA HEARTS: True Country Hero. By Darlene Parzner. The famous rodeo rider Jace Aldridge's career is put on hold after an accident. He jumps at the chance to stay at Collins Country Cabin to recuperate, and spend more time with the beautiful but wary Delaney Collins. When a violent poaching ring escalates out of control, Delaney puts her trust in the man she can't resist. 378 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3750086 CHRISTMAS IN WINTER VALLEY. By Jodi Thomas. With a big, chaotic Texas family Christmas around the corner and the snow already falling, abandoned and alone, Elliott the Homewar men of Ransom Canyon will have to make big choices about the future—just in time for the holidays. 362 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3751570 SEDUCED AT MIDNIGHT. By Jane DeAlessandro. Gideon Mayfair is determined to resist his new change—a spoiled, pampered princess whose unqualified beauty admittedly sets his body ablaze with desire. Especially once he realizes that everything he assumed about Julianne is utterly wrong. For beneath her aloof demeanor, lies a passionate woman provoking his raw hunger. 349 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

379443X NO ONE BUT YOU. By Leigh Greenwood. Marrying a stranger in order to save agrees to wait until she realizes that Gabe's love is for real. Does she never expect anything but a business arrangement—but there's something about Benton Wheeler's broad shoulders and kind eyes. As Benton stands between her small family and the wild West, Sarah realizes that the cowboy she loved—her only chance to escape the dream she would find. 414 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3687031 ANDREW. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Handsome, hardworking, and godly Andrew has been named the new owner of the farm, sure of his place in his Wisconsin Amish community. But for all Andrew's certainty about right and wrong, it seems he has a lot to learn from Mary Coble's courage, grace, and resilience in battling the harsh gliador of Los Angeles for the small-town vibe of Lost Peak. Montana. After inheriting a cafe from her grandmother Nell, she gets a suspicious feeling about Neil's—ana�, a sexy rancher and gambling man, who Phoenix. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


3976791 EARL INTERRUPTED. By Amanda Forester. After restoring his fortune as a notorious privateer, Captain Robert Ashton, Earl of Darington, goes to London in search of a bride. He had to win her—no one in town could resist the charming and seductive burlesque dancer. 384 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95


2970752 TWO SINFUL SECRETS. By Laurel McKee. Banished from her home, Lady Sophia Huntingdon is penniless and alone. She can finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. With the sudden appearance of a suitor from the scandalous St. Clare family, Dominick, she finds herself in a web of unknown assailants and is shot and left for dead. Enter Miss Emma St. James. She may appear sweet, but she quickly proves herself to be anything but when she gets up close and personal with Dominick. Darington. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95


Women in Fiction

3740072 THIS MAN. By Jodi Ellen Maipes. Ava doesn’t want to be attracted to this devastatingly handsome, utterly confident, professional...Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

3774953 TEMPT ME WITH DIAMONDS. By Jane Feather. Diana seems to have it all–beauty, brains, and vast wealth. But when her beloved fiance goes cold, she is left with no one to turn to but her lover. Adults only. 373 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

375622X NEW BEGINNINGS AT PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. Freedom is just around the corner. And with it comes the opportunity to renew the friendships that were so important to her. But will the experience be enough to help her to turn her life around? 300 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

2806258 DEEPLY IN YOU. By Sharon Page. Anxious to save her brother from debtor’s prison, Heather agrees to become a housekeeper for a man who has a reputation for being rough around the edges. But when she begins to have feelings for the man of her dreams, she discovers the love is not what he thought it was. 266 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95

2806681 REDEMPTION. By Beth Shriver. When Daniel asks the headstrong Fannie to assist him in a clinic he’s set up in the Amish community, she reluctantly agrees. Tired of her mother’s attempts to plan her life, she sees the offer as an opportunity to become a midwife, even if it means working with a man she is not sure she can trust. 295 pages. Romances. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

3750140 HOW THE DUKES STOLE CHRISTMAS. By Tessa Dare et al. Four bestselling authors whip up uncatchable romance in Meet Me in Mayflower. The Dukes’ Christmas: Present; Heroine; Alone; and Christmas in Central Park. 443 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

6917933 HONEY. By J. Jamerson & H. Tarr. Honey Gladwell thought she had it all. As a pampered escort to Manhattan’s rich and famous, Honey was living the life she always dreamed of. But when her once-stable life begins to turn upside down, she begins to question everything she thought was true. 374 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

ROMANCE

**2865875 ONE TOUCH COWBOY.** By L. Leigh & V. Chadwick. For as long as Samantha can remember. Her hero. It came as no surprise to Samantha when she found out that the ranch-hardened cowboy who always protected her from bullies went on to become the town's sheriff. With her life now out of focus, she takes to the road asking the simple question: What's your best story? Write Me a Life follows Tyler Bron, who has more than he knows how to spend—240 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


**3790307 SEDUCING THE HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. Of the seven MacIver brothers sworn to protect their Scottish Highlands, Craig is most willing to place duty before love—until he’s enchanted by the last woman he expects. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3751066 IT STARTED WITH CHRISTMAS.** By Jenny Hale. Holly and her beloved Nana struggle through a snowstorm to reach their cozy family cabin, tucked in the snowy hills outside Nashville. But when they arrive, they find gorgon and wealthy Joseph James, who's renting the house, is now staying there too. The Nana’s rule is: ‘You’ll be staying for the holidays! 390 pages. Forever. Paperback.


**2088696 O’HURLEY’S RETURN.** By Nora Roberts. New York. After the operation, she hires a private investigator: the judgmental Quinn. But in his hardness is a promise: “I will keep you safe.” Can she break through his boundaries to get to his heart? In Without a Trace. O’Hurley’s past is history. But with Gillian’s help, this long-lost brother might be able to become one of the O’Hurleys again. 475 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**299687 FROM THE HEART.** By Nora Roberts. Whom she can trust. Nora must decide whether to help a writer research her family’s past or to continue her search for the passionate sparks in Tonight and Always. In A Matter of Choice, an international smuggling ring traps a beautiful antiquities dealer in a web of danger. One of Nora’s TV reporters tries to protect their love from professional rivalry. 581 pages. Berkley. At $17.00

**139287 DANGEROUS EMBRACE.** Nora Roberts. Novels. In Treasures Lost, Treasures Found, Kate’s father left a map leading to a gold laden sunken ship. To complete her father’s explorations, she must turn to the woman who saved her life in a stormy Mexican harbor. Liz Palmer’s idyllic life changes when her employee is murdered and his brother storms into Liz’s life with revenge in his heart. 488 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

**3751562 SAPPHIRE DREAM.** By Pamela Montgomerie. Brenna came to Castle Stour on the coast of Scotland seeking answers about her past. All she has is the shimmering pendant around her neck, a tangible reminder of a love lost. But will she ever find the answers she’s been looking for? 308 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2977133 WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES.** By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up a pickpocket. Now she and her brother have reluctantly graduated to highway robbery. And handsome David Reece has become their victim—until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game—in which neither of them can win. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

**2997436 HER NEW AMISH FAMILY/ HER AMISH REUNION.** By P. Davids & L. Worth. Novels. In Her New Amish Family, widow Clara and her son think they’ve found the perfect farmer to help save her uncle’s farm. Will sweet Clara and her family, and the woman he never forgot. 427 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3782182 WISH UPON A COWBOY.** By Jennie Marts. Rancher and hockey coach Logan River is a true cowboy, but he’s hindered by women more interested in marriage than meal planning. When snarky Harper Evans arrives with zero romantic interest in him, he could never have dreamed of working together to save his ranch. 377 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


**3992140 THE NOEL STRANGER.** By Lorna Paolo. Summer Institute: Maggie and Andrew’s friendship develops. Maggie slowly begins to trust again—something she never thought possible. Then, just when she thinks she’s finally found happiness, she discovers a dark secret from Andrew’s past. Is there more to this relative stranger than meets the eye? 330 pages. St&S. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**2944251 CHRISTMAS IN A COWBOY’S ARMS.** By Leigh Greenwood et al. In the wild and untamed West, it takes a cowboy’s embrace to keep you through a long winter’s night. Collected here are six heartwarming stories to keep you toasty this holiday season. Titles include: Father Christmas; A Christmas Dream; The Christmas Stranger; A Texas Ranger for Christmas; A Christmas Baby; and A Christmas Reunion. 492 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3749801 LONGBORNS FOR A CHRISTMAS.** By Jane Smiley et al. Collects six epic, sweeping, epic tales of heroism, passion, family, and celebration from the genre’s most beloved authors. Titles include A Fairy Tale Christmas; A Christmas Gift; A Christmas Wedded; A Christmas Love Letter; Santa; One Snowy Christmas Eve; and Through the Storm. 475 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**5895847 LORIE’S HEART.** By Amy Lillard. Lorie knows that if she leaves the Amish community of Wells Landing, she will never be able to return. But what if her destiny lies in the outside world—the world her father knew so well? Change is never easy, but with a bit of courage and the help of a handsome Englisher, she may find the love and peace she’s been longing for. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**5895707 CAROLINE’S SECRET.** By Amy Lillard. Single mother Caroline is determined to forge a new life for herself and her daughter in the small Amish community of Wells Landing. But what if, in the course of their lives, her past and present intertwine? When a relative stranger than meets the eye? 277 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2988674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL.** By Lilli Feisty. From the moment Nick Avalor roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe feel sizzle. Not only has Nick taken over her kitchen as the new chef, he’s taken over her mind and her body. His insatiable appetite for pleasure leaves her breathless, so will Nick finally be satisfied? Can this hunger for each other last? 340 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3742725 PARADISE RULES.** By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along the coast of Scotland seeking answers about her past. All she has is the shimmering pendant around her neck, a tangible reminder of a love lost. But will she ever find the answers she’s been looking for? 340 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3689459 SWIFT HORSE.** By Cassie Edwards. Marsha Elvadot’s brother announces his plans to marry the sister of the Creek chief Swift Horse. Out of fear, Marsha seeks Swift Horse’s protection, but it’s an even stronger, untamed feeling that keeps her near him. Will Marshad’s growing desire to ride alongside his passionate spirit, into the heart of her dreams? 277 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3781607** AN AMISH HOMECOMING. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. In No Place Like Home. Eva knows she must face the past before she can move into the future. When Love Returns is the story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so they can release the love in their hearts. In What Love Built. Carolyn and Allee must face pain before they have the bright future God has planned. 313 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3600466** THE DRIFTER. By Anna Schmidt. Caught between a greedy corporation and a desperate love of the land, Maria Porterfield barely has time to mourn her father’s death. If her family is to survive, it’ll be up to her to take care, but she can’t do it alone. When a mysterious drifter rides to town, the handsome cowboy seems like an answer to prayers. 378 pages. Sourcebooks.

**3786641** BEAUTIFUL SINNER. By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a woman that needs a holiday break, it’s Christmas Vacation! For the first time, she’s put everything in perspective. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the gossip, dodging reporters—and face to face with reporter Gabriella Rossi. She wants a story and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to let go of a bad thing slip away. 355 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**379881X** PRIZE OF MY HEART. By Lisa Norato, Massachusetts, 1815. Three years ago, Capt. Bishop Tavish’s late wife abandoned their son, leaving no clue as to the boy’s whereabouts. After searching relentlessly, Brogan discovers his son was adopted by a New England shipbuilder. In the shipyard, whose daughter, Lorena Huntley, acts as loving guardian to the child—and soon female. 299 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**29057X** CHRISTMAS IN ETERNITY SPRINGS. By Emily March. After a devastating betrayal, Claire packs up the pieces of her life, along with a twenty million dollar secret, and moves to Eternity Springs. She opens a specialty shop, Forever Christmas, and with the help of a surprise romance with Jake, the town’s new handyman, Claire’s heart begins to heal. Until her past comes knocking. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3729192** LEFT FOR DEAD. By Lisa Jackson. Novels. In Years of Pride Sheila is fleeing from the aftermath of the devastating tragedy that claimed the life of her father and destroyed the family’s winery. She now rides losing everything to Noah Wilder. In Devil’s Gambit Tiffany’s horse farm is in trouble long before she met Zane, a breeder with a shady reputation. Though she doesn’t trust him, she’s drawn to him like a magnet. 536 pages. Sourcebooks.


**3751481** LAKE MAGIC. By Kimberly Fisk. Jenna has figured out the family’s latest predicament—if she’ll force the steel-eyed flyboy, Jared Worth, into service for her company Blue Sky. It’s the only way Jared will ever see a dime of the money owed him by Jenna’s sister. But these two restless souls will discover they’re saving more than a business, they’re saving each other. 328 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**8811396** PATHFINDER. By Anna Schmidt. Captain Max Winslow was a pathfinder for the army, now he’s the star of a Wild West show. When Max first sets eyes on Emma Elliot, he knows that anything between them would be impossible. And yet. 304 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3758141** MY KIND OF CHRISTMAS. By Janet Dailey. Returning to Branding Iron, Texas, is Travis Morgan’s last resort, and celebrating Christmas is the last thing on his mind. With Branding Iron’s longtime Santa retiring and stubborn Mayor Maggie. It’s determined to find a replacement. It’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s non-nonsense facade slips, this seems holiday season could be the gift that heals them both. 282 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3761712** HIGHLAND BETRAYAL. By Alyson Mccay. Lord Callum Macdonan vowed to marry Maggie MacDonnell. But when his father’s apparent suicide makes him lord of his clan, Callum must mask his father’s killer before he can assume the role of chief. As he tries to sort out the mystery behind his father’s apparent suicide, Callum and Maggie must rely on each other in every way, or their clans, and their love, will be destroyed. 380 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**376719J** HIGHLAND CAPTIVE. By Alyson Mccay. Lord Gavin MacMillan is a changed man. Ever since his young sonewan disappeared two years ago, Gavin has grown callous and bitter. Scouring the countryside, his lead seeks him out to a mysterious woman who maintains the boy is his son. In the end, he must both ask questions and answers. When her clan comes to claim her, Gavin has a choice to make: fight for her—or let her go. 439 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2998877** CHRISTMAS CAMP. By Karen Schindler. In the midst of holiday sentiments, a girl decides to take an attitude adjustment and ships her off to Christmas Camp at Holly Peak Inn to help her find her Christmas spirit. At first she resists all the activities, but she finally allows herself to slow down and let Christmas back into her heart, that she begins to grow closer to the handsome son of the inn’s owner. Jeff. 442 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**3607482** THE FRENCH WAR BRIDE. By Robin Wells. Ninety three year old Amelia O’Connor receives an unexpected visitor, Kat Thompson, the ex-fiancée of her late husband. Jack. Now she wants to find out how Amelia stole Jack’s heart. As Amelia recalls the dark days of the Nazi occupation of Paris, this tale reveals how history shapes the characters and their relationships.

**3904548** CHRISTMAS IN ETERNITY. By Lisa Jackson. In Whispers of Hope, a man gives his wife the gift of life, but is she ready to move into the future? When Love Returns is the story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so they can release the love in their hearts. In What Love Built. Carolyn and Allee must face pain before they have the bright future God has planned. 313 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3989343** NEVER TRUST A PIRATE. By Valerie Bowman. Miss Daniella La Crosse is started to learn that the handsome gentleman is not her employer the Viscount, but rather his infamous pirate brother. Then she’s drawn to him like a magnet. 536 pages. Sourcebooks.

**3741087** ONE WEEK TO THE WEDDING. By Olivia Miles. Jillian and her fiancé, Jake are scheduled to get married but Jake can’t tolerate the woman that comes between them. 337 pages. Sourcebooks.

**3793909** CHRISTMAS COMES TO MAIN STREET. By Olivia Miles. Kelly is running a bakery and is not finding love any easier. Then she’s drawn to him like a magnet. 536 pages. Sourcebooks.

**2866493** HOME TO WIND RIVER. By Lindsay McKenna. Foreman Jake Munro is ready to ride at the rates when Lily moves into his home to care for his elderly mother. Everything about this captivating woman calls to him, but she just doesn’t have the time to give him. 358 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**4297401** TEXAS FREE. By Vallec Bowman. Miss Christine McLane is determined to take a wife, she can’t tolerate the woman that comes between them. 337 pages. Sourcebooks.

**3758141** MY KIND OF CHRISTMAS. By Janet Dailey. Returning to Branding Iron, Texas, is Travis Morgan’s last resort, and celebrating Christmas is the last thing on his mind. With Branding Iron’s longtime Santa retiring and stubborn Mayor Maggie. It’s determined to find a replacement. It’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s non-nonsense facade slips, this seems holiday season could be the gift that heals them both. 282 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2997401** TEXAS FREE. By Janet Dailey. There’s a secret in Rose Landro’s eyes, a mystery that Special Ranger Tanner McCabe is determined to uncover. Even if the beauty isn’t behind the cattle rustler’s sneaky getaway, and all too exquisite. Then he discovers a vulnerability in Rose that has him aching to protect her—and longing to possess her. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2975187** SPIRITED BRIDES. By Amanda McCabe. Sarah. Lady Iveson, is forbidden to wed with her late husband’s work by excavating an ancient Viking village on an estate owned by Miles Rutledge. Although dismayed that a dig is being performed on grounds suited for crops. Sarah’s scholarly pursuits—and by a connection between that promises wealth beyond any hurried arrangement. 347 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3751597** SPIRITED BRIDES. By Amanda McCabe. Sarah. Lady Iveson, is forbidden to wed with her late husband’s work by excavating an ancient Viking village on an estate owned by Miles Rutledge. Although dismayed that a dig is being performed on grounds suited for crops. Sarah’s scholarly pursuits—and by a connection between that promises wealth beyond any hurried arrangement. 347 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**6570662** LOVING THE MAVERICK. By Mary Jo Putney. Macomber & L Goodnight. Novels. When Ellen decides to go back to school as a mature student in Love by Degree, she finds inexpensive lodging near campus, with a bad-tempered landlord. Reed McCallum, who enlists her help instead of having her daydreaming about him and Ellen just might warm him up. In The Rain Sparrow, trigger writer Hayden Winters lives a life colored by lies—until he meets Carrie Riley, learned to know her, and realize their future. 601 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2976994** TO LOVE A MAN. By Karen Robards. In the exotic land of Africa, journalist Lisa Collins hopes to find a story of a world war. What she gets is more than she bargained for–a brutal blue norther is battering Wyoming when Travis rescues the injured Kassie from her car. And In Her Outback Husband, Scott and Darcy MacArthur were the perfect couple until a rumor ended their union in heartbeat. 442 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3904482** THE FRENCH WAR BRIDE. By Robin Wells. Ninety three year old Amelia O’Connor receives an unexpected visitor, Kat Thompson, the ex-fiancée of her late husband. Jack. Now she wants to find out how Amelia stole Jack’s heart. As Amelia recalls the dark days of the Nazi occupation of Paris, this tale reveals how history shapes the characters and their relationships.
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2993201 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi Cullinan. Dr. Owen Gagnon and hi...3 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $8.95


3769062 HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Despite their differences, Mary and Levi share a love of music, and a shared concern about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations leading them into the English world. Both Mary and Levi will need to reconcile what they love with what their hearts say is right, before exploring a love they’ve never known before. 310 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

397367X SURVIVE THE NIGHT. By Katie Ruggles. Rugged and tough train robber Gründevill Texans are a law unto themselves. Concerned that she might be in over her head, he arrives in Lincoln to save her. But she never expected danger to come from within. Will he risk his life and the very things he’s sworn to protect to protect her? 310 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. $7.95

3767302 ROCKY MOUNTAIN COWBOY CHRISTMAS. By Katie Ruggles. When firefighter and single dad Steve Springfield moves his four-year-old son to his hometown in Montana, he expects it to be a safe haven. But he never expected danger to come from within. Will he risk his life and the very things he’s sworn to protect to protect her? 405 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. $7.95

3775283 MY FAVORITE THINGS. By Lynsay Sands. Novellas. Collects three classic tales of Christmas and love. In All I Want, Prudence needs a Christmas miracle to make her wish come true. In The Right Honeymoon, Allyx needs any woman running. When he rescues the widow Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home. Will the formidable clan of the MacGregors allow her to stay? 457 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

2944340 HIGHLAND FLAME. By Mary Laird DiCcallon Gordon has inherited his uncle’s run-down castle and raggtag clan. He knows he needs to establish a new home for any woman running. When he rescues the widowed lady Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home. Will the formidable clan of the MacGregors allow her to stay? 309 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

29498X BIG BAD BEAST. By Shelly Laurenson. Ric can’t believe his luck. He’s wanted this fiercely independent woman from day one. So how could he resist? But Laurenson’s just as explosive as this. And now is his last chance to show Flea what she needs isn’t some “in your face” Alpha male--but a resourceful woman who knows how to back it in a light, and between the sheets. 329 pages. Brava. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

28894X HANNAH’S JOY. By Mary Perry. When Mary’s aunt’s bakery is a way for Hannah to get back on her feet, but she isn’t sure if she can run a business, much less care for a man. But she soon finds an unexpected sympathetic listener in William, whose stutter makes him feel like a permanent outsider in his Amish community, and he understands her loneliness. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

2845820 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to Niels Buchanan and his brothers. They saved her while a thunderstorm dowsed her carriage on the road. She set out to protect her with his life and his heart. 282 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95


2968355 THE GIFT. By Julie Garwood. Beautiful and audacious, Sara Winchester is no longer the child she was when audacious, Sara Winchester is no longer the child she was when audacious, Sara Winchester is no longer the child she was when her...343 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

2875497 THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS. By Sarah MacLean. Malcolm Bevingstoke, Duke of Harewood, is off to commit his own brand of seduction. But then one man who broke her heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. $3.95

3767213 THE LORD MEETS HIS LADY. By Gina Conkle. One stolen kiss and Genevieve Turner’s handsome midnight savior disappears. Typical. Gen doesn’t trust and continues on her way to her new post, and hopefully to finding her grandmother as well. Instead, she finds her new employer is her: his Amish community, and he understands her lo...290 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3779654 FROM HERE TO YOU. By Jamie McQuire. The moment Scott Tucker checks into the hotel where Darby is working, she knows he’s dangerous. He may want her to think he’s another hotshot firefighter, but deep down he would...up. But as Darby’s ex gets closer to finding her, both she and Tex will soon find out that what you can’t...916 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3767303 THREE SISTERS, AN MURINE. By Lucinda Brant. The Lord Danvries’ shameful offer, but Murine...4 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

3779653 A WEDDING INVITATION. By Alice J. Wister. After returning home to teaching in a refugee camp in the Philippines, Samantha enjoys her quiet life working at her mother’s clothing boutique near Washington, D.C. When she receives an invitation to her friend’s wedding in Winston-Salem, NC, she’s excited to reconnect with her college pals. But the wedding turns out very differently than Sam expects. 312 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

3795538 FLIRTING WITH FOREVER. By Molly Cannon. Flying is Theo Jacobson’s passion. Scared above the clouds, his heart’s on to the next adventure; and the next woman. But all that changes when he comes face to face with the wedding planner for his brother’s nuptials–lively Cornelle, the same woman who broke his heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. $3.95

3772986 ERE HBC.COM/820

See more titles at erhbc.com/820

3767300 FORGOTTEN FIANCE, THE WEDDING QUILT BRIDE, THE GIFT.

See more titles at erhbc.com/820

2993201 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi Cullinan. Dr. Owen Gagnon and hi...3 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $8.95


3769062 HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Despite their differences, Mary and Levi share a love of music, and a shared concern about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations leading them into the English world. Both Mary and Levi will need to reconcile what they love with what their hearts say is right, before exploring a love they’ve never known before. 310 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

3775283 MY FAVORITE THINGS. By Lynsay Sands. Novellas. Collects three classic tales of Christmas and love. In All I Want, Prudence needs a Christmas miracle to make her wish come true. In The Right Honeymoon, Allyx needs any woman running. When he rescues the widow Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home. Will the formidable clan of the MacGregors allow her to stay? 457 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

2944340 HIGHLAND FLAME. By Mary Laird DiCcallon Gordon has inherited his uncle’s run-down castle and raggtag clan. He knows he needs to establish a new home for any woman running. When he rescues the widowed lady Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home. Will the formidable clan of the MacGregors allow her to stay? 309 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

29498X BIG BAD BEAST. By Shelly Laurenson. Ric can’t believe his luck. He’s wanted this fiercely independent woman from day one. So how could he resist? But Laurenson’s just as explosive as this. And now is his last chance to show Flea what she needs isn’t some “in your face” Alpha male--but a resourceful woman who knows how to back it in a light, and between the sheets. 329 pages. Brava. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

28894X HANNAH’S JOY. By Mary Perry. When Mary’s aunt’s bakery is a way for Hannah to get back on her feet, but she isn’t sure if she can run a business, much less care for a man. But she soon finds an unexpected sympathetic listener in William, whose stutter makes him feel like a permanent outsider in his Amish community, and he understands her loneliness. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3767300 FORGOTTEN FIANCE, THE WEDDING QUILT BRIDE, THE GIFT.

297730 INSTANT ATTRACTION. By Jill Shalvis. Accountant Kaite Kramer is a quintessential good girl, working hard while trying to ignore the feeling that she doesn’t fit in anywhere. That’s all she wants. Well, and that amazing sex, and the kind of dandied escape she’s never looked back on using numbers. Which explains why she just took a job working for Wilder Adventures and Expeditions. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. 

3811069 HOT WINTER NIGHTS. By Jill Shalvis. Happy to get a second chance with a ex-lover, Shayla. Investigations, could really use a out of the fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with her very secret crush, Lucas Knight. Nothing happened, not that Lucas knows that, but Molly just wants to enjoy being a little naughty for once. 248 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

2911094 SECRETS IN SUMMER. By Nancy Thayer. Memorial Day weekend means that seasonal visitors have descended on the island of Nantucket. For year-round resident Darcy, it means late-night stargazing in the backyard of the beautiful house she grew up in and inherited. As the season nears its end, Darcy decides to retreat to the comforts of her secure island life, or risk it all for a chance at true happiness. 316 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00. 

377520 A NANTUCKET WEEDING. By Nancy Thayer. Shayla and Darcy are having a wedding, and new love is blooming—for better or worse—in this captivating story set against the gorgeous backdrop of the sun-swept island of Nantucket. 300 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00. 


290631X ENAMORED. By Diana Palmer. Diego remembers her from when he was 18, but his wife Melissa, after a little misunderstanding, fled her home in tears. When she comes back into his life again, he is given a second chance to prove how much he cares. Now Melissa must come clean about their son and the fact that she never stopped loving Diego. 376 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.99.

379735 COURAGEOUS. By Diana Palmer. To escape his feelings for Peg Long, mercenary turned rancher, Winslow Grange heads to the tiny South American nation of Barrera to help General Machado gain control of his country. But when Grange is wounded, Peg arrives determined to break through his armor and to show Grange she can be useful on and off the battlefield. 440 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.99.

376591X COME BACK TO ME. By Sharon Sala. Twenty years after high school sweethearts Phoebe and谜 Sou scores are bad. If anything happens, Aidan is called back home to Blessings, Georgia, to inherit the money. The onlytruth. Beneath the ill-fitting suit, his sons’ tutor, not a new mother. They need a man tough enough to make his hellions tow the line. James doesn’t know what to make of the tutor, but he likes the shocking of the worst men Logan knows. She also seems lonely, so Logan brings her a puppy. Thus begins their passionate connection. 376 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


Dawson knows Nash isn’t telling her everything about his past and refuses to risk heartbreak. But the kids have a plan of their own.

* * *

LOW COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.

By Janette Beckman. The single cowgirl, Cash O’Dwyer is stunned to discover he’s a father.

* * *

THE ENDLESS BEACH.

By Jenny Colgan. When Flora MacKenzie traded her glamorous career for a remote Scottish island, she never dreamed that Joan—her difficult, adorably boss—would follow. Now, not only has Flora been reunited with her fan at — and opened a charming cafe by the sea, but she and Joan are taking their first faltering steps into romance. 393 pages.

* * *

MAD, BAD AND DANGEROUS IN PLAID.

By Olivia Browne. With her uncanny knack for numbers, reluctantly agrees to help him.

* * *

THE COURAGE OF EMILY HAO.

By Suzanne Enoch. High-spirited Rowena MacLawry has come to London, hoping to find a prospective husband with a bit more polish, is)

1. The undeniable attraction that develops between Jack and Raine, barricaded inside a house, where the media is clamoring for a second chance at first love. 427 pages.

2. The undeniable attraction that develops between Jack and Raine, barricaded inside a house, where the media is clamoring for a second chance at first love. 427 pages.

3. The undeniable attraction that develops between Jack and Raine, barricaded inside a house, where the media is clamoring for a second chance at first love. 427 pages.

* * *

CHRISTMAS.

By Mary Balogh. In Christmas Bride, a very wealthy Edward Dawnes promises his aging father that he will finally wed a suitable bride by Christmas. London is full of eligible misses, but it’s Helena who captures his heart. And the dowagerCountess of Halesby, with this Christmas tale along with five other cherished holiday stories. 366 pages. Berkley.

BEHIND THE SNOWFLAKE.

By JoAnn Ross. Jolene Wells is forever indebted to the woman who encouraged her to move to L.A., a world away from Honeymoon Harbor. She returns home when her mother faces a cancer scare. Which means running into Auden MacEnroy, the first boy she ever loved and afterward. As snow is starting to fall, anything seems possible, even a second chance at first love. 427 pages.

* * *

FOREVER AND A DUKE.

By Grace Burrowes. A weary soldier home from war, and a beautiful neighbor who could be his salvation. Emmaline commands all of Devlin’s attention, and he calls on Emmie to become the governess to the young girl who has become an orphan. Which means running into Auden Healy, a man with a tragedy in his past and a six year old daughter to raise on his own. 251 pages.

1. The undeniable attraction that develops between Jack and Raine, barricaded inside a house, where the media is clamoring for a second chance at first love. 427 pages.

* * *

CHRISTMAS.

By Mary Balogh. The very wealthy Edward Dawnes promises his aging father that he will finally wed a suitable bride by Christmas. London is full of eligible misses, but it’s Helena who captures his heart. And the dowagerCountess of Halesby, with this Christmas tale along with five other cherished holiday stories. 366 pages. Berkley.
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379709 WHEN A DUCHESS LOVES A WOMAN. By Lorraine Heath. The Duke of Thorley is having a terrible day when he is left at the altar and later saved from thugs by a woman. After nursing him back to health, Gieira agrees to help him search for his long-lost love, with the help of an unexpected friend and Gillie is edged with desire and has Thorne rethinking his choice of wife. 323 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99

*378886 A TALL, DARK COWBOY CHRISTMAS. By Maisey Yates. Garrett Russell expects to find a woman in an abandoned cabin on his ranch. Or to find her so intriguing, McKenna doesn’t know Grant is a widower. There’s no pity in her that he doesn’t treat her as if she were a commoner, and Grant has forgotten what it’s like to feel like a man. A fling for Christmas might be the kind of holiday cheer Grant needs, 489 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

*371190 LONE WOLF COWBOY. By Maisey Yates. As a former EMT and a wildland firefighter, there’s no one Jacob can’t rescue—except himself. Isolating himself since his wife’s death, he doesn’t expect the instant jolt of heat between him and Vanessa, the woman he rescued years ago. But Vanessa is a temptation Jacob knows he can’t afford, until the chemistry between them explodes. 376 pages. Avon. Pub. at $7.99

377401 THE CHRISTMAS DARE. By Lori Wilde. Wedding videographer Tish Galvin has a dream job that brings her up close and personal with the man she’s never stopped loving. Secret Service agent Shane Temm’s old feelings for Tish are as strong now as they were years ago. Will they finally open up with each other? When Tish’s life is threatened, Shane will stop at nothing to save her. 341 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

372300 DEAR SANTA. By Nancy Naigle. Holiday store owner, Angela Carson, is upset with a national chain that sets up shop in her small town. In desperation, Angela, through the Dear Santa app, lets her anger fly. Geoff Paisley, who’s running the megachain store, and answering the Dear Santa letters, soon realizes the woman he’s been corresponding with is Angela. Will their dreams embrace the holiday magic? 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

*375209 THE CHRISTMAS SHOP. By Nancy Naigle. Angela wants nothing more than to run her family’s North Carolina Christmas store. But the national chain that set up shop in their small town may be more than the business can survive. Megachain owner Geoff Paisley discovers the Santa letters she’s answering belong to Angela. How could this woman who grates on his nerves, be the author of these intriguing letters? 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

285541 FOUR WEDDINGS AND SIXPENCE. By Julia Quinn et al. Beloved authors Julia Quinn, Elizabeth Boyle, Laura Lee Guhrke, and Stefanie Sloane deliver the stories of four friends from Madame Robuchon’s Cercle. These girls who find an old sixpence in their bedchamber and decide that it will be the lucky coin for each of their weddings. 358 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $5.95

284570 BEYOND SCANDAL AND DESIRE. By Lorraine Heath. At birth, Mick Northbridge’s twin brother, Simon, was handed over to a commoner. Although now a successful businessman, his need for revenge still burns. Why not woo the twin’s betrothed away from him? But as secrets are exposed, Mick must decide if his plan for vengeance is worth risking what he truly desires. 309 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99

*282819 TEXAS SPLendor. By Linda Lael Miller. Five years ago, a Texas prison, Austin Leigh is determined to clear his name on a crime he never committed. En route to the state capital, he meets a young woman, Loree, whose brother is killed in a hit-and-run, and the two have survived a mysterious tragedy. As he spends more time with Loree, they both find a love that can overcome any obstacle. 370 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

379974 THE LEGACY. By Michael Phillips. Book three of the Secrets of the Shetlands series. Lori’s unexpected inheritance of substantial real estate in the Shetland Islands has caused more than a stir in the quiet fishing hamlet of Whales Bay. But Lori is in love with the area and its hardy people—and with local chiefettan David Tulloch. 451 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $22.99

369978 THE COTTAGE. By Michael Phillips. When Lori is informed that she inherited property in the Shetland Islands, she wants only to sell it and be done with it. But when she arrives, she is stunned to find that “the Cottage” is not at all what she expected, nor is David Tulloch, the man most of the islanders believe is the rightful heir. Book two of the Secrets of the Shetlands series. 405 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99


379890 THE TREASURE OF THE CELTIC TRIANGLE. By Michael Phillips. Having accepted his uncle’s dying request to restore the heir to the Westbrook estate, young Scotsman Percy Drummond begins a journey to the Far East to see if his search leads him to Ireland, circumstances in Wales threaten the future, and his engagement to Forrester Westbrooke hangs in the balance. 437 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

*375117 FIRE IN THE NIGHT. By Linda Byler. The Amish community of Lancaster is being terrorized by barn fires. A flame just as bright is burning inside of young Sarah Beiler, who finds herself in a love triangle with the flirtatious boy tending to her burned house—and who also happens to be dating Sarah’s friend. 326 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

693651 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER. By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he’s in love with the schoolteacher’s sister. So why is he so shy? In this romantic holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters into his own hands. 187 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

693628 THE DISAPPEARANCES. By Linda Byler. Soon after Amish newlyweds Sadie and Mark settle into their new home, they are visited and questioned by a trio of FBI agents. The agents warn Sadie that her valuable horse is put in grave danger—an orphaned boy who went missing months ago is their key. 313 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

6936687 RUNNING AROUND (AND SUCH). By Linda Byler. Lizzie Glick longs to fit into her quiet Amish community. Her two sisters, Rella and Parth, are ready to get married and settle into the traditional rhythm of having children and keeping house. But Lizzie isn’t sure that’s what she wants for her life. 345 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

6936911 WHEN STRAWBERRIES BLOOM. By Linda Byler. Lizzie Glick’s dream of teaching at an Amish school has finally come true, but troubles at home and in her romantic life soon arise, planting doubts in the young woman’s new life. 298 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

294532 HESTER TAKES CHARGE. By Linda Byler. In the conclusion to Byler’s 18th-century series, Amish siblings Hester and Noah have come to terms with their approval, but now, can they forgive their ill father, Hans, for his misplaced love for Hester and his utter neglect of Noah? Can Hester trust herself enough to marry again after her failed marriage to William? 338 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

*2870339 BIGGER LOVE. By Rick R. Reed. Mike Stewart is new to town. He’s quiet, manly, and has the sexy air of a lost soul. It’s almost love at first sight for Summitville High’s most popular girl, Parth. But he thinks that love could deepen when Mike becomes part of the stage crew for the senior class play Truman’s directing. But is Mike even gay? 240 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

Navy Woman, a novel by Macomber. In After a career-ending personal and financial blow, the Navy Commander Steve Kyle, would be the perfect man to father the child she so desperately wants. But have they grown enough to risk trying again? 480 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Sold Out

958980 TRAVELING MUSICIAN. By Debbie Macomber. On the anniversary of her wife’s death, Michael Everett receives a letter Hannah had written him. In it she makes one final request: she wants him to marry again. During the months that follow, he spends time with three women that she has listed, getting to know a little about each, and about himself too. 395 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Sold Out

6901483 NAVY GROOMS. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Where rancher Cal Peterson is recently separated from his wife, the grieving widower is more than eager to find a new beginning. After lost love and a will they reconcile in time for Christmas? 208 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

Sold Out

9306130 SOME LIKE IT SCANDALOUS. By Maya Rodale. Theodore Prescott, the third one, of Manhattan’s rogues of Millionaire Row, has finally done it this time. The only way to survive his most recent and outrageous scandal is to marry someone respectable. Someone sensible. Someone like Daisyn Colebrooke and they do not involve a loveless marriage—until a devastating family secret threatens to destroy her. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3768781 DUCHESS BY DESIGN. By Maya Rodale. In Gilded Age Manhattan, an American wife who can save his family’s estate, Brandon Fennies, the duke of Kingston, is a rogue determined to do the right thing. But his search for an heiress goes deliciously awry when an enchanting swindler turns him upside down instead. 371 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3.95

1883194 FULL SCOOP. By Janet Evanovich & G. Hughes. A South Carolina ice-cream parlor is the magnet for gossip and scandal. When local pedicurist Maggie Farnsworth fails for FBI agent Zach Madden—who is protecting her from an ex-boyfriend—no one can keep a secret. But they aren’t the only ones getting busy and sticky situations begin to get stickier. 347 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

3767434 A VERY COWBOY CHRISTMAS. By Kim Redford. Christmas is coming up, and single mom Sydney Steele is determined to make this holiday a memory to remember. Can florist Buff Olds convince with Sydney for months, so he jumps at the chance to give her a hand. But to really win her over, Dune will have to convince his fellow firemen to look at their good looks a charity calendar—easier said than done! 374 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

3769642 A COWBOY WARRIOR FOR CHRISTMAS. By Kim Redford. As Misty Reynolds and firefighter Troy Duval are unwillingly thrown together again and again, Troy finds himself imagining more than just shared work. And when Dusty arrives at her kin’s house to tend to her ailing aunt, Sadie is drawn to him. But she has little interest in getting to know the uptight Texan. 377 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

696527X SEVEN STONES TO STAND ON. By Debbie Macomber. In Gabaldon, Oregon, the course of her Outlander novels, Gabaldon has created a brilliantly imagined world. Now, she gathers a magnificent collection of short stories, each one featuring the clan of Fraser. Seven spellbinding pieces, following the lives of characters that readers have followed over the course of thousands of pages. 528 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

3767043 FEARLESS IN TEXAS. By Kari Lynn Dell. Melanie has always been a fighter. Fiercely independent and tough as nails, she’s stood up to everything that got in her way—including rodeo bullfighter Wyatt Darrington. But now her infernal temper’s got her on the ropes, and there’s nowhere left to run but to the rancher of Wildcat Bluff County. 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

3767191 LAST CHANCE RODEO. By Kari Lynn Dell. One thoughtless moment cost David everything—his irreplaceable horse, his rodeo career, and his fiancée. After four tumultuous years he’s finally tracked his horse to the Blackfeet Reservation and is ready to reclaim his pride. But things get complicated. He may have come looking to reclaim his horse, but Bessieconn has found the heart he’d lost, along the way. 314 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

2866422 HIS RISK. By Shelley Shepard Gray. When a sudden surge of criminal activity alarms the Amish community in Hart County, andCompound, she can’t help but wonder if the brave and honorable man she’s lost her heart to is far more dangerous than she could imagine. 265 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
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**37353X CHRISTMAS IN VERMONT.** By Anita Hughes. When Emma’s best friend signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, sheenna Emma’s lost love Fletcher, who’s staying there, and Emma might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. That is until Emma sees Fletcher with another woman. For the first time in years, she might have to take a miracle to save Emma’s heart now. But maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**3798325 CHRISTMAS IN PARIS.** By Anita Hughes. She was supposed to be here in Paris on her honeymoon two years ago when the thing she called it off, Isabel, an ambitious financial analyst, and Neil suddenly decided to take over his grandparents farm. But after a chance encounter with Neil, she agrees to go. When she calls with a taxi, she begins to question everything she thought was important. 217 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2889625 ARABELLA.** By Georgette Heyer. Daughter of a modest country clergyman, Arabella is on her way to London when her carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy Mr. Beaumaris. Her pride stung by a remark of her Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**2878003 IF EVER I SHOULD LOVE YOU.** By Cathy Maxwell. As stubborn as she is beautiful, Phadra Abbott, the headstrong heiress has decided to track down her spendthrift father. Now her stuffy guardian, Grant Morgan, must accompany Phadra on her latest misadventure. It’s not only his own duty that compels him, but a desire to hold Phadra in his arms and love her for all time. 382 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3740456 TREASURED VOWS.** By Cathy Maxwell. As stubborn as she is beautiful, Phadra Abbott, the headstrong heiress has decided to track down her spendthrift father. Now her stuffy guardian, Grant Morgan, must accompany Phadra on her latest misadventure. It’s not only his own duty that compels him, but a desire to hold Phadra in his arms and love her for all time. 382 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2879641 SWEET HAVEN.** By Shirley McCoy. In Benevolence, Washington, the Lamont family’s delectable handcrafted chocolates are a precious tradition, and always a reason to return home. And for the most rebellious of the three Lamont sisters, it’s a chance to create a tempting new future, complete with delicious happiness. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3774937 SWEET HAVEN.** By Shirley McCoy. In Benevolence, Washington, the Lamont family’s delectable handcrafted chocolates are a precious tradition, and always a reason to return home. And for the most rebellious of the three Lamont sisters, it’s a chance to create a tempting new future, complete with delicious happiness. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3730478 MET HER MATCH.** By Jude Deveraux. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri, he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past, but Nate won’t stop until he uncovers the truth—even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. 329 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3787556 MIRACLE IN A DRY SEASON.** By Sarah Luidin Thomas. It’s 1954 and Peria’s arrival in the sleepy town of Wise, West Virginia, was supposed to go unnoticed. She just wants a quiet, safe place for her and her daughter where the mistakes of her past can stay hidden. But then drought comes to Wise, and Peria is pulled into the turmoil of a town desperately in need of a miracle. 300 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**2875908 REBECCA’S CHOICE.** By Jerry S. Eschler. Under the ministry’s watchful eyes, John Miller and Rebecca Leim struggle to convince their community their desire to wed is based on true love and not on the money Rebecca will soon inherit. But the embittered Rachel Byler—the rightful heir—is unwavering in her plan to collect the inheritance, grow rich, and reap her happy ending. Book three of The Adams County trilogy. 290 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**6917534 MY ITALIAN BULLDOGGER.** By Stephanie Thomas. SPECIAL EDITION. After his long-time girlfriend leaves him, Paul Stuart travels to Tuscany, hoping a change of scenery will offer a cure for heartache. What follows is a delightful romp through the lush hills and flavors of the Tuscan countryside, as Paul encounters a rich cast of characters including a young American woman who awakens in him something unexpected. 339 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**3739449 A DREAM OF DESIRE.** By Nina Rowan. Tired of waiting, Talia takes drastic measures to make James see her as more than his best friend’s little sister. But her daughter’s entry into Miss World changes everything. For the first time in years, she might have to take a miracle to save Emma’s heart now. But maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**3757951 BLUESTONE & VINE.** By Donna Kaufmann. Pippa MacMillan is a legend on the Irish folk music scene. But when her voice requires a time out she’s left wondering how and where to find happiness in silence. Seeking answers, Pippa leaves Ireland in favor of a small town in the English countryside. Here she finds love that soothes her utterly weary soul. Will she return or stay? 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


**3734056 TREASURED VOWS.** By Cathy Maxwell. As stubborn as she is beautiful, Phadra Abbott, the headstrong heiress has decided to track down her spendthrift father. Now her stuffy guardian, Grant Morgan, must accompany Phadra on her latest misadventure. It’s not only his own duty that compels him, but a desire to hold Phadra in his arms and love her for all time. 382 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2878003 IF EVER I SHOULD LOVE YOU.** By Cathy Maxwell. He’s inherited a title, but not a penny to speak of, so the Earl of Rochdale knows he must find a wife—preferably pretty, good-tempered, but definitely wealthy. His choice: Leonie Charnock. However—Leonie doesn’t want to be anyone’s wife. 305 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2994259 BAREFOOT BEACH.** By Debbie Mason. Marco Di Rossi wants to attract the local matchmakers at their own game, so he conspires to settle a bet with Miss Eugenia Winter, but after one look at the sweet girl who steals his heart years ago? 329 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3795153 FREEDOM’S LIGHT.** By Colleen Coble. A stormy night brings a shipwrecked sea captain to lighthouse keeper, Hannah Thomas’s door. The dashing knight in shining armor is as traitorous as the dark-eyed count. Even though she discovers he isn’t the enemy he seemed at first, Hannah isn’t sure their love will ever see the light of day. 280 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3698351 PHYSICAL FORCES.** By D.D. Ayres. When two famous racing greyhounds disappear and turn up dead, pet detective Macayla Burkett finds herself targeted and her life threatened. As Oliver Kelly, the gorgeous, good-tempered, but definitely wealthy. His choice: Leonie Charnock. However—Leonie doesn’t want to be anyone’s wife. 305 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**37509X XMAS IN HARMONY HARBOR.** By Debbie Mason. Evil Christmas is worried about saving her holiday shop from powerful real estate developer Caine Elliot. She’s risking everything on a unusual proposition she hopes will change her life and save the place she’s always called home. Now, can a summer of love make up for a lifetime of secrets? 316 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**677577 KISS ME IN CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Mason. Actress Chloe O’Connor is one of America’s sweethearts, but back home she is still remembered as a shy, awkward schoolgirl. When she runs into Easton McBride she turns from daytime drama queen to tongue-tied teenager. Could he have the power to make her fall in love with a small-town girl who stole his heart years ago? 329 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

**3758246 SNOWBOUND AT CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Mason. Grayson Alexander has been snowbound in the charming town of Christmas, Colorado, for the holiday would get so hot. But between working with sexy Cat O’Connor on set and keeping her under his skin, he’s definitely feeling the heat. And if there’s one thing they’ll learn as they hang the mistletoe, it’s that true love is always in season. 337 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3766233 THE RELENTLESS RAKE.** By Jane Ashford. Novels: In The Relentless Rake, Miss Essie is seaworthy when she takes up the challenge of the arms in another woman. Unless she can beat this new rival, Julia stands to lose all she wants. In How to Beguile a Baron, Miss Jessie must prove to Miss Marianne Macclain now at the ball wearing the same gown and enameled with the same gentleman.
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**Family Saga Novels**

**375019** THE WHITE LIE. By Andrea Gillies. While gathered to celebrate grandmother’s seventieth birthday, someone in the family breaks the silence. The web begins to unravel. But what is the white lie? How many lies are built upon it? And how many lives have been shaped by their shadows? 448 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2855026** I WILL SEND RAIN. By Rae Meadows. Oklahoma, 1934. Annie Bell is fighting for her family’s survival in the early years of the Dust Bowl. Dust is in Annie’s hair, covering the windowsills, in the pie on the counter, and in the corners of the kids’ dirty, cracked lips. Will family, hope, and love help her family thrive or will they be forced to struggle to survive? 460 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**3770564** CLAY’S QUILT. By Silas House. After his mother is killed, four-year-old Clay Sizemore finds himself alone in a small town. His two best friends, a scruffy old horse and a skinny black cat, help him to lean on for help and support during his difficult youth. Together, they help Clay fashion a quilt out of a life from which he still draws on for strength today. 292 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

**3811112** MOTHER LAND. By Theroux. To those in her Cape Cod town, Mother is an exemplar of piety, fragility, and hard work. To her husband and seven children, she is a selfish and petty tyrant. She excels at playing her offspring against each other. As she lives well past age 100, her brood struggles with and among themselves to shed her vice like hold on them. 509 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00

**AN IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE.** By Patrick Taylor. Doctor Fingal O’Reilly has taken a new trainee under his wing, Doctor Connor Nelson, and he’s also added a new puppy to the ever expanding household. Meanwhile, his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself back in a place of loyalty and love runs deep—and so do grudges. A compilation of the novels Tender Trap and Aftermath. 506 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**294932** THE TURNER HOUSE. By Angela Flournoy. For over fifty years, the Turners have lived on Yarrow Street. Their family’s bonds and traditions will be put to the test when family members must decide what is right for the house. 342 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**294932** THE TURNER HOUSE. By Angela Flournoy. For over fifty years, the Turners have lived on Yarrow Street. Their family’s bonds and traditions will be put to the test when family members must decide what is right for the house. 342 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**ARTSSON**

**Coming-Of-Age Novels**

**3749622** THIS I KNOW. By Eldonna Edwards. Eleven year old Grace has a talent for hiding things, burying her thoughts and feelings that might anger her strict Evangelical pastorate father, and concealing the deep intution she carries inside. The Knowing, as Grace calls it, and to her wise loving Aunt Pearl, is a family gift; to her father it’s close to witchcraft. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**3788937** THIS I KNOW. By Eldonna Edwards. Eleven year old Grace has a talent for hiding things, burying her thoughts and feelings that might anger her strict Evangelical pastorate father, and concealing the deep intution she carries inside. The Knowing, as Grace calls it, and to her wise loving Aunt Pearl, is a family gift; to her father it’s close to witchcraft. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**3756514** TOIL & TROUBLE. By Augusten Burroughs. For as long as Augusten Burroughs could remember, he knew things he shouldn’t have known. He manifested things that should have been impossible to see. And he told exactly no one about this, save one person: his mother. A chronicle of one man’s journey to understand himself, to reconcile the power he can wield with things with which he is helpless. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**3760917** THE LAST SONG. By Nicholas Sparks. 463 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95


**2877864** FRIENDS FOREVER. By Danielle Steel, 308 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.00


**Comedy & Farce in Fiction**

**3730166** CADILLAC JACK. By Larry McMurtry. Sittin in the passenger seat of a pearl colored Caddy, where a rodeo bulldogger turned antique scout named Jack sits at the wheel. He cruises through relationships with distinctive women, and realizes that the house for him might simply mean barrelling down freeways, wandering the country in search of another obscure gem. 473 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
COMEDY & FARCE IN FICTION

**3057628 THE POPE OF PALM BEACH.** By Tim Dorsey. Serge A. Storms and his perfumed sidekick, Galactic, are on the road again. This time they’re on a literary pilgrimage back to Riviera Beach, where both boys spent their formative years. Digging through history, Serge finds a legend from his youth. Serge instead uncovers a fresh batch of trouble.


**266224X COWBOY COCONUT.** By Tim Dorsey. A caveman, Uncle Flossy, Ran motorcycle, dysfunc- tional duo. Serge (a shoot from the hip vigilante history teacher) and Colman (his drug-added travel buddy) engage in some high life hijinks. When a few innocent news articles mix into the stack, the stakes are raised to new backwoods heights. 322 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99

SOLD OUT

**2778856 GOOD OMENS.** By T. Pritchett & N. Gaiman. The world begins on Saturday. Next Saturday in fact. Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, and everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except a fussy angel and a fast-living demon rather fond of their lifestyle on Earth--are not looking forward to the Rapture. And someone has misplaced the Antichrist! 412 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3783405 NOBODY’S FOOL.** By Richard Russo. From the author of Empire Falls comes the slyly funny tale of a blue-collar town in upstate New York, where Sully, one of North America’s best gravediggers, finds himself doing the wrong thing for 50 years. A new event has overturned Sully’s life all over again: the arrival of his long-estranged son, 550 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**5698192 NATURE GIRL.** By Carl Hiaasen. Honey Santana is on her meds, reacting rapidly to the bad behavior of others. This time, the lunatic men, desperate women, and even a restless ghost. 385 pages.

**3741382 THE MADONNA OF THE MOUNTAINS.** By Elise Valmorbida. The story follows Maria Vittoria from 1923, over a period of three decades, as she moves to the town of Cold Sassy, Georgia, where her new husband becomes shopkeepers, through the birth of their five children, through the hardships and cruelties of the National Fascist Party rule and the Second World War. An unforgettable portrayal of a woman navigating the unforeseen and the inevitable. 347 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

**3758923 NO TRAVELLER RETURNS.** By Loïs & Brigitte Amour. As the shadows of World War II gather, the SS Exbourne is westbound across the Pacific carrying eighty thousand barrels of highly explosive naphtha. Yet another sort of peril haunts the ship. Each crew member is bound to the same fate of the vessel that carries them toward an ever darkening horizon.


$4.95

**3733434 AN ARMY OF ONE.** By Tony Schumacher. Working with the SS in occupation-occupied Britain was never easy for John Rossett. Though he has returned to his former job chasing criminals on the streets of London, the police inspector has been tainted by his service in the decorated SS captain kills the U.S. consul in Liverpool, then goes on the run, the German head of police orders Rossett to bring him in at any cost.

385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**3767809 QUEEN LUCIA/MISS MAPP.** By E.F. Benson. These sparkling classic comedies of manners are set against the petty snobberies and competitive maneuverings of English village society in the petty villages in southern England:


**2919382 BETTIE’S GUIDE TO LIFE AND MOTHERS.** By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The long suffering Bettie, of his seedy rainy day party, has taken to dreaming about his eighteenth, a time when he will be able to avoid the indignity of unwanted girl attendees and the looming shadow of agabenormal doll from his domineering mother, Irene.

Follow the characters and the fun on 44 Scotland Street! 384 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.99 $6.95

**3729269 WARLOCK HOLMES: MY GRAVE ROBBER.** By G.S. Bennett. As they blunder toward doom, Warlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson find themselves inconvenienced by a variety of eldritch beings. Christmas brings a goose that doesn’t lay gold; a bunch of Christine, Clann and a real electrician demon, discovering why a redhead is even trickier than one might imagine, and Holmes attempts an Irish accent. 425 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

PRICE CUT TO $2.95


**3187687 THE GLOVEMAKER.** By Ann W Geezerger, Utah. 1888. Mormon country. As Saul Green, her husband, awaits a long-anticipated return home, a stranger arrives at her doorstep, and with him, trouble. With her husband’s absence felt more strongly by the minute, Deborah must make a decision--a decision that will change her life forever.

296 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**3741338 THE LAST LETTER.** By Jillian Cantor. When Benjamin, a stamp appraiser, discovers an unusual WWII-era Austrian stamp placed on an old love letter in the collection of Katie’s father, Katie and Benjamin are sent on a journey together that will uncover a story of passion and tragedy spanning decades and continents, behind the just-fallen Berlin Wall.

322 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

**3760704 WHEN WINTER COMES.** By V.A. Shinnov. A family friendly, heartwarming, and wonderfully funny story about a boy and his dog who have moved to a tiny town, and how they navigate the ups and downs of life.

344 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**3813234 THE KING’S WITCH.** By Tracy Boulger. As she helps to nurse the dying Queen Elizabeth of England, Frances Gorges dreams of her parents’ country estate, where she has learned to use flowers and herbs to become a much-loved healer. But when the queen succeeds to the throne, his intolerant Puritanism sees witchcraft in many of the old customs—and it’s punishable by death. 442 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**378236 KHAN: Empire of Silver.** By Conn Iggulden. The Mongol Khan’s expansion through raw courage, tactical brilliance, and indomitable will, hangs in the balance. Now, with the son of Genghis Khan maneuvering for supremacy, the very qualities that united the fierce Mongol tribes threaten to tear them apart.

At Meridian. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**3779726 EMPEROR: The Gates of Rome.** By Conn Iggulden. In a city of grandeur and decadence, beauty and bloodshed, two boys, both named Gaius, in service to the mightiest empire the world has ever known. One is the son of a senator. His father is a bastard child. As young Gaius and Marcus grow to manhood, they are trained in the arts of combat, politics, and intrigue.

377 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

**3779513 THE BLOOD OF GODS.** By Conn Iggulden. Julius Caesar has been cut down by a cabal of bold conspirators. Hailed as heroes by a common people, his legacy is eagerly turned against the empire’s future under their control. But Caesar’s death does not rest easily with all of Rome. For two men, the assassination is nothing less than the start of a new chapter in the empire’s unfolding history.

296 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**3779580 CONQUEROR.** By Conn Iggulden. A succession of ruthless men have seized power in the wake of Genghis Khan’s death—and one must choose master over master, but none with his indomitable character. Until Kublai, refined and scholarly, devises new ways of warfare and conquest as he builds the dream city of Khanabad.

268 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**6978347 THE DOG MASTER.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Tells the story of one tribe’s struggle for survival and one extraordinary man’s bond with a wolf, a friendship that changed mankind forever. The true story of the vicious “maneater” 2 from the movie “The Grey.” An emotional coming of age saga, a thrilling tale of survival against all odds, and the exciting imaginative story of the first dog. 533 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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**Historical Fiction**

**2875603** ANNE BOLNEY, A KING’S OBSESSION. By Alison Weir. The second in the Six Tudor Queens series, this tale of a noble English family. Anne is barely a teenager when she is sent from her family’s Hever Castle to serve at the royal court of the Netherlands. This is where she finds her true love in the person of her opportunity. She becomes his wife and has a daughter that eventually becomes Queen Elizabeth I. £10.99

**3754413** PAINTING THE DARKNESS. By Robert Goddard. On a mild autumn afternoon in 1889, a young man named William Trenchard sits smoking his pipe in the garden of his comfortable family home. When the creak of the garden gate announces the arrival of a stranger, Trenchard has no inkling of the destruction this man will wreak on all that he holds most dear. 591 pages. Mysterious. £7.99

**2875113** SECRETS OF CAVENDON. By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Summer, 1949. Since the end of WWII, changes have arrived at Cavendon Hall. A new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront of new scandal and intrigue. The families of Cavendon will have to find a way to come together and protect one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. 390 pages. Harper. £7.99

**3692124** MASTER OF HIS FATE. By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Even as a child, James Falconer quickly rises through the ranks in Victorian England, proving himself both hardworking and trustworthy. The eye of Henry Macx, head of the Malvern real-estate companies of London. But when threats against his reputation and his life emerge, James will have to find the freedom and adventure he craves at the expense of his master of fate. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. £7.99

**2875153** BENEATH THE ATTIC. By V.C. Andrews. Two generations before Corrine Foxworth locked her children in an attic, her grandmother, Corrine Dixon, was swept away by the charms of the handsome Garland Foxworth. Now the mistress of a labyrinthine estate, Corrine foxworth finds the wild terrain of 1930s Hollywood enticing. By Young’s side, forging an unbreakable bond along the way. 453 pages. Harper. £10.99

**3758441** CALIGULA. By Simon Scarrow. Rome, AD 54. Claudius is dead. Emperor Nero rules. His half-brother Britannicus also has a claim to the throne. Rome is in turmoil. As a conspiracy grows, Legionsaries and Praetorian Guards are moved like chess pieces by powerful figures. Can civil war be averted? The future of the empire is in Prefect Cato’s hands. 460 pages. Headline. £7.99

**2881916** DAY OF THE CAESARS. By Simon Scarrow. Rome, AD 37. Britannicus has died. Emperor Caligula rules. The half-brother Britannicus also has a claim to the throne. Rome is in turmoil. As a conspiracy grows, Legionsaries and Praetorian Guards are moved like chess pieces by powerful figures. Can civil war be averted? The future of the empire is in Prefect Cato’s hands. 460 pages. Headline. £7.99

**4987375** BLOODLINE. By Warren Murphy. The Falcons are an immigrant family living in New York City in 1920. Their patriarch, Tony, is a respected police officer. His sons Tony and Mario are upstanding citizens one a cop, the other a priest. But when their cousin Milo comes to America, he falls in with the Mafia and suddenly the family’s world is changed forever. 444 pages. Harper. £7.99

**3816680** THE SEA QUEEN. By Linnea Hartsuyker. Svanhild has escaped the threat of her opportunistic father also becomes a threat to her. But with a small baby at the workhouse wrapped in her own cloth, she imagines her story. 280 pages. Little, Brown. £7.99

**2900119** THE FROZEN HOURS. By Jeff Shaara. The master of military historical fiction now turns his eye to the Korean War, telling the dramatic story of the American and Chinese who squared off in one of the deadliest campaigns in the annals of combat: the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, also known as the Frozen Chosin. 525 pages. Ballantine. £29.99

**4287733** BOMBS AWAY: THE HOT WAR. By Harry Turlove. An alternative history of the Cold War. After losing control of the ground war in Korea, General MacArthur recognizes a stark reality—the U.S. victory in WWII has left America’s military cut to the bone, while China’s and the USSR’s forces have swelled. The only way to stop the Communist surge into the Korean peninsula and save thousands of Americans, is a nuclear attack. 404 pages. Del Rey. £8.99

**3793120** 13 BUT THREE. By Elaina Sheehan. Dorothy discovers a box full of artifacts from WWII as he settles into his new office in Paris. The pictures, letters, and objects in the box relate to the life of Louise Brunet, a feisty, charming French Jew who lived through both world wars, and as he examines the contents, he imagines her story. 280 pages. Little, Brown. £14.99

**2872412** THE GIRL IN THE RAGGED SHawl. By CATHERINE ELIZA. Eliza is left a small baby at the workhouse wrapped in her mother’s shawl. At eleven years old, she has survived sickness, near starvation and harsh bonding conditions. But the workhouse is relieved to be out of the workhouse. With cruelty and unkindness everywhere, will happiness ever find her? 326 pages. HarperCollins. £15.99

**3758444** CALIGULA. By Simon Scarrow. Rome, 37 AD. Emperor Caligula is dying. No one knows how long he has left—the power struggle has begun. Forget everything you think you know and let Livilla, Caligula’s youngest sister and closest confidante, tell you what really happened. £10.99

**2964229** AN ONSHORE STORM. By Deway Lambdin. Sgt. Alon Lewie’s small air force is fighting a war the army in Italy seems to be working, with successful raids all along the coast of Calabria. But Lewie must trust Don Julio Caesar, a lord of the Camorra, to get the job done. Lewie has always found a way to prevail, but can he this time? And who will betray him? 338 pages. St. Martin’s. £27.99

**3720786** HOMER’S DAUGHTER. By Simon Scarrow. Homer narrates his own story as the story of a high-spirited and religious-minded Sicilian girl who saves her father’s throne from usurpation, herself from a distant king’s advances, and her two younger brothers from butchery by boldly making things happen, instead of sitting still and hoping for the best. 255 pages. Seven Stories. £14.99

**3731227** THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT. By Simon Scarrow. The conclusion to The Last Hours. As the year 1349 approaches, the Black Death continues its devastating course across England. In Dorsetshire, the quarantined people of a depleted village wonder if they are the only survivors, and where they will find safety in the desolate wasteland outside. One man has the courage to fight—Theodosius. Thrillik. 411 pages. B&N. £12.99

**3728811** VINDOLANDA. By Adrian Goldsworthy. 98 AD, Vindolanda. The bustling army base at Vindolanda lies on the northern frontier of Britannia and the entire Roman World. But in just over twenty years, Emperor Hadrian will build his wall, and for now only one Roman lies. £9.99

**3729141** TIDELANDS. By Philippa Gregory. England 1648. This is a time of witch mania. Suspected of possessing dark magic, the queen without a husband, skilled with herbs, is suddenly enriched, arouses envy in her rivals and fear among the villagers, who are ready to take their own lives. 456 pages. Atria. £28.00

**376706X** THE FIRST LADY AND THE REBEL. By Susan Higginbotham. As the Cold War cracks the country in two, Mary Todd Lincoln, a brilliant writer, her husband, and a young spy for a swift Northern victory. But as the body count rises, Mary can’t help but fear each bloody gain. Because her beloved singer Elizabeth takes her fighting for the South, and Mary is at risk of losing both her country and her family in the tides of a brutal war. 386 pages. Sourcebook. £28.00

**6697879** A COLUMN OF FIRE. By Ken Follett. When Princess Elizabeth becomes queen in 1558, all Europe turns against England. The threat, defeated in the court of Spanish King Philip II, is ready to offer a secret service to give her early warning of assassination plots, rebellions, and invasion plans. As Europe erupts, can one young spy protect her queen? 916 pages. Viking. £36.00

**372672X** WINTER OF THE WORLD. By Ken Follett. Century three The five interrelated families (American, German, Russian, English, and Welsh) enter a time of social, political, and economic turmoil, beginning in Cold Winter and extending through the Spanish Civil War and the great dramas of WWII, to the explosions of the American and Soviet atomic bombs and the Cold War. 940 pages. NAL. £25.00

**3754343** DANGEROUS FORTUNE. By Ken Follett. In 1866, tragedy strikes the exclusive Winfield School when a young student dies in a mysterious accident. His death and its aftermath initiate a spiraling circle of treachery that will span three decades. The greed of a wealthy family splintered by lust, bound by a shared legacy, must be stopped, or the dreams of a nation will die. 568 pages. Dell. £12.99
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Holding their captives at a hotel in the ghost town

of Red Horse apart, Macon Fallon has vanished. In search of Pete’s killer and the location of Cindy’s land, Hopalong signs on at the Box T ranch and

has vanished. In search of Pete’s killer and the location of

several chapters of a powerful novel about the Trail of Tears, a chilling

L’Amour’s vision and virtuosity, including the first seven

VOLUME 1.

By Max Brand. Originally

published in 1918. The wheat farms of rural Washington State have become an important resource in winning WWII. Kurt Dorni’s family farm contains

least wheat grown anywhere, and a Bolshevik band financed by

imperial Germany seeks to stop that resource from reaching Allied hands. 365 pages.

Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

7634855 ARIZONA AMES.

By Zane Grey. Rich Ames didn’t set out to be a gunslinger. He was forced on him. When two men roughed

him up by a colt and its new rider. When the smoke

colt and let loose on them. When the smoke

clears, Wells is forced to confront the

tarnished name. In

assembly line, and a Bolshevik band financed by

imperial Germany seeks to stop that resource from reaching Allied hands. 365 pages.

Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6833055 SHADOW ON THE TRAIL.

By Zane Grey. Zak Cody’s battle with a young bank robber promises his dying mentor he will go straight. He arrives now to settle down on the ranch for a nice peaceful life. But with the smoke

clears, Wells is forced to confront the
tarnished name. In

shadow on the trail.

Zak Cody is on the trail of a
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Military Fiction

6920888 THE GIRL FROM VENICE. By Martin Cruz Smith. 308 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95
2928892 KATALIN STREET. By Magda Szabo. 231 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95
PRICE CUT TO $7.95
6954022 THE FROZEN HOURS. By Jeff Shaara. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 790 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $5.95

Fantasy Fiction


Gay & Lesbian Fiction

★ LIMITED EDITION 379041X SHOW-OFFS: Gay Erotic Stories. Ed. by Richard Labonte. This set of stories is sure to fire up any fantasy of seeing and being seen. The desired body is savored voyeuristically through a window, a crack in the closet door, a camera lens, and more. Includes contributions by Michael Bracken, Jamie Freeman, Shane Allison, and others. Adults only. 214 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. SOLD OUT

★ 379044X THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VICINITY. By Ted Lan. Where he comes from, gay men are just confirmed bachelors who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California now, Bo is attracted to his neighbor found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California now, Bo is attracted to his neighbor.

★ LIMITED EDITION 3790986 THE SONG OF NAMES. By Norman Lebrecht. Martin has fallen in love with David Rapoport, an early gifted Polish violin prodigy whose parents left him in Martin’s family’s care before they perished in the Holocaust. But on the day he is to make his official debut, Dovid disappears. Only forty years later does Martin get his first clue about what happened to him. 311 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

Erotic Short Stories

★ LIMITED EDITION 379042X STUDS: Gay Erotic Fiction. Ed. by Richard Labonte. Offers a collection of more than 15 of the hottest and best-written man-to-man sex stories ever. Includes authors such as Shane Allison, Andrew McCarthy, Tim Miller, Arden Hill, and many others. Adults only. 218 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

★ 379035X ANYTHING FOR YOU: Erotica for Kinky Couples. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Unravel a world of obsessive passion with these bold tales of sexual control and unbekitted kids. From the most mild to the most madcap, this collection will leave you breathless. A novel discoverying the joys of tying up your lover, this collection of great, uninhibited, adventurous sex stories has something for everyone. Adults only. 206 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

★ 5918863 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXX: Extreme Sex, Maximum Pleasure. The 30th volume of this bestselling series features special collections and wide variety of authors. Including: Shana Germain, Dante Davidson, and others. Adults only. 246 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

★ 2894989 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXVII: Naughty Intentions & Dirty Deeds. Recounts the adventures of sexy, older women who know what they want and those who love them fancy themselves. Whether it's a sultry librarian, a shady neighbor, or a demanding boss, these kinky cougars are on the prowl and looking for action. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

★ 2894912 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXVII: beds of back door play. Explore the many pleasures of anal eroticism with every imaginable strategy for indulging in this popular but taboo sex play. Many new stories by Shana Germain, Dante Davidson, and others. Adults only. 246 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

★ 2877910 HEALING THE WOUNDS. By M.Q. Barber. When Alice leap into sexual games with her new friends, she didn’t plan to fall in love. She sure didn’t expect she’d be the switch between Henry’s commanding mastery and Jake’s submissive playfulness. But now she’s made it clear that he’s willing to let her push him to the limits. Adults only. 249 pages. Lyrical. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

★ 2910802 HEADMASTER. By Tara Sue Me. Mariela, a dance instructor, longs to help Lennox move past his grief. She comes to him with a plan of seduction, guaranteed to unleash the Dominant in him. But now he’s willfully buried—but the passion they experience together could prove to be more than they are ready to handle. Adults only. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 6551454 SUBSTITUTE. By Isabel Rey. Escaping and striking out on her own, Alexia lands a job at a glamorous sports agency. Shy, blond, and beautiful, she is totally simply cannot resist. Adults only. 263 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

★ 3772918 THE PLEASURE ZONE. By Cairo. 333 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 2956012 MARRIAGE TRAINING. By Tara Sue Me. 359 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

Adult & Explicit Fiction

★ LIMITED QUANTITY 3810879 PULLING STRINGS. By Andrew Grey. Devon Donaldson doesn’t know how a once stolen computer secrets found its way into his bag, and he can’t think of who would want to frame him. Trouble is, he has to convince Powers McPherson, who was hired to investigate the theft. Devon is growing between them, they work together to clear Devon’s name. 213 pages. Dreamsspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95


★ 3809986 THE SONG OF NAMES. By Norman Lebrecht. Martin has fallen in love with David Rapoport, an early gifted Polish violin prodigy whose parents left him in Martin’s family’s care before they perished in the Holocaust. But on the day he is to make his official debut, Dovid disappears. Only forty years later does Martin get his first clue about what happened to him. 311 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

★ 2919803 CALL ME BY YOUR NAME. By Andre Aciman. One of the great love stories of our time, looking at the blossoms between an adolescent boy and a summer guest at his parents’ cliffside mansion on the Italian Riviera. 248 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

★ 3716813 PAINT IT BLACK. By Amy Lane. Cheever knows he has to stay clear of himself where nobody expects to him his famous brother’s shoes. Blake Manning has been one of Overlook Monkey’s lead guitarists, getting by on talent not on talent. Making peace with being second banana, both men find the magic of coming absolute first with each other. 440 pages. Dreamsspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

★ 3883342 SWEET EVIL. By Uzodinma Iweala. 214 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95


★ 3718301 THE DOCTOR’S ORDERS. By Heidi Sullivan. Nicolas Becker strolls kisses from Jared Kumpel beneath the bleachers, but not Jared’s a professor of the hospital CEO who follows his way. Everything changes when they’re strangled alone in a hospital elevator. Ten years of cold shoulders melt away in five hours of close contact, and old passions rekindle into hot flames. 362 pages. Dreamsspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 3754480 VALLEY OF THE DOLLS. By Jacqueline Susann. Anne, Neely, and Jennifer become best friends as struggling actresses in New York City and climb to the top of the entertainment industry—only to find there’s no place to go but down. Adults only. 466 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

★ 6561519 TELLING TALES. By Charlotte Stein. When a professor bequeaths his mansion to Alii and three other former students, it’s a chance to get back together and revisit their wild college days. But all the old secrets found its way into his bag, and he can’t think of who would want to frame him. Trouble is, he has to convince Powers McPherson, who was hired to investigate the theft. Devon is growing between them, they work together to clear Devon’s name. 232 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

★ 5523071 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XIV: Open House—And Open Season for Sex. Sizzling with raunchy revelations and torrid flirtations, this all-new, all-real collection has something for everyone. Adults only. 356 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
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**Erotic Short Stories**

- **3523136 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXVI: Threesomes, Foursomes, and Polysomes. In the sizzling world of Penthouse, a threesome is hotter than a twosome. But, what's her name, and her more is a dream come true, as these stories attest to. Adults only. 296 pages. Warner. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **2608863 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIX. For the amorous Penthouse readers who have always been a part of Penthouse's family, here's the one you've been waiting for. 324 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **2989407 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XX. Some people will do anything: as long as a sexy idea turns them on, the people in these stories of unimagining will do anything. Adults only. 62 pages. All You. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00.

- **1188080 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 50. When it comes to forbidden sex, married women are very hot, experienced, and insatiable. Now in this milestone collection of erotic letters, you'll find some of the most scorching tales of uninhibited women you'll ever read. Adults only. 289 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

- **2951625 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 51: Backdoor Adventures. If you have a weakness for body building buff, or if you're just curious, or if you're simply excited for more sizzling stories in the signature Penthouse style, this collection of letters will keep you on the edge of your ever loving seat. Adults only. 524 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


- **3821390 THE DEATH CHAMBER. By Sarah Rayne. Calvary Gasp, standing bleak and forbidding on the Cumbrian hillsides, exerts a curious hold over Georgia Grey. Her great-grandfather was involved in bizarre and mysterious experiments. Now, Chad Ingram intends to conduct a new experiment there, taking place in the execution chamber. But Chad's experiment and Georgia's curiosity will get the better of them. Club Edition. 547 pages. S&S. 290900X BAD MOON RISING. By Jonathan Maberry. In the Pennsylvania town of Pine Deep, a handful of brave souls prepare for an unspeakable evil that has been gathering strength for thirty years. On Halloween night, the legend that has haunted their community will return with a vengeance. Daylight is fading—and the ultimate battle between good and evil begins to evolve. 449 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


- **3800075 COMPLETE GHOST STORIES. By M.R. James. A small assembly of classic tales, each a gem in its own right. Includes every eerie story from Ghost Stories of an Antiquary (1904); More Ghost Stories of an Antiquary (1911); A Thin Ghost and Others (1918); and Other Ghost Stories (1925). Gilded edges. 592 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.95.

- **3744949 NIGHT SHIFT. By Stephen King. In these 20 tales, we see mutated rats gone bad (Graveyard Shift); a cacalystic virus that threatens humanity (Night Surf); a love potion that has mutated the bloodthirsty, nocturnal creatures who are determined to destroy him. As he scavenges for food and supplies, the infected lurk in the shadows waiting for him to make a mistake. 444 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99.

- **3781399 THE WOMAN IN BLACK. By Susan Hill. An up and coming London collector attends a funeral to settle the affairs of a client. But the routine trip he anticipated quickly takes a horrifying turn when he finds himself haunted by a series of mysterious sounds and images. 164 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00.

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
Ghost & Horror Story Collections

**378571 THE CLASSIC HORROR COLLECTION.** By Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu et al. The first collection of classic literary writers like Mary Shelley and Robert Louis Stevenson to pulp icon H.P. Lovecraft, these nineteen masters of the dark key their stories to an impending sense of dread. Other writers include Bram Stoker, Edgar Allan Poe, Edward Frederic Benson, Ambrose Bierce and others. 928 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**378572 THE TILED HOUSE: TALES OF SUPERNATURAL.** By J.S. Le Fanu. Adapting to invoking the physical terror of paranormal malevolence, Le Fanu was the first writer to explore so seriously the psychological dimensions of the supernatural. The stories in this collection are just some of the very best of his supernatural short stories. 307 pages, HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

**369728 MORE SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK.** By Alvin Schwartz. A classic collection of terrifying tales and legends, in which Schwartz offers up some of the most chilling stories of dark revenge and supernatural events of all time. Illus. 100 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. **$5.95**

**2999130 ENDLESS APOCALYPSE: SURVIVAL STORIES.** Ed. by Jessie Michel. From deserted wastelands to contagious viruses, disastrous climate change and nuclear weapons, this collection of short stories explores the apocalyptic nature of the end of the world. Brilliant new writers together with the likes of Jules Verne, M.P. Shiel, and J.D. Beresford make for a fascinating collection of stories. 480 pages. Flame Tree. **SOLD OUT**

**3760219 BRAM STOKER HORROR STORIES.** Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Bram Stoker was an engaging storyteller of the menacing and gothic supernatural. Fusing together horror with intriguing writing, a selection of his short stories and novel extracts are included here, from the seminal vampire classic Dracula to the gothic chills of The Lady of the Shroud. Beautifully bound way about the whole foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. **SOLD OUT**

**3788660 AT THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS: AND OTHER CREEPY STORIES.** By H.P. Lovecraft. 244 pages. Flame Tree. **SOLD OUT**

**3760154 AMERICAN GOTHIC SHORT STORIES.** Ed. by Gillian Whittaker. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. **$9.95**

**2918435 THE DOLL-MASTER AND OTHER TALES OF TERROR.** A haunting collection of six stories. In the title story, The Doll-Master, a young boy becomes obsessed with his cousin’s doll after she tragically passes away from leukemia. In Gun Accident a teenage girl is thrilled to house sit, until an intruder forces his way into the house while she’s there. Also includes Soldier; Equatorial; and others. 367 pages. Center Point. **SOLD OUT**

**3732754 TAAQTUM: An Anthology of Arctic Horror Stories, Compiled by Neil Gaiman.** With chilling tales from award-winning authors Richard Van Camp, Rachel and Sean Qusiatuk-Tinsley, and others, this collection of eight stories will thrill and entertain even the most seasoned horror fan. 172 pages. Inhabit Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**2930633 COLONIAL HORRORS.** Ed. by Graeme Davis. 383 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

Adventure

**291738X THE UNKNOWN SHORE.** By Patrick O'Brian. The Wager was parted from Anson's squadron in the fierce storms off Cape Horn and struggled alone up the coast of Chile until it was driven against the rocks and said. The ship was in trouble of every kind. After many months of privation, a handful of men make their way northward under the guidance of a band of Indians. 313 pages. Original Hardcover. **SOLD OUT**

**5807816 THE BONE Labyrinith.** By James Rollins. In Croatia, an ancient civilization discovers a subterranean chapel, the bones of a Neanderthal woman, and cave paintings that have the power to ward off evil. When the chapel is attacked, while at the same time an assault is made upon a private research center outside of Atlanta. How are these attacks connected? How will the search for the truth lead them to the three novels of The Otherworld Trilogy? **SOLD OUT**


Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

**4591232 SAINT ODD.** By Dean Koontz. The unforgettable odyssey of Odd Thomas comes to a stunning conclusion. Whatever destiny that drives him now brings Odd back to where it all began, where those he cares for surround him, the mysterious woman who has haunted him, and one last challenge—vast and dreadful—awaits him. Book Club Edition. 338 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $26.00. **$1.00**

**3756159 IMMORTAL BORN.** By Lynsay Sands. Never expected to find his life mate breaking into a blood bank. Clearly, Alie is already entwined with his world—in deeper, more dangerous ways than she realizes. A band of victorious rogue immortals is in pursuit. But the one task is to keep her safe—and his second is to awaken her to mind-blowing pleasure. 377 pages. Avon. **$6.95**

**375226G THE THREE SECRET CITIES.** By Michael Reilly. When Jack West Jr. won the Great Games, he threw the four legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these dark forces are coming after Jack in ruthless fashion. With the world’s biggest, all things rapidly approaching, Jack must find the Three Secret Cities, three incredible lost cities of legend. 436 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99. **$6.95**

**3816918 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH GROUND.** By Charity Davidov. Grim reaper extraordinaire, pissed. She’s been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. But someone is looking out for her, and she’s allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? 230 pages. Arrow. **$7.99**

**3789870 GIFT OF MAGIC.** By Lynn Kurland. With each powerful rune Sarah and Ruith are being led somewhere, to someone, but by whom she cannot tell. Sarah’s gift of sight only allows her to see the spells themselves, not the person behind them. As their true quest has just begun, Sarah and Ruith see a dark, powerful enemy who holds the fate of the Nine Kingdoms. **SOLD OUT**

**2875470 LEGENDS OF THE DRAGONREALM: Cut from the Same Shadow and Other Tales.** By Richard A. Knaak. Collects for the first time five short stories and novellas that have drawn readers to the Dragonrealm over and over again. Titles include Dragon Master; A Wolf in the Fold; A Game of Ghosts; Cut from the Same Shadow and others. 351 pages. Permutted Press. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**

**2989603 REAPER’S EYE.** By Richard A. Knaak. When a talking weasel reveals that a sinister witch is close to uncovering a long lost temple deep within the Worldwound, Daryus Gaunt and Shiera are drawn into the demon haunted lands in order to stop the witch from releasing an ancient evil. 349 pages. Tor. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


**3727068 LEGENDS OF THE DRAGONREALM.** By Richard A. Knaak. Novels. Gathers in one volume three works of fantasy: Firedrake, Ice Dragon, and Wohlhelm. These are the three novels that started the epic adventure in the Dragonrealm. 682 pages. Pocket. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**

**3719395 SERPENTINE.** By Laurel K. Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there’s a monster that even she doesn’t know how to frighten. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **SOLD OUT**
The formidable sorceress Nicci and her companions, the powerless Nathan and the youthful Bannon, set out on another quest. However, her mission: restore Nathan's magic and keep him alive. Despite their efforts, Lucifer's Fallen have already awoken. 367 pages. Forge. Pub. at $7.99.

---

**3761827 HOURS OF THE DRAGON, VOLUME 8.** By Robert E. Howard. In this collection's newest installment, the Award-nominated Howard continues as Jacob Portman and his friends set sail for another adventure. This time the fate of the world hangs in the balance as the testament of the dragon SLUGBONE comes true. 380 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99.

---

**3794143 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE POT OF GOLD.** By Greg Cox. Baird and her team of plucky Librarians find themselves on a collision course with their most formidable foe: the four-armed demon king who once ruled the world. With the fate of the universe hanging in the balance, they race to find a leprechaun’s lost gold and prevent the Brotherhood’s dark designs from coming to fruition. 324 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.$7.95

---

**3809994 THE STARLESS SEA.** By Erin Morgenstern. Filled with strange and beautiful things, The Starless Sea has been hailed as an instant classic. Now, after a devastating storm, the world’s most famous magical sea has been lost for centuries. But now, the sea has returned, and with it comes a new set of dangers, new secrets, and new wonder. 394 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

---

**3740506 CONAN THE BARBARIAN: THE Original Unabridged Adventures of the World’s Greatest Fantasy Hero.** By Robert E. Howard. This powerful collection contains not only the original Conan epics written by the character’s creator (Robert E. Howard) and released in the 1930s but also published as his England’s past. Only one remains: the elusive Mr. Norrell, whose magical powers—of conjuration, misdirection and resurrection—are at their height. Through the course of 1006 pages, Bloombury. Paperbound. $5.95.

---

**3914909 HELLBORN.** By Jonathan Maberry. Welcome to the Deadlands, a world where magic is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young girl who dreams of escaping to the world beyond her mountain home. Thank you, Azrael, for being the strongest witch to have ever lived, but magic comes at a price. 639 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.

---

**3046354 ASSASSIN’S PRICE.** By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Six years have passed since the failed uprising of the Highholders, and Charyn, the ree’s heir, has come of age and wants to return to his father’s side. However, Charyn’s life is as dangerous as ever. 294 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

---

**3907054 THE MONGREL MAGE.** By Christopherrys, Jr. In the world of Recluce, powerful mages can wield two kinds of magic—the white of Chaos or the black of Order. Beltur, however, has talents no one dreamed of, talents not seen in hundreds of years—that blend both magics. 359 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99.

---

**3766669 STARSPOWN: Pathfinder Tales.** By Wendy N. Wagner. Once a notorious pirate, Jendara has at last returned to the cold northern islands of her birth. Yet when a mysterious threat rocks her island’s shores, she and her famed crew must sail out to explore the strange island that’s risen from the sea. 319 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

---


---


---

**3794245 THE MONGREL MAGE.** By Christopherrys, Jr. In the world of Recluce, powerful mages can wield two kinds of magic—the white of Chaos or the black of Order. Beltur, however, has talents no one dreamed of, talents not seen in hundreds of years—that blend both magics. 359 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99.

---

**3741722 THE CITY OF LOST FORTUNES.** By Christopherrys, Jr. In the world of Recluce, powerful mages can wield two kinds of magic—the white of Chaos or the black of Order. Beltur, however, has talents no one dreamed of, talents not seen in hundreds of years—that blend both magics. 359 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99.

---


---


---

**3766669 STARSPOWN: Pathfinder Tales.** By Wendy N. Wagner. Once a notorious pirate, Jendara has at last returned to the cold northern islands of her birth. Yet when a mysterious threat rocks her island’s shores, she and her famed crew must sail out to explore the strange island that’s risen from the sea. 319 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

---


---

**3794143 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE POT OF GOLD.** By Greg Cox. Baird and her team of plucky Librarians find themselves on a collision course with their most formidable foe: the four-armed demon king who once ruled the world. With the fate of the universe hanging in the balance, they race to find a leprechaun’s lost gold and prevent the Brotherhood’s dark designs from coming to fruition. 324 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

---


---


---

**3761827 HOURS OF THE DRAGON, VOLUME 8.** By Robert E. Howard. In this collection’s newest installment, the Award-nominated Howard continues as Jacob Portman and his friends set sail for another adventure. This time the fate of the world hangs in the balance as the testament of the dragon SLUGBONE comes true. 380 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99.

---

**3766669 STARSPOWN: Pathfinder Tales.** By Wendy N. Wagner. Once a notorious pirate, Jendara has at last returned to the cold northern islands of her birth. Yet when a mysterious threat rocks her island’s shores, she and her famed crew must sail out to explore the strange island that’s risen from the sea. 319 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

---

Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

|$37885X| BOUNDLESS. By R.A. Salvatore. Split between two worlds, Sethe and the Shadowshapers, are crafted and controlled. The inner turmoil was magnified by his inferior position as a male dark elf in the matriarchal society of Aintal. This entire race is finally broken, he was content knowing he left behind a legacy as substantial as his son, Moric.

|$680937| THE FALL OF GONDOR. By J.R.R. Tolkien. The final work of Tolkien’s Middle-earth fiction, compiled by Christopher Tolkien. This tale follows the founding of the Elven city of Gondor, the arrival of Túor, the betrayal of the city to Morgoth, and of its subsequent destruction by Morgoth’s armies.

|$611699| SAIL CITY SINNERS. By Lilith Saintcrow. Saint City has always been Dante Valentine’s home. It’s where she grew up, it’s where her dead are buried, and it’s where she learned to hunt. Now, one call from an old friend will bring her back to New Orleans; a murder too close to home for anyone’s comfort.

|$374942| THE DEVIL’S RIGHT HAND. By Lilith Saintcrow. Meat! Dante Valentine. Necromancer. Bounty hunter. She is short on sleep and not a happy camper. She’s just signed away seven years of her life to hunt down four rogue demons that have escaped from hell. Nobody said it was easy being the Devil’s right hand, 391 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

|$376917| THE SKARR INVASION. By Terry Brooks. The Fourth Realm, the physical world, is under siege. It is impossible to combat. Invaders defeat the most fearsome Troll armies, then focus their savagery on the Druid order—and all hope seems lost. 369 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00.

|$299738X| THE STEIHL ASSASSIN. By Terry Brooks. Part of the Fall of Shannara series. The Skarr have arrived in the Four Lands, determined to stop at nothing less than all-out conquest. They badly need a new home, and the communities of the Four Lands can’t seem to get the concept they have ever understood. 335 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00.

|$373263| THE ILLUSTRATED GORMENGHAST TRILOGY. By Mervyn Peake. The most extraordinary and his eccentric and wayward subjects. But with the arrival of an ambitious kitchen boy, the established order is thrown into disarray. Over the course of three volumes—Gormenghast, 373 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00.

|$2848376| BLOOD AND BONE. By Nora Roberts. The time has come for Fallon to walk away from home, into a mysterious shelter in the forest where her training can begin. Under the guidance of Mallick, whose skills have honed over centuries, she will complete three quests: learn the way of healing; find powers within herself; and when the time is right, take up the sword and fight. 453 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99.

|$378848| WITH BLOOD UPON THE SAND. By Bradley P. Beal. A tale of two worlds, a tale of two cities, a tale of two continents, a tale of two cities, a tale of two continents, a tale of two cities.


|$3798135| WARRIOR OF THE ALTAI. By Robert Jordan. The warriors of the Pian are dying out, the fearsome longhorn grow more numerous, and bad omens abound. Wulfgar, a leader of the Altai people, must contend with two queens, warlords, prophets, and magic in hopes of protecting his people and securing their future. 302 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

|$378062| SAINT CITY SINNERS. By Lilith Saintcrow. Saint City has always been Dante Valentine’s home. It’s where she grew up, it’s where her dead are buried, and it’s where she learned to hunt. Now, one call from an old friend will bring her back to New Orleans; a murder too close to home for anyone’s comfort. 371 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


|$662859| SEVEN STONES TO SORCERY OR FALLING WIND. By Spike Legenday. 334 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $26.00.


|$295060X| ASSASSIN’S FATE. By Robin Hobbs. 847 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $32.00.


3817083 WORLDS SEEN IN PASSING: Ten years of Tor.com Short Fiction. Ed. by Irene Gallo. An annual award-winning, eye-opening, genre-defining science fiction, fantasy, and horror from Tor.com’s first ten years. Authors include Charles Stross, Leigh Bardugo, Liu Cixin, Ishiguro, etc. 567 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

3812804 ABANDONED. By W. Michael Gear. Supervisor Kwalco Agulla has bet everything on a fragile settlement far south of Port Authority. There, she has carried on the Kwalco line, unaware of the wilderness. But Donovan is closing in. A murderous peril descends out of Donovan’s sky—one that will leave Kwalco bleeding and shattered. Book two in Donovan’s DAW Books. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95


3788886 *THE ETHOS OF VOICE. By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Seriously wounded firing an assassination, Commander Van Albert awakes to find himself stranded in a strange, unexplored space-time to a universe where the force of gravity is one billion times as strong as the gravity we know. Five hundred years later, the descendants of the original crew still struggle for existence. 246 pages. Gollancz. Paperback.

3788889 THE MASSACRE OF MANKIND. By Stephen Baxter. It’s been fourteen years since the Martian invasion and humanity has moved on, always watching the skies but confident that they know how to defeat the alien menace. But when the Martians attack again, journalist Julie Elphinstone, thrust into the new worldwide invasion, struggles to survive the war and report on it—their massacre of mankind has begun. 486 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95


3789997 TIME AFTER TIME. By Karl Alexander. A high school student with a futuristic, time machine, he never suspects that his friend Leslie John Stephenson is in truth Jack the Ripper. Stephenson steals the machine and flees into the future, 1979 San Francisco. Knowing he has been wronged, Wells pursues the infamous murderer’s escape. Wells pursues the Ripper into the future. 355 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $3.95

3789768 SEEK AND DESTROY. By William C. Dietz. As Jack Campbell’s battleship is transported from the Pacific to another world, he becomes involved in a never-ending conflict between their Lemurian allies and the Heechee. They are easy to operate, but they are impossible to control. But in this resource-starved future there is no shortage of desperate warriors. 280 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

3782824 GATEWAY. By Frederik Pohl. Seeded among the stars are troves of valuable artifacts left behind by a long-vanished Beast. Pohl, a spaceport, full of working interstellar ships left behind by human beings, was redesigned as a spaceport, full of working interstellar ships. They are easy to operate, but impossible to control. But in this resource-starved future there is no shortage of desperate warriors. 280 pages. Gollancz. Paperback.

3787709 VANGUARD. By Jack Campbell. When a nearby world attacks, the new colony of Gilenyon turns to Robert Geary, a young former junior fleet officer, and Mele Darcy, a one-time enlisted Marine. With nothing but improvised weapons and a few volunteers, Geary and Darcy must fight off the mysterious packs of armored soldiers—of a world that four siblings find themselves. 360 pages. Ace. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

3796787 DOCTOR WHO—THE SHAKESPEARE NOTEBOOKS. By James Goss et al. Drawn from recently discovered and never-before-published screenplays, these conclusively prove that time-traveling adventurer Doctor Who not only appeared throughout Shakespeare’s life but also had a significant impact on his work. Illus. 206 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

3796833 GILGALAS, BABYLON. By Pat Geoghegan. When a nuclear holocaust ravages the United States, a thousand years of civilization are stripped away overnight, and tens of millions of people are killed instantly. But for one small town in Florida, miraculously spared, the struggle is just beginning, as men and women of all backgrounds join together to confront the darkness. 325 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

3787188 MACHINE LEARNING: New and Collected Stories. By Hugh Howey. An impressive collection of twenty-one of Howey’s short science and fantasy fiction stories, including the Hugo Award–winning, eye-opening, genre-defining classic parallel universes to video games, with each story accompanied by an author’s note discussing its background and genesis. 394 pages. HMH. Pub. at $29.00. $4.95

3757059 SAND. By Hugh Howey. A new world has been forged after the dropping down of a giant dome, and find themselves scattered and lost. Their father was a sand diver, but their father is gone. And the world he left behind might be next. Here is a land and home. Here is a people left to fend for themselves. 318 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95


5758330 AFTER THE SAUCERS LANDED. By Douglas Lain. Aliens have arrived, but much to the righteous goals of UFOologist Harold Flint’s chagrin, these kitschy visitors seem straight out of an old B-movie. When one of the aliens, a beautiful blonde named Asket, begs Harold to investigate the saucers again, he realizes these aliens are not what they seem. 236 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

3750338 DOCTOR WHO—THE OFFICIAL DOCTOR WHO ANTHOLOGY. By Justin Richards. The Doctors, the original and the most famous future ever imagined, as Heywood Floyd, survivor of two previous encounters with the mysterious monoliths, must once again confront the threat of total annihilation. Between the Federation, and the Federation and Earth a growing rivalry has developed. 177 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

371845X 2001, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: A Space Odyssey. By Arthur C. Clarke. Arthur C. Clarke, the creator of the most famous future ever imagined, as Heywood Floyd, survivor of two previous encounters with the mysterious monoliths, must once again confront the threat of total annihilation. Between the Federation, and the Federation and Earth a growing rivalry has developed. 177 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

6957501 2061: Odyssey Three. By Arthur C. Clarke. Three hundred years after the first landing on the Moon, there are permanent populations established on the Moon, Venus and Mars. Outside space stations providing new political entities to parallel the Federation, and between the Federation and Earth a growing rivalry has developed. 271 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

6212473 STAR WARS MADE EASY: A Beginner’s Guide to a Galaxy Far, Far Away. By Christian Blavuet. Never seen Star Wars? Don’t know a lightsaber from a Buck Lesabre? Think an Ewok is a kitchen gadget? In a world where it seems everyone but you has seen Star Wars, it’s tough not knowing your Lukes from your Leias. This will help you get a handle on the world’s most popular film franchise. Illus. 300 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

6665500 ORBS. By Nicholas Sambursky Smith. Dr. Sophie Winston is hired to test a biosphere which will help prepare humanity for the three-year flight to Mars as the human race flees a dying Earth. But when the biosphere begins to change the world outside, Humanity has vanished without a trace, and the planet’s water is gone too. Thousands of luminous blue orbs line blazing endless sunshine on the other. Sophie, permanently frozen darkness on one side and death after being exiled into the night. But fate has other plans and Sophie’s ensuing odyssey and the ragtag family she finds will change the future of the universe. 568 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00. $11.99


6397501 THE EXPENDABLE ONE. By John Scalzi. The interdependency—humanity’s interstellar empire—is on the verge of collapse. The interstellar conduit that makes travel between the stars possible is disappearing, leaving humanity to fight for its own survival. Emperor Grayland II of the Interdependency is ready to take desperate measures to help ensure the survival of billions. 360 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95
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288174X TIME’S LAST GIFT. By Philip Jose Farmer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 HarborPress. Pub. at $9.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95

291154X DOMINION. By J. Connolly & J. Ridyard. 440 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $2.95

2994406 SIXTEEN SURRENDERS. By Ada Palmer. 384 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $1.95


3731154 RECLAIMING SHINO SNOW. By Mary Weber. 309 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $1.95


GRAPHIC NOVELS

LIMITED QUANTITY 3810062 BEYOND MARS: The Complete Series 1952-1955. By Jack Williamson. One of the rarest Sunday adventure strips, this short lived 300 years in the future. Engineer Mike Flint, joined by his green skinned metallic partner from Venus, embarks on adventures that take him “beyond Mars,” taking on space pirates, teaming up with beautiful women, and grappling with addictions of a mysterious space drug. 164 pages. IDW Publishing. 9/xx/12. $49.99

380625X CINDERELLA: Fables Are Forever. By Chris Roberson. She poses as a haughty socialite in silks and slippers by day, and sometimes by night. But Cinderella is actually Fabletown’s master spy. Tasked with doing jobs too dirty and deadly for the average Fable, she’s forced to turn to the seedy underworld of the Deepwoods and lived to tell the tales (over cocktails in a hot tub, if you’re lucky). Collects Cinderella: Fables Are Forever #1-16 and Fables #51. Vertigo. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3756548 JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: Harleys & slackers. In a world where the world’s mightiest super-team becomes mightier as the Justice League of America invites some of the most powerful Super-Heroes to join their ranks. It’s an offer a hero can refuse—or can they? Collects Justice League of America #4, #75, #105-106, #146, #161, and #173-174. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

2808943 HARLEY QUINN AND HER GANG OF HARLEYS. By F. Tieri & J. Palmiotti. Harley Quinn has gone into the vigilante for profit business! But there are so many folks who deserve a wallowing, there’s no way she can do it all herself! That’s why she hired the Gang To join their fight against crime–dressed as the original Batgirl! Collects Harley Quinn #5-7, and Harley Quinn: Our Worlds at War #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

308951X HARLEY QUINN, VOLUME 2: Power Outage. By A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. When Power Girl drops outta the sky and into Harley Quinn’s office, the former amnesiac Power Girl believes they’re a pair of crime fighting super heroines! Collects Harley Quinn #9-13; Harley Quinn: Futures End #1 and #2; Harley Quinn Annual #2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

3793451 SUPERGIRL: Bizarrogirl. By Sterling Gates. When a Bizarro version of her appears in Metropolis, Supergirl punches first and asks questions later. But when she learns that a disaster that threatens to destroy her world, she realizes they have more in common than she thought. Collects Supergirl #53-59 and Supergirl Annual #2. 220 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6915302 SHOMIN SAMPLE, VOLUME 2. By Sakaimo. Issues 1-6. High school student Toujo Basara has made it, no less than four women are living with him, heroes and demonic spirits alike. When he learns that his amorous ties can take the form of an angel, he must find a way to keep her in his body. But during the assault, the pineapple moment of Basara’s past is revealed, and with it, a true glimpse of his mysterious power–the Vanishing Shint! Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3710793 DARK DAYS: The Road to Metal. By Scott Snyder et al. For years Batman has quietly been conducting research in secret laboratories across the globe and storing evidence deep in the Batcave, hidden even from his closest allies. Now everyone is going to find out what secrets he’s discovered. Collects Swamp Thing Annual #5; Hellblazer #27; Welcome Back to the House of Mystery #1; and Sandman Midnight Theatre. Vertigo. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3756570 THE INFINITY SIBLINGS. By Jim Starlin. The Mad Titan has everything he ever wanted–and satisfaction is not in Thanos’ vocabulary. When a temporal distortion on Titan draws his attention, he takes the combined wits of Thanos and his Infinity Siblings to find out what secrets he’s been searching for. An old enemy lurks in the far future, and it will take the combined wits of Thanos and his Infinity Siblings to stop it and save the Multiverse. Marvel. 7/xx/11. $24.99 $7.95


688811X THE TESTAMENT OF SISTER NEW EVIL, VOLUME 2. By Tetsuto Uesu. In the second entry of the manga series, the enemy is finally making their move, and four members of the team realize that they are the only ones who can stop it and save the Multiverse. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
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There's only one way for Kinji to get ahead: make his fortune in another world, but enslaved to a crooked corporation.

...to outwit the ghost of Nostradogmas, discover the creepy secret of the Pumpkin People, or...
100427 WILL EISNER'S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 26. In the 60 years since his first appearance, the creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1952 to 2005) are presented for a whole new generation, and fully recolored. 256 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. P at $29.99

PRICE OUT to $12.95

381724 GREEN LANTERN/New Gods: Godhead. By Van Jensen et al. With the fate of every living creature across immeasurably balanced, there is no time for peaceful resolution or the folly of mortals. Collects Green Lantern/New Gods: Godhead #1; Green Lantern #35-37; Green Lantern Corps #35-37; Green Lantern New Guardians #35-37; Red Lanterns #35-37; Sinestro #6-3 and Green Lantern Annual #3. DC Comics. Paperback. P at $24.99

$9.95

379010 FANTASTIC FOUR/HUMANS: Atlantis Rising. By Glenn Herdling et al. When some long dormant cosmic energy from the sunkine continent of Atlantis back above the wave, it creates a crisis for Namor—not to mention the water-breathing Atlanteans. The Fantastic Four race to the Sub-Mariner’s island! Collects Fantastic Four #60-62; Fantastic Four: Atlantis Rising #1-2; Fantastic Four #8-9; #401-402; and Fantastic Four #404 Unlimited. 326 pages. Marvel. Paperback. P at $14.99


$7.95

3764044 GHOSTS: Classic Monsters of Pre-Cod Horror Comics. Ed. by Steve Banes. Featuring horror from 1930s horror gems and a ghostly gallery of classic cover creeps to ruin your sleep, this ghastly volume is full of appallling apparitions, formidable phantoms, and spooky sako and illustrations. 128 pages. Double Dry Press. Paperback. P at $24.99

$17.95

3817237 GOTHAM CITY GARAGE, VOLUME 1. By C. Kelly & J. Lanzing. In the distant future, humanity has become a wasteland, and save one unexpected haven: The Garage, a forbiddingly domain that was once the heart of the world. Young Kara Gordon has no idea what lies outside the Garden’s borders—but she’s about to find out. Collects Gotham City Garage Volumes 1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. P at $16.95

$9.95

3756829 THE QUITTER. By Harvey Pekar. Pekar’s adult adolescence as a neighborhood tough guy on the streets of Cleveland, his disastrous four-week stint in the Navy and the earliest stages in the making of Harvey Pekar’s The Quitter. This tour de force novel is the universal tale of a young man’s search for himself through the frustrations, redemptions and complexities of ordinary life. In B&W. Vertigo/Acid House. Paperback. P at $24.99

$4.95

3731223 KASE-SAN AND BENTO. By Hirokim Takashima. It’s the start of grade twelve, and this story is about the same class together. Yamada’s thrilling to be dating her track-star girlfriend, but she’s having trouble getting a grip on what’s going on— even in her own unique life. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. P at $13.99

$4.95


SOLD OUT

3793435 SPIDER-MAN: Amazing Origins. By Duane Swierczynski et al. A simple girl from Milwaukee feels out of place in her own home. Her mother is dead and her father and step-mom only seem to care about Shimana’s six-month old baby brother. When Shimana decides to skip school and runs away to a nearby park, she stumbles upon a mysterious man in a kimono who will help her find a place of her

3793281 DREAMIN’ SUN, VOLUME 1. By Hideaki Yoshikawa. Searching for his missing sister, Yuto opened a mysterious door and entered a forbidden world—an act that accidentally roused the power of the Demon X. Tormented by the blood on his hands, Yuto decides to go through the door again, determined to resurrect the dead. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. P at $12.99

$4.95

3792813 AVENGERS & X-MEN: AXIS. By Rick Remender. History’s greatest monster is deadlier than ever. The Red Skull harnesses the power of Charles Xavier’s brain, giving him all the skills of the world’s greatest telepath. He sought to eradicate mutankind... and a single mistake has undone all that. And the only unleashed something even worse—a Red Onslaught. Collects Avengers & X-Men: Axis #1-9. Marvel. Paperback. P at $14.99

SOLD OUT

3051604 BLACK PANTHER #1-15; COMPLETE EDITION. By Peter Milligan. The Panther enters the House of M. An outbreak of strange, mutated animals brings Storm and the Panther family hires Derrick Storm to run his own investigation and find the source of the problem. But after a fourth girl is

3085100 Marvel. Paperbound. P at $17.95

$9.95

3793285 ATOM ARCHIVES, VOLUME 27. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is

3793286 ATOM, VOLUME 1. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is

3793287 ATOM, VOLUME 2. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is

3793288 ATOM, VOLUME 3. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is

3793289 ATOM, VOLUME 4. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is

3793290 ATOM, VOLUME 5. By Dan Abnett & A. Lanning. Earth at the end of the 30th century was the pinnacle of human cultural endeavor. Then came the Blight. Who they are is
685349 THE OTHER SIDE OF SECRET, VOLUME 3. By Hideaki Yoshitaka. Yuuto opened the forbidden forbidden door to his missing older sister, Manami, but his actions inadvertently led to Hina's death. Now, Yuuto and the girls are looking for a way to help resurrect Hina--just happens to be Manami! Now that they know what they are looking for, the hunt is on in this otherworldly manga adventure. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

685352 THE OTHER SIDE OF SECRET, VOLUME 4. By Hideaki Yoshitaka. Yuuto continues to search for Manami, who his sister disappeared years ago. Along the way Yuuto makes a shocking discovery about his own origins that only raises more questions. The eternal mystery remains: where did Manami vanishing to? There's the unexpected connection to this extra-dimensional manga series. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

6998406 THE PARASITE DOCTOR SUZUNE, VOL. 1. By Haruki, Dr. Suzune anatomy of three sections, this volume dives into parasites. When these parasites make a habit of nesting inside human genitalia and overriding their senses with lust, her job is bound to get more than a little messy! A hot and heavy hentaai manga that mixes sexy sci-fi and mystery. Adults only. In B&W. 238 pages. Project-H. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


381839X ANATOMY OF A METAHUMAN. By S.D. Perry & M.K. Manning. Using beautifully illustrated anatomical cross sections, this volume dives into Batman's detailed theories on the physiology of twelve key characters from the DC Comics universe, offering insight into key abilities such as Superman's heat vision and Swamp Thing's regenerative capabilities. 160 pages. Insight Editions. 9x13. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00

3788040 MARVEL MASTERWORK PIN-UPS. Ed. by Craig Yoe. As part of the university fun day celebration at the Universitas of the Netherlands, this collection presents four pin-ups of the most popular Marvel heroes and villains, to be included as special surprise bonuses in their comics. Now to celebrate Marvel's 80th Anniversary, the greatest of these works of art are gathered for the first time in a beautiful, large format collection. IDW Publishing. 9x12½. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

3710696 THE AVENGERS, BOOK 2: Absolute Vision. By Roger Stern. As many of Earth's Mightiest are whisked away to fight in the Secret Wars, the newly assembled sympathy is in a tizzy. He has changes in store when the heroes return, not least his idea for a new team of Avengers on the West Coast. But as Vision's plan unfolds, two teams of Avengers ready to handle the job of their own? Collects Avengers #229-234 and Annual #2. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99


3758351 AVENGERS/IRON MAN: First Sign. By Mark Waid et al. In the wake of The Crossing, Thor is powerless, and Iron Man has been replaced in the Avengers. An has been reformed in the group! The Starbrand of today are drawn to South Africa, a battle begins—and something terrible awakens. As Earth's heroes find their place in the world of the multiverse, one of the most very best makes a triumphant return. And at the far reaches of space, a child shares her hope for tomorrow. Collects issue #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99

3739508 THE UNWORTHY THOR. By Jason Aaron. Unfit to lift his hammer, and with someone else now wielding the power of Thor, the Odinverse's desperate quest to regain his worthiness takes him out into the cosmos—where he learns of the existence of a mysterious other Mjolnir. Collects Unworthy Thor #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


3756610 THE NEW MUTANTS: Demon Bear. By Chris Claremont et al. It took them, and now it has returned for Dan, and only the combined efforts of her new Mutant teammates and the Demon Bear can finish the job. Collects New Mutants #18-20; X-Force #99; and material from X-Force #7-10. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

2870517 JLA: Year One. By Grant Morrison & J.H. Williams III. Today, the Justice League of America is legendary, the greatest superhero team ever established. But a decade ago, the League’s founders were just individual crime fighters, protecting their own regions of the country, but never crossing paths. Then a single volume to bring them all together. Collects JLA Year One #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

3724271 DISNEY MASTERS MICKEY MOUSE: The Ice Sword Saga, Book 1. By Michael Mintz.故事 which were originally published in Italy and are printed here in English for the first time. The Ice Sword of Topolino (1952), Mr. Mouse and the Great Tournament of Argaar (Topolino e la spada di ghaccio) #1411, and The Great Secret of Argaar (Topolino e il Torneo dell’Argaar) #1463-1465. Fantagraphics. 190 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99


3743209 PETER PAN. By Loisel. Loisel’s engrossing Peter Pan tale for adults is collected in a single, beautifully produced volume. Neverland, Peter was a boy fighting for survival on the harsh streets of Dicken's London. His only respite is the fantastical story of Peter Pan, a friendly neighbor. Recommended for mature readers. 334 pages. Soaring Penguin. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99


313508X MARVEL LEGACY. By Jason Aaron. In the wake of the Starbrand of today are drawn to South Africa, a battle begins—and something terrible awakens. As Earth’s heroes find their place in the world of the multiverse, the most very best makes a triumphant return. And at the far reaches of space, a child shares her hope for tomorrow. Collects issue #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99

2994674 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER: The Gunslinger—The Man in Black. By Peter David. Enter once more the world of Roland Deschain, and the world of the Man in Black. And if it has only one arm, and if it has only one leg, and if it is the elusive and deadly nemesis, the Man in Black. At Roland’s side is his newest ka-tet mate, Jake Chambers. Collects issues #1-5. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99

"See more titles at erhbc.com/820"
379159 ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS ROMP. By Samm Schwartz et al. It’s time to party with Archie and his gang once again in this fun-filled romp through 1,000 pages of the most entertaining and hilarious Archie comic stories! This collection features over 100 full color stories featuring the best of Archie legends, including Samm Schwartz, Bob Montana, Dan DeCarlo, and more! Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  **$12.99**


2891174 BLOOM COUNTY: Brand Spanking New Day. By Berkeley Breathed. This special collection features daily and Sunday comic strips created for Breathed’s facebook page, and have never appeared in print. Join Opus, Bill the cat, Steve Dallas, Milo Bloom and the rest of the American Comic page’s oddest denizens for these new adventures in the little hamlet of Bloom County. Fully illus., some color. 144 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  **SOLD OUT**

488207 BLOOM COUNTY: Best Read on the Throne. By Berkeley Breathed. All these weird years later, the denizens of America’s oddest county continue to entertain and delight fans of all persuasions and species worldwide. All the nutcase inhabitants of Breathed’s brain are back again, in all their glory. All new daily and Sunday strips, never before in print! Fully illus., some color. 143 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

3706117 THE WILD LIFE OF LOVE: A Rubes Cartoon Collection. By Leigh Rubin. Rubin brings to life the day to day love lives of wild and domestic animals in over 150 humorous cartoons in this collection of strips. Here’s a comic strip for everyone. Fully illus. 144 pages. Willow Creek Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  **$12.99**

2930587 THE STORY OF AMERICA IN CARTOONS. Ed. by Tony Husband. Chronicles the birth, growing pains and coming of age of the world’s most powerful nation. From a nation on the brink of war to a nation that had grown in leaps and bounds, to the subject of the hit song “Barney Google with the Goo Goo Googly Eyes”, this is a visual history of the nation. Fully illus. 314 pages. Andrews McMeel. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.99  **SOLD OUT**

3700291 PEARLS HOGS THE ROAD: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury. By Stephan Pastis. The Pearls gang returns with characteristically misanthropic humor. No self-aggrandizing is too flagrant for Rat, no food goes to waste, and sensory input is too basic for Pig. All topics are fair game. Comic strip censors, apathetic baristas, and IRS employees are all strangely advised to laugh or get out of the way. Fully illus., some color. 253 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  **$14.99**

3700232 I’M ONLY IN THIS FOR ME: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan Pastis. Rat, pig and cow aka Goose, know that Pearls Before Swine are doing their best to make the American comic great again. They dare to tell the hard truths that the government has no intention of telling. In the importance of prioritizing cheese over everything else, Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  **$9.95**


2870622 SUPERMAN, VOLUME THREE: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spics to gangsters and saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor and the villainous Cat's secret origin. Fully illus. in color. 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99  **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

2870623 PEARLS GETS SACRIFICED: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury. By Stephan Pastis. If you know and love Pearls, you know she delivers yet another treasury, featuring both daily and Sunday color comic strips. Once again, Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their hilarious, irreverent commentary on every aspect of life and endlessly entertaining stories about the world of comics. Includes the first appearance of superman’s archenemy, Lex Luthor. Fully illus. in color. 404 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  **PRICE CUT TO $13.99**

3009097 HEART AND BRAIN: Body Language. By Nick Seluk. From the bestselling creator of The Awkward Yeti comes a third heart and brain comics collection! Warmhearted and laugh out loud funny, this comic strip collection continues the adventures of the lovable conflicted Sentimental Heart and rational Brain, as well as other bodily inhabitants. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  **$9.95**


**6824541** TIME FOR BED, SLEEPYHEAD! The Falling Asleep Bedtime Book. Daniel G. Amen, illus. by G. Yerrick. Follow Little Bear and his friends as they have a big day at the beach, and then return home to eat dinner, take a bath, and head to bed, falling gently to sleep. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Zondervan. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95


**3814777** JIM HENSON’S THE DARK CRystal TALES. By Cory Godbey, Jen, Kira, and Fizzgig from the cult classic film, star in an enchanting tale from before their fateful meeting. Here, each embark on an adventure that will transform the life of one little bird after the Skeksis set forth a series of events that ripple across the land. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. Archica. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

**3878909** DISNEY 365 DAYS WITH WINNIE THE POOH. By Don Ferguson. Spend your days with everyone’s favorite bear, Winnie the Pooh, in a series of exciting, delightful stories about Pooh’s birthday party, and more. Fully follow along with Pooh through the Hundred Acre Wood in a variety of situations with Christopher Robin, Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore. Collects all 365 strips from 1966 to 1986. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**3753301** POEMS OF CHILDHOOD. Ed. by Gaby Morgan. Combines the best of classic children’s poetry and features a rich range of themes, from animals to nursery rhymes, from nonsense poems to magic. Many favorites are here, including *The Owl and the Pussy-Cat*, *Jabberwocky*, and *A Elf Song*. A gift for a generation and a chance for adults to revisit their favorite verses. Bound with gilt edges. Ages 6-12.


**330545X** GRANDMA FORGETS. By Michael Bond, illus. by N. Johnston. Grandma is a little more forgetful than she used to be. But that’s okay, it just means her family has to make new memories for her! An uplifting story about a family bound by love no matter what else might be forgotten. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. ED. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**3726843** A CELEBRATION OF BEATRIX POTTER. Illus. by David Wiesner et al. To celebrate her 150th anniversary, thirty-two of today’s nation’s most iconic symbols. Ages 11 & up. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**3821536** JIM HENSON’S FRAGGLE ROCK: Journey to the Everspring. By Kate Leth. Follow a long with Pooh through the dark and feeds on those who do not pay attention; a monster created by the descendant of the Witch of the Woods, family transformed. Ages 12 & up. 281 pages. Paperbound. At $9.95 $5.95

**382955X** STUART LITTLE. By E.B. White. illus. by G. Williams. Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he’s shy and thoughtful, he dreams of adventure. Stuart’s greatest adventure comes when his best friend disappears and he leaves his home determined to find her. Ages 4-8. Illus. 131 pages. HarperCollins, 8½ x 11½. Pub. at $10.99...

**3781043** FANTASTIC 4: THE FIRST FAMILY. By Stan Lee & Jack Kirby. It’s the dawn of an important new day in America. Young readers, grab the reins and become the heroes, enter hidden kingdoms, meet mythical beasts and magical monsters. Ed. by Deborah Lock et al. This collection of sixty-one superhero strips from 1966 to 1986. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**3700777** SHELLS: A Pop-up Book of Wonder. By Janet Lawler, illus. by L. Dale-Scott. After summer beaches, shells beckon with their timeless beauty and wonder. In this elaborate pop-up there are fabulous interactive features and fun facts about the world of shells. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Zondervan. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**3792885** PAUL REVERE & THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER. By Rush & Kathryn A. Limbaugh. It’s the dawn of an important new day in America. Young readers, grab the reins and become the heroes, enter hidden kingdoms, meet mythical beasts and magical monsters. Ed. by Deborah Lock et al. This collection of sixty-one superhero strips from 1966 to 1986. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**3714071** RUSH REVERE AND THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER. By Rush & Kathryn A. Limbaugh. It’s the dawn of an important new day in America. Young readers, grab the reins and become the heroes, enter hidden kingdoms, meet mythical beasts and magical monsters. Ed. by Deborah Lock et al. This collection of sixty-one superhero strips from 1966 to 1986. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**3836437** A LITTLE HENRY HOMER'S BEST TALES. By John Lennon & Paul McCartney. How do you get by? With help from friends and family. Because when you’re alone, sad or even happy, we all get by with a little help from our friends. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Some color. Little Simon. 10½x14½. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3808537** THE CHILDREN’S CLASSICS COLLECTION. By Lewis Carroll et al. Abandoned and retired in modern English, this collection of sixteen beloved tales: David Wiesner, Pippa Funnelle, Judy Schachner and more. Potter’s beloved characters are also re-imagined in thirty-two beautiful and unique illustrations. Ages 5 & up. 112 pages. Friedman, W. 8¾x11. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

**3828183** SLEEPYHEAD: The Falling in love with each other. They find what the biorhythms mean possible to get their fortune. Ages 9 & up. Illus. in color. 198 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

**3901713** CHILDREN’S BOOK OF MYTHICAL BEASTS & MAGICAL MONSTERS. Ed. by Deborah Lock et al. This collection of sixty-one superhero strips from 1966 to 1986. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**3806828** BAD BEGINNING. By Leonard S. Marcus. After the sudden death of their parents, the three Baudelaire children must depend on each other and their wish that it turns out to be the distant relative appreciated. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins, 8½ x 11¼. Pub. at $19.99...

**7491212** THE COMPLETE TALES OF UNCLE REMUS. By Joel Chandler Harris. Reprints the 1955 edition which gathers for Anderson’s beloved tales: David Wiesner, Pippa Funnelle, Judy Schachner and more. Potter’s beloved characters are also re-imagined in thirty-two beautiful and unique illustrations. Ages 5 & up. 112 pages. Friedman, W. 8¾x11. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

**3738116** HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN FAIRY-TALE STORIES. Ed. by Leonard S. Marcus. This collection of six hundred stories features five of Andersen’s beloved tales: The Little Mermaid; The Ugly Duckling; Thumbelina; The Nightingale; and The Emperor’s New Clothes. Ages 4-8. 162 pages. North/South. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $25.00 $17.99

**2783407** SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE K Airos Novels. Ed. by Leonard S. Marcus. A Novels. This collection of one of the most beloved and influential novels for young readers features the original A Winkle in Time, which is the story of the adventures of a young boy, and seven other classic novels featuring the unforgettable heroine, Meg Murry and her siblings and friends. 1,899 pages in two volumes. Slipcased, Ages 5-8. **SOLD OUT**
### Children's Books


- **300689X** The Berenstain Bears Take-Along Storybook Set. By Jan & Mike Berenstain. Fully illus. in color. [Price: $11.99]

### Fiction


### Other Titles

- **2696575** DISNEY DUMBO. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Printers Row. 6 1/8x10 1/2. [Price: $9.95]

### Popular Titles


- **3708938** LIZIE’S CAREFREE YEARS. By Linda Byler. G. P. Putnam’s Sons. [Price: $2.95] **SOLD OUT**

### Illustration Classics

- **3797263** ALADDIN AND THE WONDERFUL LAMP. Ed. by Charlotte Bronte. Full of tragedy and passion, love and adventure. A collection of thirteen stories about the adventures of Aladdin and the wish-fulfilling magic lamp. 300 pages. HMH. [Price: $12.95] **Price Cut to $7.95**

### Short Stories

- **3790835** DEBRIEFING: Collected Stories. By Susan Sontag. Collects all of Sontag’s shorter fiction, a form she turned to in the 1970s about short stories writing. From a nightmare from the depths, invisible to the naked eye; a German U-boat commander is tormented by an impossible transmission via Morse Code—the supernatural is set alongside the grim affairs of sailors scorned in these salt-soaked tales. 306 pages. British Library. Paperbound. [Price: $11.95] **$6.95**

- **3812677** FROM SEA TO STORMY SEA. Ed. by Lawrence Block. Gates together the best talent from popular fiction to produce an anthology of seventeen short stories about landslides, floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, wildfires, storms, blizzards, and more, all set at sea. 257 pages. Pegasus. [Price: $26.95] **$24.95**


### Readers’ Digest


### Graphic Novels


### Short Stories

- **3790886** MYTHOLOGY: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes. By Edith Hamilton. The definitive collection for anyone who wants to know the key-chrono, the primary characters, the plot, the gods, the triumphs, failures, loves, and hopes for the future. From the homely story of the love that grows from camaraderie, the humor that springs from military bureaucracy, and the pride in defending American values. 234 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. [Price: $15.99] **$4.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/820

- **878**
MURDER IN HER STOCKING. By G.A. McKeever. Christmas has arrived in sleepy McGill, Georgia, but the holiday cheer is only temporary. The scandalous Prissy Carr is found dead in an alley behind a tavern. With police puzzled over the murder, Stella Reid decides to take matters into her own hands to solve the culprit’s identity. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

378025 CHRISTMAS COCOA MURDER. By Catcine O’Connor et al. Novellas. ‘Tis the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats. But sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright deadly. Three seasonal mysteries include Christmas Eve Cake, Christmas in Blue Heat, and Death by Hot Cocoa by Donna Kaufman. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


2911752 A PLACE CALLED HOPE. By Philip Gulley. When Quaker Pastor Sam Gardner is asked by the Unitarian minister to oversee a wedding in his place, Sam naturally agrees. It’s not until he makes a sudden realize changes have come to Harmony. The weddings is stranger, stronger, and filled with new challenges, and Sam finds himself facing possible completion. 368 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $5.95

4617569 SNOWFALL. By Shelley Shepard Gray. After being seduced by her new boss, Rachel Stutzman is relieved to find work as a caregiver after being laid off from her job. Each passing day brings the family closer to Ruth, and closer to Christmas, when she will have to say goodbye. 313 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95


2871010 THESE HIGH, GREEN HILLS. By Jan Karin. At last, Millford’s rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim, has married his talented and vivacious niece, Cynthia. Now they must face love’s challenges: new sleeping arrangements for their sofa-sized dog, Cynthia’s need for practical decorating advice from the rectory Italian-villa style, and the growing pains of the throw-away boy who’s become like a son to the rector. 368 pages. Putnam. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

1018063 A MAIGRET CHRISTMAS AND OTHER STORIES. By Georges Simenon. It’s Christmas in Paris but beneath the sparkling lights and glittering decorations lie the sinister deeds and dark secrets. This collection brings together three of Simenon’s most enjoyable seasonal stories. A Maigret Christmas: On Small Crosses in a Notebook; and The Little Restaurant Near Place des Ternes. 217 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00 $7.95

2976994 BLOOD SUGAR. By Daniel Krass. At the end of the house at the end of Yellow Street, an angry outcast hatchs a scheme to take revenge for all the wrongs he has suffered. With the help of three alienated kids, he plans to plant a new kind of poison in their veins: a disease that attacks the nervous system. 297 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

3725871 I’LL TAKE YOU THERE. By Wally Lamb. With the magical aid of a ghost, farm scholar Felix is encouraged to reflect on the women who profoundly affect his life. Against a backdrop of depression, jazz, and pop culture, family secrets, and Hollywood iconography, he gains an understanding of the pressures and trials of the women closest to him, as well as the women that all women face. 254 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95


3786538 EXECUTED: I Will Not Be Silent. By Robin Parrot. The most popular evangelist of his day, John Luther simply wants to share the Gospel and enjoy a quiet life with his family. He never asked to be at the center of a political controversy, but an ill wind has been blowing through the halls of Congress, and supporters of a new religious-loyalty bill see Luther’s endorsement as critical. 317 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

369754 THE FORGOTTEN AFFAIRS OF YOUTH. By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Isabel Dalhousie and her fiancé know who they are and where they come from. Jane Cooper, a visiting Australian philosopher on sabbatical in Edinburgh, has more questions than answers about her heritage. When she asks for Isabel’s help in her search, of course Isabel obliges. 332 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

3758079 THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING SEEN. By Alexander McCall Smith. The great city of Edinburgh is renowned for its impeccable restraint; so how, then, did the extended family of 44 Scotland Street come to be trembling on the brink of a festive celebration? Bertie is (finally!) about to turn seven, and is about to learn a valuable lesson on wish fulfillment. 311 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

3772764 A GIFT OF BONES. By Carolyn Haynes. Christmas is just around the corner, and Sarah Booth and Tinkie are preparing for a festive celebration. Sarah has plenty of plans to smooch Coleman Peters under the mistletoe and to deck the halls. No one is prepared for a kidnapping, but journalist Cece Dee Falcon shows up needing Sarah’s help. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

2948406 A GIFT OF BONES. By Carolyn Haynes. Christmas is just around the corner, and Sarah Booth and Tinkie are preparing for a festive celebration. Sarah has plenty of plans to smooch Coleman Peters under the mistletoe and to deck the halls. No one is prepared for a kidnapping, but journalist Cece Dee Falcon shows up needing Sarah’s help. 262 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3765389 THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST. By Rhys Bowen. Private detective Molly Murphy Sullivan is accepting invitations to spend Christmas at a mansion on the Hudson with her husband and son. Soon, they learn of a young girl’s disappearance that happened in a ago and Molly begins to suspect that the house’s occupants were more than they were letting on. 264 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3754155 GRACE’S FORGIVENESS. By Molly Jebber. Grace is a young Amish woman whose experience has prevented her from marriage, until a newcomer to the community sees past it. She is soon planning a wedding quilt of her own, until her father finds out that she has no other place to hide somewhere in town. Despite all obstacles, abiding hope can inspire miracles, 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

3701077 BOOK CLUB BABIES. By Ashton Lee. Overseeing the opening of Cherish’s new library has been a labor of love for Maura Beth McShay, made extra challenging by the fact that she and Jeremy are expecting their first child. Maura Beth is using her library for weekly gatherings called “Expecting Great Things,” which allow townsfolk to share hopes, fears, and practical advice about everything. 255 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 PRICE CUT to $1.95

3766032 THE HANDMAID’S TALE. By Margaret Atwood. Set in the near future, it is the story of Offred, a woman forced to serve as a sexual surrogate in a seemingly dystopian society. States and is now the Republic of Gilead, a theocracy that has reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining birth rate by reverting to the repressive interfaith of the original Gilead. A collector’s edition with a flexible leather-like cover and gold-leaf edges. 311 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $7.95

3740904 TELL ME HOW THIS ENDS WELL. By David Samuel Levinson. 404 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $27.99 $10.95
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**Audio Books**

**CD 29346X PRIVATE: The Royals.** By James Patterson with R. Jones. Read by J. Snyder & C. Colford. Novella. A great tale of the most elite detective agency in the world. But when kidnappers threaten to execute a royal family member in front of the Queen, Jack Morgan and his team must solve a mystery that takes them around the world. Over six hours on 3 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 6889004 BOAR ISLAND.** By Nevada Barr. Read by Barbara Rosenblat. Anna Pigeon, National Park Service ranger, has had to deal with all manner of crimes and misdemeanors, but cyberbullying and stalking never figure into her work. As acting chief ranger at Acadia National Park, Maine, it seems the perfect place to protect the victim of a stalker–until it becomes clear he’s followed them over. Over 12 hours on ten CDs, SHOPWORN, Macmillan. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6915663 BELGRavia.** By Julian Fellowes. Read by Juliet Stevenson. On the evening of June 15, 1815, the great and the good of British Society have gathered in Belgravia at what is to become one of the most tragic parties in history, the Duchess of Richmond’s Ball. For this is the eve of the Battle of Waterloo, and many of the young men will find themselves on the battlefield the very next day. Sixteen hours on 13 CDs, Grand Central. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 2934396 MALICIOUS: BookShots.** By James Patterson with J.O. Born. Read by Helen Wick. Both survivors of the divorce wars, Christy and Martin don’t believe in love at all and certainly not on a first date. But from the instant they lock eyes, life becomes a sexy, romantic dream come true. That is, until they start playing a strangely intense game of make-believe–a game that’s about to go too far. Three hours on three CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 2932464 HIDDEN: BookShots.** By James Patterson with J.O. Born. Read by Wayne Pyle. Novella. Mitchum is back. His brother’s been charged with murder. Nathaniel swears he didn’t kill anyone, but word of the hit is that he’s involved with the victim’s wife. Now, Navy SEAL dropout, Mitchum, will break every law to expose the truth—even if it destroys the people he loves. Over two hours on 3 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 2933629 HIGH HEAT.** By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. A shocking video of a beheading of a journalist has been sent to Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. The seemingly perfect countryside soon turns ominous when local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one will talk to the big city detective and the bodies keep piling up. Over six hours on 6 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.00

**CD 2979322 TOM CLANCY’S OP-CENTER: Scorched Earth.** By George Galdorisi. Read by Peter Berkes. The president and top officials in the oval office as General Underwood, a viciously beheaded by an Islamic Leader. American forces go into gear to retaliate but will the Op-Center be able stay one step ahead of the enemy and put an end to the Islamic leader’s brutality? Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2934116 THE DOLLS: BookShots.** By James Patterson with K. Bal. Read by Kate Russell. Novella. Investigative reporter Lana Wallace has covered many crimes of passion over the years. But when she’s asked to help solve the dark secrets of “The Dolls”: perfect lovers, perfect companions, and perfect killers. Three hours on 3 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 3733931 THE RUMOR.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett, Rick Zielf, Madeline and Grace are best friends and the envy of Nantucket for their perfect marriages. But this summer, something has changed, and if there’s anything Nantucket likes better than cocktails on the beach—it’s a good rumor. Eleven hours on 9 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $35.00

**CD 3730965 WINTER SOLSTICE.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. It’s been too long since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. As the snow falls, the Quinns are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it wouldn’t be a Quinn family gathering without a liberal dose of surprise, intrigue and upheaval. Over eight hours on 8 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00

**CD 3733920 WINTER STREET.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. As Christmas approaches, the owner of Nantucket’s Winter Street Inn, is looking forward to getting the family together for some quality time at the inn. Before the mulled cider is gone, the delightfully dysfunctional Quinns are set for endless rounds of Christmas caroling. Seven hours on 6 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $20.00

**CD 3733610 HERE’S TO US.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. Laurel, Sabrina and their younger sister, Wallis, have just over the years. But nothing can prepare her for justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3733912 WINTER STORMS.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. The heartwarming conclusion to the Winter Street Trilogy. If there’s anything the Quinns want to give thanks for the good times, it’s Christmas. And this year promises to be a celebration unlike any other as the Quinns prepare to host Kevin and Isabelle’s wedding at the inn. Over six hours on 6 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3733939 WINTER STROLL.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. Another Christmas in Nantucket finds the Quinns looking forward to celebrating Genevieve’s baptism, welcoming Isabella to the family and preparing for the holidays at the inn. But it’s going to take a whole lot more than a Christmas miracle to get the Quinns—and the inn—through the holiday’s intact. Seven hours on 6 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3734324 THE CASTAWAYS.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Katie Hale. With rumors of infidelity swirling Greg and Tess MacAvoy’s marriage, the couple head out of Colorado to a remote island for their 10th anniversary, hoping the roughest waters are behind them. But when they mysteriously drown, their grieving friends find themselves unprepared for the revelation of secret upon secret. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $39.99

**CD 3721876 EMPIRE OF THE STATE.** By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Read by Scott Brick. When King Faisal’s nephew is discovered funding ISIS, the president suspects that the Saudis might be responsible, so he arrives in her life just 9/11 agreement. The royal family needs to be sent a message and Mitch Rapp is just the man to deliver it. The catch? He has to do it all on his own. Over 11 hours on ten CDs, S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99

**CD 6751016 STING.** By Sandra Brown. Read by Stephen Lang. After looking eyes in a seedy dive bar, savvy businesswoman Jordie is abducted by Shaw Kinnard. He’s after the $30 million Jordie’s brother has stolen and, presumably, hidden. But when the police and the FBI get involved, Shaw and Jordie find themselves relying on each other to survive. Over 11 hours on ten CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $35.00

**CD 2979756 SUNSET EMBRACE.** By Sandra Brown. Read by Ellen Archer. Lydia and Ross have been hurt in the past. But when they find themselves thrown together, fighting the same enemy and unable to stop the events that will eventually pit one man’s vengeance against the strength of a woman’s love. Eight hours on 7 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $25.00

**CD 3750841 POISONOUS.** By Allison Brennan. Read by Eliza Foss. Investigative reporter Maxine Revere has a theory. Maybe five New York City murderers for which Adam Bachman is being tried are just one part of his other business. People will work alone, but how can she prove it? She must dig deep into Bachman’s psyche and past for the answers. Over 14 hours on twelve CDs, Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99

**CD 2934930 TAKING THE TITANIC.** By S. S. Stavrou. Read by N. Barber & E. Morton. Novella. Posing as newweds, two ruthless thieves board the Titanic to rob its well-heeled passengers. But an even more shocking plan is afoot–a scheme that could alter the fate of the world’s most famous ship. Three hours on 3 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 3733459 THE COLOR OF FEAR.** By Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. When private detective Sharon Martin finds out that her long-lost father is back, she starts investigating a racially motivated attack on her father, she begins receiving hate filled racist threats from a shadowy figure. Marcia must uncover the truth before all that stands between her and justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 6 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

**CD 2928574 REVIVAL.** By Stephen King. Read by David Morse. When tragedy strikes an already troubled family, they turn to their ongoing faith in God and their steadfast love for Deacon, the man they all married, and a passionate dislike for one another. After Deacon’s tragic death, his makeshift family must come together to work through his loss. Below the world over, there are a host of accusations, lies and tears. Over twelve hours on 11 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $20.00

**CD 2933845 THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN.** By Paula Hawkins. Read by Claire Corbett et al. Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning on her way to work. One day, she notices the same man sitting on a seat across from her. Is it just her imagination? Or is there something wrong with him? Whatever it is, she’s come to accept her occasional cruelty, Tommy loved her. He couldn’t live without her. Then, one morning, she wakes up to find out that she’s dead. Eight hours on 11 CDs, Hachette. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2933772 $10,000,000 MARRIAGE PROPOSAL: BookShots.** By James Patterson with H. Littin. Read by Sarah Moffo-Christerens, Novella. Will you marry me for $10,000,000?” A mysterious offer. One day, a beautiful stranger gives James the proposal of his dreams. But there’s a catch: the money must be delivered to their wedding venue. And he must get married by sunset on the day of the wedding. Over 11 hours on 11 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

**CD 2979230 TWO FROM THE ASHES.** By James Patterson et al. Read by Amy Tallmadge & Jamie Renell. Novellas. In Tell Me Your Best Story, a woman has lost everything takes a road trip in search of another chance in Tell Me Your Best Story. A woman has lost everything. She’s left with nothing but the barest essentials. The only thing she has left is the story of her life, and she needs to tell it. Write Me a Life, a wealthy man hires a writer to write a fictional world to be transformed into reality. But will this rich man be able to write the happy ending for himself? Over five hours on 5 CDs, Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.